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Double Sessions Approved For City Schools
Spacemen To Leave
Lunar Orbit Today

Carpenters' Strike
Forces Board Action

Youth Night Will
Be At Temple Hill
Youth Night will be observed at
.
the revival meeting at tIIP
Temple Hill United Method*
Church on Thursday, August 5.

The Murray Board of
Education, meeting in regular
will be held at 7:45
session last night, approved
By AL ROSSITER JR.
manned lunar exploration until you several weeks to analyze on Services
Rev.
Roger
Joan&
al
double sessions for the Middle
with
p.m.
UPI Space Writer
Apollo, sets out March 17 on a the surface."
School and Murray High School
the evangelist and all path tie
much
here,
"There's
just
so
mission
as
ambitious as Apollo
SPACE CENTER, Houston
until the new high school on
especially invited to the service
to coin a phrase, it's 'mind(UPI)—As Apollo 15 circled the 15
Doran Road is completed. This
Thursday evening. The revival
on
moon for the sixth and last day, Scott told ground control at boggling'."
new school was scheduler! On h•
close with the Friday eveedag
This was a low-key joke, will
Davird R. Scott said today he Houston:
finished by August 9, but the
service.
Continued on Page Twelve)
carpenter's work stoppage,
would like to stay there for "As we go around in lunar
in effect, is
weeks gazing at the "mind- orbit here I can look down and
By United Press International which continues
FIREMEN CALLED
boggling" lunar labyrinth far I can just spend weeks and
delaying the completion of the
below.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn today facility.
weeks looking and I can pick
"I just wish we had more out any number of superb sites
The Murray Fire Department
dedicated improvements to three
The school day for the high
answered a call Tuesday at 6:56
state parks and accompanied Dr. school students(grades 9 through
time because, believe me, down there which would take
Elvis Stahr, president of the 12) will be from 6:50 a.m. until
there's an awful lot to be seen
SPACE CENTER, Houston pin. to the one story house at 9112
National Audubon Society, on a 12:50 p.m., and the school day for
and done up here." Scott said
(UPI)—The Apollo 15 timetable South 9th Street. The fire was
he and his two colleagues were
tour of an undeveloped buffer the middle school (grades 5
(all times EDT and subject to from a short in the air conditioner which was disconnected
awakened to the tune of the
chang):
SUMMER READING Club winners were presented their prizes zone to surround the John J. through 8) will run from 12:15
by the firemen. Eight regular, at the Calloway County Public Library this morning. They are Audobon State Park.
opening theme from the movie
p.m. until 6:15 p.m. The lunch
Today
Nunn began the day with the program for these schools will
"1001: A Space Odyssey."
3:00 p.m.—Apollo 15 fires its five off duty, and one volunteer back row, left to right, Carol Teitioff and Charlie Bazzell; front
were
Two
collisions
traffic
Before firing themselves out
dedication of the final segments dovetail, and an open lunch
main engine for 3.4 seconds to firemen answered the call with row, John Jennings and Stan Paschall.
of lunar orbit late today, Scott, investigated by the Murray raise orbit to 63 by 66 miles three trucks.
of a $1.1 million development policy will be in effect while these
Department
on
Alfred M. Worden and James Police
program at Lake Barkley State schools are on this emergency
above the moon.
B. Irwin were leaving behind Tuesday.No injuries were listed 4:10 p.m. — Small scientific
Pain., Cadiz.
schedule.
an 80-pound satellite that will on the reports filed by the of- satellite is ejected from Apollo
The final construction phase "An open lunch policy means
circle the moon for a year, ficers.
includes nine cottages, a beach that students are not required to
15's service module to study
monitoring radiation and mag- Cars involved in the accident at radiation and magnetic forces
and bathhouse area, horseback eat in the school cafeteria," city
1:05 p.m. were a TR3 1961 two
netic forces.
The winners of the Summer riding stable, an 18-hole golf school superintendent Fred
for a year.
But today marked the end of door convertible driven by Steven 5:22 p.m.—Apollo 15 fires its
Reading Club sponsored by the course and still under con- Schultz said."At the lunch period
Lee Nance of Murray Route One,
Calloway County Public Library struction recreation and con- they will be free to eat at the
main
engine
for
2
minutes,
18
and a 1965 Ford two door owned
were presented their prizes this vention building.
place of their choice."
by Hugh F. Story and driven by seconds to break out of lunar
The Audubon Park at Hen- All schools are to open as
morning at the library.
orbit and head back toward
Sundt& Story of 900 North 18th
Stan Paschall—Second derson is primarily a wildlife originally scheduled, with inEarth.
St., Murray.
dry weather has damged the corn Grade—son of Mr. and Mrs. refuge and is secondarily for service for teachers August 23
By Ted Howard
9:34
p.m.—Astronauts
begin
Police said Mrs. Story, going
more than most farmers realize. Gedric Paschall, 1617 Belmonte recreation. The final stop of the and 24, and registration of all
County Extension Agent
eight hour rest period.
north on Old Highway 121, made
day was the dedication of the students on August 25, Schultz
This
corn did not
properly Drive, read 175 books.
Thursday
Southern
Corn
Leaf Blight
The
a left turn onto Dodson colliding
Barren River Lake State Park added.
Jennings—First
Grade—
John
pollinate
due
to
dry
weather
and
5:24 a.m .—Crew wakes up.
first appeared in Calloway
with the Nance car going south on
the ears are not completely fWed son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Jen- near the Governor's hometown of "The Carter and Robertson
8:26
a.m.—Course
correction,
during
the
week
of
County
July
Highway 121 or Coldwater Road.
nings, 215 Woodlawn, read 140 Glasgow.
Elementary Schools will operate
If
12. The best I could determine it out
Damage to the Nance car was necessary.
The additional land at the as planned with no modifkation
books.
As
far
as
the
blight
is
con11:34
a.m.
—
Worden
starts
A woman in describing her on the front end and to the Story
really got to moving fast the
Charlie Bazzell—Sixth Grade— Audubon Park will shield the of their school day due to the
spacewalk to retrieve two film weekend of July 17 and 18. It corned the next few days will
holiday said she had visited San car on the right side.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard area from encroaching land school construction," the
netilithera accident occurred on naasettaa from the experiment appears at this time that the determine how much damage is son of
"It's San Hooey!" corrected U. S. 641 South between a 1961 bay in the service module. blight may have slowed dawn'date as most of the corn in Bazzell, Route 2, read 66 books. developments. The land was superintendent pointed out.
Carol Teitloff—Sixth Grade— acquired through the aid of the U. School transportation for the
her friend. "In California, you Dodge four door driven by Telecast begins at 11:44 a.m. some in most parts of the coanty Calloway County will be passed
and
Robertson
pronouce all the J's as h's. When Ronald Dale Dodd of Murray The spacewalk will last a due primarily to unfavorable the dent stage and too mature for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. S. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Carter
Teitioff, 816 North 19th, read 59 and the National Audubon Elementary Schools will be
were you there?"
weather conditions that is cooler blight to affect it.
Route One and a 1966 Ford two maximum of one hour.
Society. Audubon president Stahr provided as originally scheduled.
books.
10:04 p.m.—Astronauts begin and dryer weather.
"In Hune and Huly," she door owned by
Henry L. Driver eight-hour sleep period.
large was a guest for the ceremonies. Transportation for the Middle
read
a
Others
who
replied.
The SCLB appeared about one
and driven by Marla M.Driver of
number of books were Cathy The park includes a beach and School will be available at the
week later than a year ago The
Hazel.
Merino-109; Tina Ratteree- swimming area, golf course, opening of school in designated
Fellow says that Noah certainly
Police said the Driver car was
majority of the corn in Calloway
109
; Vickey Weatherford-78; camping area, nature trails and areas, and the bus runs will be
did not do much fishing while the going north in the center lane
County is about 2 weeks ahead of
Russell-102; and Chris recreational area.
Li&sa
modified to accomodate the
Ark was afloat. .. with only two with the turn signal on to go
last year. The farmers used more
The Barren River Lake Park is afternoon schedule of the Middle
Fuqua-70.
%Tains.
right, pulled over in the right
normal cytoplasm corn for the
All persons who read at least 13 miles south of Glasgow and is School. Transportation for his
lane, colliding with the Dodd car Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bowden 1971 crop. Therefore, I believe for
five books during this period will the state's 15th park. The 22.7 school students will not be imMan (to waiter): "I'll have a also going north in the right lane attended the Independent these reasons the SCLB +Ain not D.
Chris
Emmert,
ham on rye, applie pie and cof- of traffic.
Grocers Alliance 45th an- cause near the damage to the chiropractic physician, will begin receive a Reading Achievement million park lodge opened July 1 plemented until the new high
spokesman with 51 guest rooms. Other school is in operation.
fee." His guest: "I'll hal the
Damage to the Dodge was or niversary convention held at the orn crop as was the case last his practice of chiropractic on Certificate, a library
facilities include a par-three
said.
same, except make it roast beef the left front and to the Ford on McCormick Place at Chicago, year.
September 1 in Murray in his
nine-hole golf coursse, riding In other action, the Board
on white, chocolate pudding and the right rear.
M., last week.
According to Dr. A. S. offices located at 903 Sycamore
stable, campsites, marina, beach approved the insurance program
tea."
IGA is the largest chain of WIlliimk,University of Kentucky Street.
and fishing area.
for the vocational school, acIndependent grocers in the Extension Plant Pathologist, Dr. Emmert completed his preMEETING CHANGED
cepted the bid of Ryan Milk
Our Grape vine has plenty of
nation, Bowden said. Some five corn will not be seriously chiropractic education at Indiana
Company to furnish milk for the
The Baptist Young Women of thousand IGA retailers and their damaged from the blight after it University and received his
gapes on it.
held
school cafeteria, and bakery
the Sinking Spring Baptist families and supply depot reaches the dent stage. Serious professional education at Lincoln An ice cream party will be
New Providence comproducts from the Bunny Bread
"The margin between that whict Church has changed its meeting, representatives attended the outbreaks have been reported in College,Indianapolis. He is a 1971 for the
members of the New
munity
and
scheduled
for
August
10,
to
Company.
men naturally do, and that whict
convention.
other counties on two normal graduate of Lincoln College Providence Riding Club on
Tuesday, August 17, when a The theme of the convention cytoplasm varieties. We find where he was an honor student.
Manufacturing
they can do, is so great that
Buel McKenzie of Murray The Zep
Friday, August 6, at 7:30 p.m. at
system which urges men on tr potluck supper will be served at was "Let Yourself Grow" with spots on several of the N- While at Lincoln, Dr. Emmert
Route One died Tuesday at 7:45 Company was awarded the bid
Club.
Riding
the
action and developes individua seven p.m. at the home of Mrs. one of the featured speakers cytoplasm varieties but none of held the x-ray scholastic
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway for custodial supplies, library
Families are asked to bring
enterprise and initiative ie Larry Bogard.
being Senator Hubert H. Hum- these have been classed as assistantship. He is presently
Hospital. He was 85 years books were awarded the Baker
County
freezers of ice cream, but if a
preferable, in spite of the wastes
phrey. Entertainment was by serious to date.
completing his internship at family does not have a freezer to of age and his death followed an and Taylor Company,and the bid
ONE CITFJJ
for general school supplies was
that necessarily attend their
George Kirby and Anita Bryant. Almost every field of corn will, Lincoln College.
extended illness.
cookies and cakes, a
awarded to Nashville Products
process" . . . Louis Dembitz One person was cited for no The exhibits consisted of new probably have some trace d Dr. Emmert served as a bring
his
wife,
the
Mr.
McKenzie
and
spokesman said. All persons are
operator's license on Tuesday IGA products being marketed
Company and Office Outfitters.
who
Brandeis.
McDougal,
Necie
former
there
blight. However, I believe
hospital corpsman in the United Invited to attend.
afternoon by the Murray Police and new and modern store is a
survives, would have celebrated The Board also authorized the
definite advantage to the
States Navy and following his
Opinion Research Corporation Department.
equipment. Bowden is owner and cytoplasm and the higher blend. discharge from the Navy he was
their 61st wedding anniversary Delta Dental Plan of Kentucky,
questioned young people (18 to 29
manager of the Jim Adams IGA of N and T. The most severe employed by the Charles Pfizer
on Monday, August 9. He was a an insurance program covering
accidental dental injuries, be
FREE PUPPID1
years 1 on President Nixon and
Store located ig the Northside damage that I have noticed has Company, Terre Haute, Ind., as
member of a Baptist Church.
found most agree with him. The
Shopping Center on Chestnut been in fields with 100 percent T a biological research technician.
The Calloway county man is made available on a voluntary
Two puppies are free to persons Street. Mr. and Mrs. Bowden cytoplasm or the low blend of len
question was "Do you approve or
survived by his wife; two basis to the school patrons in this
He worked as a member of a
The annual cleaning of the E
disapprove of the way Richard for pets. For information call stayed at the Conrad Hilton Hotel than a 50-50 blend.
biological research team in- Downs Cemetery, located nea daughters, Mrs. Leon (Mabel) district.
Nixon is handling his job as 489-2508.
while in Chicago.
Robinson of Lodi, California, and
In some areas of the county this vestigating the "Common cold."
Rushing Creek Camp Ground in
President?" The June 5-6 survey
Prior to his entrance to Lincoln the Land Between the Lakes, will Mrs. John (Robbie) Hutson of
showed 46 percent approved, 42
Murray Route Seven; one son,
College Dr. Emmert was embe held Saturday, August 7.
Floyd McKenzie of Murray Route
(Continued on Page Twelve
ployed by the state of Indiana for
relatives or One; three sisters, Mrs. Gracie
three years as a pan -medic. He All persons having
the cemetery Horton of Texas, Mrs. Virgie
buried
at
friends
is also a registered laboratory
urged to be peseta on McDougal of Murray, and The officers for the Murray
technician and a member of the are
with tools to help in another sister, Myrtle, of Texas; Middle School Parent-Teachers
Saturday
Medical
American
Association have been elected
cleaning the graveyard. A basket ten grandchildren; six great
Technologists.
and
are as follows: Wayne M.
spread at noon.
grandchildren.
LOUISVILLE
UPI)—
While at Lincoln College Dr. lunch will be
Williams, president; Mrs. Lewis
Funeral
arrangements
are
Hillerich & Bradsby Co., the
Emmert served as president of
Hudspeth, 1st vice-president;
incomplete, but friends may call
leading producer of baseball
the
Junior
American
Mrs. Eli Alexander, rind viceat the Max Churchill Funeral
bats, is having a bat problem.
Association,
Chiropractic
president; Mrs. Bill HarreLl,
Home.
The company here recently
Student Council representative
secretary; and Mrs. W. B. Mccommissioned a pest control
for two years, secretary of the
Cuiston, treasurer.
CORRECTION
company to "go into the
Student Council for one year, and
These officers will serve for the
In the report of the traffic 1971-72 school year. On August 12
warehouse and exterminate
president of Sigma Phi Kappa
accident at North 8th and Olive they will hold their first official
some bats."
professional fraternity.
Streets published in Saturday's meeting and on August 17 they
The work order referred to the
Dr. Emmert is a member of the
Ledger & Times, the vehicles will attend a PTA
type of bats that fly.
Mount Calvary
Methodist
Training
were listed incorrectly. The 1955 Conference
Church and he is a Mason.
at
Bob's
Chevrolet owned by Billy Morgan Smorgasbord near
Dr. Emmett's wife, Janis A.
Kentucky
Marguerite
Boyd
and
driven
by
Emmett, received her education
Dam.
Morgan of 506 Meadow Lane was
from Indiana University where
Mr. Robert Olin Jeffrey is the
going east on Olive Street and the Middle School principal.
she graduated in 1967 with a B. S.
1971 Ford panel owned by South
in nursing. Following graduation
Showers and scattered thunCentral Bell Telephone Company
she
was
two
years
employed
for
WOMEN'S MEET
derstorms today and mainly east
and driven by Jimmy Dale Bell of
by
Robert
Long
Hospital,
Inand south tonight and southern
805 Sunny Lane was going south
dianapolis, as an assitant head
The Women of the Moose will
half Thursday. Considerable
on North 8th Street. The truck hold their regular
nurse
of
cardiovascular
surgery.
meeting on
441 CONTEST PARTICIPANTS—Shown here are state 4-H participants la the Kentucky 4-H Dairy
cloudiness and mild through
pulled into the Morgan lane of Thursday, August 5, at the
For the past two years she has
lodge
Foods Demonstration Contest. Debra Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker of Kirksey,
Thursday. Highs today and
traffic, according to the report hall at eight p.m.
been an instructor of medicalOfficers need
Thursday mid 705 to low 80s. (top of stairs) was the Purchase area winner and received a red award at the state contest The
filed by the officers of the Murray not wear
formals at the meeting,
contest was conducted at the University of Kentucky earlier this summer.
Dr. D. Chris Emmert
Continued on Page Xwelve I
Lows tonight mostly 60s.
Police Department
a spokesman said.

Improvements
At 3 Parks
Dedicated

Apollo
Timetable

Collisions Are
Reported Here

Named
Corn Blight Not Expected Winners
In Contest Here
To Hurt Couilty Crops As
Much As It Did Last Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mr., Mrs. Bowden
Attend IGA Meet

Chiropractor
To Open Office
Here Next Month

Ice Cream Party

Planned On Friday

Buel McKenzie
Dies Tuesday

Cemetery
Cleaning Saturday

Ed Downs

Middle School PTA
Officers Elected

Bats In The Belfry
At The Bat Factory

The Weather
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Verne Kyle, general manager of the Murray Manufacturing
Company,died August 2at 10:30 p.m.at the Murray Hospil.
Hilda Louise Alton, Judith Lee Burkeen, Janet Murl Cherry,
Carolyn Duffy, Bobbie Nell Dunn, Judith Farris, Alice Faye
Grogan, Thelma Ruth Holland, Mary Littleton, Alene Miller,
Ruetta Overbey, Ruth Turner, and Glenda Gale Wilson are
graduates of Nurses Aide Class at the Murray Hospital.
Miss Shirley Geurin discussed her recent travels in Europe at
the meeting of Group I of the Christian Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church held at the home of Mrs. Karl Frazee.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Shoemaker announce the engagement of
their daughter, Judy, to Lawrence M. McGuire of Santa Ana,
California.

Word has been received that Pfc. Chester Pritchett, age 24, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Pritchett of Dexter, was killed in action in
Korea on June 2a of this year. He was an ammunition bearer in a
machine gun unit.
Deaths reported also are Nelse Waggoner, age 65, who died
August 3,and Oscar Williams,age 70, who died August 2.
Calloway Countains are going to the polls today to cast their
votes for state and county officials.
Mr.and Mrs. Charles Nanny are the parents of a baby boy born
this week at the Murray Hospital.

The wicked shall fall by their own wickedness.—Proverbs 11:5.
Cunning plans usually trap the trapper at last. Schemer take
note!

WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—
Anyone who has played in the
mud on a rainy day and built a
dam across a small ditch to form
a miniature lake may have been
reminded of his childhood days
by recent views from the air of
Cave Run Reservoir floodwaters.
It's a poor comparison, for
flash floods in Licking River
upstream had made the notcompleted dam anything but a
handful of mud.
‘they building that
"Why are
darn anyway," asked a woman
disturbed at the danger that one
end of the earth wall might break
and send a 40-to-500 feet wall of
water on the area below.
The fact that the dam held is
testimony of engineering skill;
the fact that by holding back
900,000,000 cubic feet of water
that already was flooding 21,000
acres above the cofferdam, is
proof that the thousands of acres
of land plus towns and cities
bellOw will not suffer the regular
ravages of floodwater, as in the
Past.
Cave Run Reservoir is being
built as a link in a vast flood
control program for the Ohio
River Basin. Included in the
overall project is a recreation
aspect that is expected to attract
two million visitors the first year
it is opened to the public—
hopefully in 1973.
Already the project has afthree separate groups.
fected flood control . . . the dam
One called itself "Revolu- up
held back the tremendous rain
The full extent of what was deluge that fell in Magoffin and
tionary Youth Movement I"
(RYM I), or more simply, being attempted became Menifee counties and swept
known on March 6, 1970, when a through many Morgan County
"Weatherman." This is taken
from the lyrics of a Bob Dylan
violent explosion blew out the homes. Had the cofferdam, or
song — "You don't need a front of a $255,000 town house in temporary wall, not been built,
weatherman to tell you which
Greenwich Village, New York flooding would have been felt all
way the wind is blowing." This City.
the way to Cincinnati.
is the extremist wing.
Two girls dashed out of the
When Cave Run Reservoir is
RYM II, a more centrist, wreckage and quickly disapit is staggering to
completed,
been
moderate group was formed
peared. They have since
one's senses to look to the future a
but faded quickly. The remain- ;identified as Kathy Wilkerson,
cler of SIDS retained the "Work- -whose father owned the 10- few years and envision the effect
er Student Alliance" title and is room luxurious residence, and it will have. Area leaders meet
still today under the pro-Maoist Kathy Bowden, whose father is almost weekly to plan developinfluence of the Progressive a professor of law at Harvard ment of recreation facilities for
Labor Party.
University. Both are still fugi- towns and for their people.
For this reservoir, being built
The alliance established its tives.
headquarters in Boston, then
From tiny fragments of flesh, by the U.S. Army Corps of
moved to Chicago. It calls itself three others were identified as Engineers, recreation facilities
SDS and publishes the SDS having died in the blast — Ted are under supervision of the U.S.
magazine, "New Left Notes." Gold,Diane Oughton and Terry Forestry Service. In mid-July the
It does not believe in individ- Robbins. And it was deter- announcement came from
ual acts of violence, and is still mined the explosion could have Washington that $762,000 had
attempting to infiltrate work- been much worse — 50 unde- been
for
appropriated
ers' ranks and identify with tonated sticks of dynamite recreational facilities at Cave
striking unions, all without were found in the debris.
Run.
much success.
The ruins of that town house
Main areas for recreation
Weatherman, however, is an- are in a sense symbolic of the
other story. Its characteristics current status of this most vio- ievelopment are at the darn site
on
are frightening.
lent segment of the New Left in Bath and Rowan counties,
Weatherman members are movement. One of the govern- Scott Creek in Rowan, and
ment's most highly informed (according to a 1967 news
rated by investigative agencies
officials in this field, who, be- release) on Yocum Creek,
here as true fanatics. They procause of his job cannot be iden- Greasy Creek and at Mussel
ject a bitter hatred of the
Shoals upstream in Morgan
tified, says:
United States, of democracy
we are facing a County.
"Today
and the Establishment. They
The lake created by the imWeatherman, New Left, underadvocate violence, have even
ground of terrifying dimen- poundment will be the fourth
issued what they call a
sions.... It is held together by largest in Kentucky, backing
"declaration of war" against
bitterness against this country. water for more than 60 miles in
the United States. They profess
It is effective because its mem- and around hollows and hills—or.
to believe in Marxism — and
bers are living in communes, about 20 miles "as the crow
they make bombs.
thousands of them, scattered flies." The lake will reach all the
While there is no centralized
the United States.
way to West Liberty in Morgan
Weatherman organization, across
"There is no central organi- County, and will cover lands in
there is communication
indeis
commune
Each
zation.
Rowan, Bath and Menifee
through publications. The
pendent. Not all those in the counties as well.
movement was able to make its
cotnrnunes are Weatherman
debut by mobilizing between
W. E. Crutcher, publisher of
members, are violent or neces500 and 700 young men and
writes in
extremists. But they are The Morehead News,
sarily
women in Chicago in October,
to the Weather- his "Publisher's Pen" that "Cave
sympathetic
1969, for what was billed as
greatest thing that
man. They protect them and Run is the
"Days of Rage."
ever happened to Morehead
them."
shield
The faithful came prepared
The mystery in all this is why outside the University. For the
for street fighting, armed with
it happen. Will the New Left four-county region Cave Run will
did
helmets, rocks, sticks, wearing
after the Vietnam change the economy and our way
disappear
leather jackets. Their tactics
war ends? What caused Amer- of life."
were simple: form in "affinity
In one meeting, plans of a
ica's children to turn against
groups of about five; walk close
were reared to group called Recreating Enthey
c.verything
together; on command, disrespect?
through
terprised—working
perse in different directions, .herish and
What, in truth, has happened Gateway Area Development
throwing rocks, breaking winto America'
District—were unfolded to indows, overturning cars."
dicate that the future holds a
Next: Why did it happen?
While they were able to ra use
promenade
basin,
yacht
considerable damage, arrests
lighthouse-type structure with a
cut quickly into their strength.
restaurant on top to afford a
The four days had little impact PATIENCE PAYS OFF
other
view,
on established society. Twenty
HYERES, France (UPI) — panoramic
federal warrants are still wait- Jacques Chaussin, 27, took a restaurants, golf courses
ing to be served on fugitives
pads, country clubs
dive Sunday when a police helicopter
from the Chicago violence.
amphitheater, lodges and
Patrol surprispff him trying to
Perhaps partly because of
car parked on the dock marinas. They also noted ski
the "Days" failure in Chicago, steal a Mediterranean port near slopes,concessions,fishing piers
thLs
a decision was made at the of
campgrounds, picnic areas,
police said.
Weatherman meeting in Flint, Toulon.
Playgrounds, cottages, beaches,
Mich., December, 1969, to go
pioneer weapons hunting area,
still
the
watched
Police
underground. For those ingift shops . . . and more.
hours
volved this means changing harbor waters for two
A part of the plan calls for
names, changing appearance, - suspecting their man got away,
development Midland (Bath
and a constant shifting of loca- or drowned
County) into a model city with
tion The plan was to mount
every building plot zoned and
a
pulled
just
had
he
new violence while operating
But no,
many years into
underground, guerrilla style. ,traw out of his bag of tricks programmed for
the future. And a $2.5 million fish
murky
the
in
remained
had
It didn't take long for the newi, and
breathing through the hatchery and botanical gardens
pattern to appear. Police sta- hater
until surfacing, will be built on Licking River
tube,
thin
tions became targets for hitInquisitive police below the dam
the
thinking
and-run attacks. Dynamite was
One importnnt factor in
had moved on. He was wrong.

THE NEW LEFT

Mao's influence seen
in underground groups
Second of three articles
By JAM CARY
Copley News Service

WASHINGTON — Communist China's Red Guards
don't march through the streets
of Washington or any other
American city, waving copies
of "Quotations from Mao Tsetung."
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Nevertheless,the thoughts of
Everybody knows how the Pentagon got that way, Mao and his version of comwhere the Department of State is headed and what munism have played an indirect role in creating the most
the White House ought to do, but none of us knows
violent revolutionary underwhy and the reason must be that neither do they— ground this country has ever
the Pentagon, the State Department and the White known.
For the Progressive labor
House, that is.
Party (PLP), a militant Com"Every why hath a wherefore."
munist splinter group favoring
—William Shakespeare
Mao's communism over the
in "The Comedy of Errors"
Moscow variety, was deeply involved in events leading up to
the shattering of a New Left
COUNT
HORSE
The Almanac
group — Students for a
A national count of horses is core
By limited Press International
Democratic Society — into its
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 4, being made in connection with present violent fragments.
the recent outbreak of VEE (
the 210th day of 1971.
equine
en- The PLP was the second of
The moon is between its first Venezuelan
cephalomyelitis) in Texas. the "Old Left" Communist
quarter and full phase
groups in America to have an
The morning stars are Venus, Although VEE doesn't appear to
impact on the disorganized
be
threat
a
in
this
at
Kentucky
Mars and Saturn
radical movements of the 1980s
The evening stars are Mercu- time, the US. Department of !mown
collectively as the "New
Agriculture wants to know the
ry and Jupiter.
in
horses
of
number
each
county
Those born on this day are
The Communist Party of the
to help protect these animals if United States
under the sign of Leo.
tried and failed.
Scottish comedian Sir Harry the disease should spread to other But the Trotskyite Socialist
If
states.
a
own
you
any
horse—or
1870.
4,
Aug,
born
was
Lauder
Workers Party, or rather its
other animal of the equine
On this day in history:
,oath branch — the Young So'
In 1735 freedom of the press species—or if you have any in- cialist Alliance — founded
was established when John formation about the horses in this many chapters on college camZenger, publisher of a New county, please contact your puses and successfully sponsored front groups that orYork City newspaper, was county Extension agent.
genital mass antiwar protests
acquitted on libel charges.
in Washington.
In 1914 the United States
The PLP was formed in 1962,
of
proclamation
a
issued
TRUDEAU TO BELGRADE
as was SDS, and almost imneutrality in World War I.
OTTAWA (UP!)—Prime MiIn 1949 more than 6,000 nister Pierre Elliott Trudea mediately began to infiltrate
persons were killed when an and his wife are planning a tri SIDS chapters across the nation
and organize them along
earthquake leveled 50 towns in to Yugoslavia "in the near
Maoist lines.
Ecuador.
future," a spokesman for The PLP-controlled units
In 1967 America ended its Trude_au's office said Monday took the name of Workers Student Alliance, and tried to
military airlift to the strife-torn night.
The spokesman said Trudeau create precisely what that title
Congo.
would meet with Yugoslavia's called for — a joint organizaA thought for today: Scottish President Tito, and would invite tion of students and workers
comedian Sir Harry Lauder him to pay a return trip to that could be used eventually to
said, "011, it's nice to get up in Canada. He added there was foster a revolution.
the morning, but it's nicer to "no indication" as to what else This theme was carried over
the two leaders would discuss. into a summer program of atday in bed."
tempted infiltration of big in********* *•• at * .10 *••••••••••* dustrial plants where efforts
Relax
were made to persuade work$
•
ADULTS
in Air Conditioned * ers to join the alliance.
Corafctt
While this largely failed, the
takeover of a significant mmher of MS chapters did not,
and by 1968 revolutionary fever
was running high in SDS ranks.
The SDS convention at Lansing, Mich., that year held an
open seminar on explosives —
how to make homemade bombs
and where to place them. Brochures were passed around explaining the steps. There was
discussion in SDS publications
of how to bring about a revolution.
The following months were
marked by irereasing SDS factionalism however, and when
the next national convention
was held at Chicago in June,
1969, SDS broke apart into

development of the Licking River
watershed into so vast a project
is the purity of the stream.
It is important, say development leaders, that nearby
counties and towns begin now to
prepare for the influx of visitors
that is sure to come when the
reservoir is completed. Some
communities already have
projects in the planning stage,
ready to be implemented.
Facilities are needed that will
lure tourists who, after a day
boating, fishing, picnicking,
swimming and the like, want to
take in evening entertainment.
The value of Cave Run during
times of flooding can be
estimated on a smaller, but no
less important scale when
compared with the value of
Grayson Reservoir, located east
of Cave Run in Carter and Elliott
counties. Residents in that area
say the reservoir saved them
from floods during the severe
storms recently.
Grayson Reservoir impounds
Little Sandy River and numerous
smaller creeks. Built by the
Huntington District, Corps of
Engineers, the area has been
made a state park SS promised by
Gov. Louie B. Nunn when he and
W. James Host, then Kentucky
commissioner of parks, spoke at
Rosedale Beach a year ago.
Here are examples of the value
of flood control protects. Some
are unwarranted when evaluated
against the cost of scenic beauty
and wildlife preservation. But the
project at Cave Run—which will
have a dam more than 800 feet
thick at the bottom and wide
enough for a highway across its
3000-foot-long
top—is
on(
destined to develop a great
Kentucky region.
All this and flood control too

Kentucky received two federal
grants totaling $180,216 for work
in strengthening the state's occupational health and safety
programs and an on-the-job solid
waste training project.
A $120,000 federal grant,
together with $12,000 from the
Kentucky Program Development
Office, will go into an effort to
meet the standards of the federal
Occupational Safety and Health
Acts of 1970. ,
Planning grants totaling more
than $3 million were made to 35
with the Kentucky
states
Department of Health given the
task of meeting a one-year
federal deadline for preparing a
comprehensive program, to
include changes in state laws.
Health Commissioner William
P. McElwain announced that the
U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency awarded $60,216 for a
new program to train solid waste
handlers and sanitarians.
Kentucky was one of eight
states receiving funding for the
project which will be offered to
sanitary landfill operators, local
health department sanitarians,
consulting and city engineers and
other public officials throughout
the state.
Under the project, training will
be given to accurately inspect,
evaluate and report conditions at
disposal sites and the effective
construction and operation of
these sites.

WOMEN ALLOWED
The London Press Club will
accept women members for the
first time. A motion to lift the
ban was carried by a large majority. The first women are
likely to join next January.

HORSE OWNERS
Do you own a horse—or a
pony—or a mule? If so, please
call your county Extension office
and report it so your animal will
be counted in an important
national survey.
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Pirates Leave
Slump In S.F.

Training Camp Policies
Changing In Last Years

Standings
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By United Press International
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Steve Arlin pitched a four- 3ittsburgh
68 41 .624 ...
hitter and 011ie Brown drove in it. Louis
59 50 .541 9
57 50 .533 10
two runs with a pair of singles Micago
to spark the Padres' victory. New York
55 52 .514 12
48 61 .440 20
The Padres collected 13 hits in Philadelphia
43 66 .394 25
handing Jerry Reuss his Ilth Montreal
West
in 21 decisions.
W. L Pct. GB
John Vukovich, batting only San Francisco 67 45 .598 ...
.161, doubled home pinch-runner Los Angeles
59 51 .536 7
Larry Bowa with one out in the Houston
55 54 .505 10/
1
2
ninth inning to give the Phillies Atlanta
57 56 .504 10/
1
2
a victory over the Braves. Cincinnati
51 62 .451 161
/
2
Vukovich also singled, a sev- San Diego
/
2
40 71 .360 261
enth inning home run for the
Tuesday's Results
Phillies. Willie Montanez hit his Los Angeles 9 San Francisco 1
22nd homer for Philadelphia Cinc 5 N.Y. 2 1st, twit
while Hank Aaron hit No. 31 N.Y. 9 Cinc 4 2nd, night
and Earl Williams No. 19 for Phila 3 Atlanta 2, night
the Braves.
San Diego 6 St. Louis 1, night
Bill Hands, who hadn't won Chicago 5 Houston 0, twit
since June 29, pitched a five- Pitts 10 Montreal 6, night
hitter and Ron Santo snapped
Today's Probable Pitchers
an 0-for-12 slump with a homer San Diego (Norman 1-7) at
to pace the Cubs' victory. Chicago (Pappas 11-10).
Hands, who lost all four of his Cincinnati (Nolan 8-12) a
decisions in July, posted his New York (Gentry 9-8).
10th victory against 12 losses. Atlanta (Niekro 11-8) at
Steve Garvey and Maury Philadelphia (Lersch
4 - 9),
Wills each drove in a pair of night.
runs as the Dodgers collected San Francisco (Perry 10-9) at
16 hits in posting their fifth St. Louis (Gibson 9-9), night.
successive victory. Wills, Gar- Los Angeles (Downing 13-6)
vey, Manny Mote and Willie at Houston (Forsch 5-5), night.
Davis each collected three hits Pittsburgh (Kison 2-2 or
in helping rookie Doyle Alexan- Walker 5-7) at Montreal (Stroh.
der to his third victory in six mayer 4-3 or Stoneman 12-91,
decisions.
night.
Tony Perez' three-run homer
Thursday's Gaines
In the sixth inning carried New York at Atlanta night
Cincinnati to a victory in the San Diego at Chicago
first game, but the Mets San Fran at St. Louis night
bounced back to take the Los Angeles at Houston night
nightcap as Tim Foli drove in Pittsburgh at Montreal night
three runs with a pair of
doubles. Winless Jim Merritt, a
American League
20-game winner a year ago,
East
suffered his llth straight loss in
W. L Pct. GB
the nightcap.
Baltimore
65 39 .625 ...
62
.579 41
/
2
Boston
57 50 .533 9/
1
2
Detroit
54 56 .491 14
New York
44 62 .415 22
Washington
71eveland
43 66 .394 241
/
2

SPORTS UNLIMITED

John defensive back Al Godwin, a
Then
linebacker
By JOE CARNICELLI
Most free agent from Kentucky, and
Bremen, the club's
UPI Sports Writer
By FRED McMANE
the New York Giants dropped
Training camp used to be a Valuable Player last season,
UPI Sports Writer
four players, including John
was
dropped
suddenly
and
then
time
when
pro
football
teams
The Pittsburgh Pirates left
Kirby, a starting linebacker two
tried to get their players into dealt to Green Bay. Bramlett
heir slump in San Francisco.
years ago. Houston waived
shape. Now a lot of thorns are balked at the deal, which might
The Pirates, who dropped
Mike Leinert and Worthy
spending that period just trying nave cost the Pats the services
four in a row to the Giants last
both rookies.
McClure,
if tackle Rich Moore, obtained
to get players into camp.
weekend, snapped their losing
York Jets said five
Four more teams were busy in the deal, but Bramlett The New
streak Tuesday night and
players-Steve Thompson, John
reported
relented
Tuesday
and
playing
the
persuasion
game
gained a full game in the
Dockery, Dennis Onkotz, rookie
to the Packers' camp,
produced exactly one 20-game Tuesday.
National League East by
By WAYNE LOCKWOOD
Rich Sowells and Harvey Nairn
Warren
Wells,
Oakland's
conseason.
The
New
England
Patriots,
whipping the Montreal Expos
Copley News Service
For standing tall among such who by now may be asking troversial wide receiver, report- -will miss Saturday night's
1-6 on the hitting of Gene Alley
contemporaries,
Jenkins has themselves what did they do to ed to camp two days late. pre-season opener against the
and Manny Sanguillen.
CHICAGO - Ferguson
Detroit Lions in Tampa because
Alley hit two home runs, the
Jenkins. Say the name slowly. found his name inscribed upon deserve lilt- this, were busy Wells, who is in danger of being of injuries.
exactly
no
Cy
Young
awards
or
Jailed
for
violation
of
his
trying
to
remedy
the
chaos
second a game-tying blast in
Roll it off the tongue.
Mast Valuable-Player plaques. caused by the disappearance of probation, has been in trouble
the eighth, and Sanguillen
It has a certain air, fit for a
Although his $90,000 salary Duane Thomas, their newly- with the law twice for drunken
chairman of the board. Or the
tripled with the bases loaded to
hardly qualifies the 27-year-old acquired running back.
an
driving and once for attempted
of
d'affaires
charge
highlight a six-run eighth inning
Canadian for a poverty grant, it
Thomas, who verbally blasted rape. No explanation was given
emerging nation.
as the Pirates stretched their
is less than that commanded by the entire
Dallas organization for Wells' absence except by
Or the best pitcher in the
lead over the second place St.
his more glamorous peers.
National League.
and refused to play for the roommate Eldridge Dickey who
Louis Cardinals to nine games.
While
Seaver
spends
his
Jenkins surrendered the first
Cowboys, was sent to the said: "He's been depressed."
San Diego beat S. Louis 6-1,
two options at 18 when he ac- winters instructing his wife in Patric,* Saturday in a five- In player transactions TuesPhiladelphia edged Atlanta 3-2,
the finer points of purchasing
cepted $10,000 to throw a
City
player deal. Thomas reported to day, Kansas
traded
MURRAY, Ky.-Patsy Palmer
Chicago blanked Houston 5-0,
gasoline and Gibson hurls
for a living.
baseball
the Pats' camp Monday, worked veteran defensive back Goldie ind the Carrol boys scored douLos Angeles whipped San
baseballs
against
unbreakable
He has, with something less
out one day and left, claiming, Sellers to Houston for a draft ale wins to highlight competition
Francisco 9-1, and Cincinnati
than national fanfare, achieved glass, Jenkins goes home to "they don't want me, they asked choice and St. Louis dealt at the West Kentucky Horsebeat New York 5-2 in the first
South
Chatham, Ont.
the third.
game of a doubleheader then
There are some who feel that me to leave", a charge denied by defensive back Tony Plummer man's Association show here
Ferguson Jenkins well may
is not quite right. Jenkins is one Upton Bell, the New England to Atlanta, also for a draft Saturday night.
lost the nightcap 9-4, in other
be the best pitcher in the
pick.
Crisp, fall-like weather and a
of
them. But he has learned to general manager.
NL games.
National League. That is not
The Baltimore Colts released host of new faces combined to
live with it.
In the American League
The Patriots are trying to
opinion, although a number of
keep competition keen in most
No, I don't think I've determine whether the deal,
action, the Yankees routed
people hold it.
of the classes.
received
the
recognition
I
back
running
Cleveland 8-1, Oakland topped
cost
them
which
writ
the
holy
It is engraved in
Next Saturday's show at Reiddeserve," he says candidly. Carl Garrett and a No. 1 draft
Kansas City 7-5, Washington
of baseball - records.
land promises to be a big one
"But
I'm
not
worried.
There's
beat Detroit 4-2, Milwaukee
lioice next year, will remain
The Cub right-hander has
since it will feature both money
blanked California 2-0 and
valid.
won at least 20 games for four not much I can do about it.
purses and points.
"The
only
thing
that
would
twois
seasons
and
straight
disappearance
is
the
Thomas'
Minnesota edged Chicago 4-3 in
Saturday's results:
By United Press International
change
it
is
pitching
on
a
thirds of the way to a fifth.
10 innings. Boston at Baltimore
latest in a string of misfortunes
Leading Batters
I. HALTER OPEN-Karen Spratpennant
winner,
getting
in
the
No other active major
ILy Lady Fly: Mike Henaon--Star
was postponed because of rain.
to strike the New England
National League
Stepper; Ed Roberts-Misty; Linda
leaguer can make that World Series. That kind of camp this pre-season, First
Alley's second homer of the
Lee-Bare Cat Leo; Junior MyersG.
AB
R.
H.
Pct.
publicity
would make a difBoll.
statement.
game tied the score at 5-5 in
Olsen, their No. 1 draft Torre, St.L 110 423 63 152 .369 Tinker
Phil
1. PONY LEAD LINE-Jo Bath
To find a Cub with equal ference.
-Coco; Jeff Wiggindtonmissed Beckrt, Chi 102 409 68 143 .350 Chambers
last
year
who
the eighth and the Pirates
choice
of
Chief Blue Cloud; Rita Buckingham"But the players know I'm in
requires
an
credentials
Spunky; TIMMY Morton-Cody; Tama
knee
season
with
preceded to load the bases on a
all
last
92 368 61 123 .334 my Clapp-Tiny Tim
exercise in nostalgia back to this league and that's the most Injury, found a loophole in his Mae, Pit
PONIES 311-• AND UNDER-Leswalk, an error by Bob Bailey
important thing to me. I'm not
Garr, AU
108 441 71 147 .333 lie3. Hathcock-Little
Black Ace; BerThree-Finger
the
days
of
declared
a
and
was
and another walk. Sanguillen
contract
nie
Dowdy-Nuggett; Patty Toonreally
worried about what the
Brock, St.L 107 441 86 147 .333 Popsy,:
Brown and Grover Cleveland
Linda Rogers-Fancy Pants.
signed
with
Olsen
then cleared the bases with his
agent.
free
4, WESTERN PLEASURE. JUNIOR
95 369 44 123 .333 -Gall
&gin, Pit
Alexander, both Hall of fans watching on TV think."
Hanks-Frankle; Trees Deboe
triple and, after Jose Pagan
The players think that the Ins Angeles Rams.
Davis, LA
107 432 63 141 .326 -Bailey; Terry Rogers-Snatey; Rog.
Famers.
er
Leslie-Joker Jack; Diane lfeCulawalked, Vic DavaWlo doubled
Next Joe Kapp, their veteran Jones, NY
Jenkins
is
every
bathe
pitcher
90 337 40 109 .323 ton-King.
Charlie Root? Lon Warneke?
quarterback, was lost when it Cash, Pit
5. COUNTRY PLEASURE, OPENhome the final two runs of the
76 306 59 98 .320 Larry
Bill Lee? Claude Passeau? his record says he is. Maybe
Champion--Tony: Susan Nance
had
not
revealed
that
he
inning.
was
even more.
Dan; Jimmy liatlicock-Luke; goAlou, St.L
101 414 55 132 .319 Larry French?
blin&
Riley
-Toddy; Jimmy Sourliusd
player's
"He is just a super pitcher," signed a standard
-Duffs.
American League
Forget it. Jenkins has outd. WES713IN PLEASURE. OPENlast
Kapp
was
believes
Chris
contract.
Cannizzaro,
who
pitched them all.
G. AB R. H. Pct. GUY Deen-Pine's Pep; James McChestney-Poco: Emily Deen-Combe
Bob Gibson? Tom Seaver? has made the pleasant tran- reported over-seeing the con- Oliva, Minn 86 334 57 123 .368 Lamle;
Linda Clark-DY's Mill,; Ken
sition
from
hitting
against
Canada.
motel
in
struction of a
Juan Marichal?
Murcer, NY 106 383 69 128 .334 Wilson-alga.
7. ENGLISH RACK-Gene Rickman
W. H. Lamb-Sally,
Although the news hasn't Jenkins to catching him.
Otis, KC
98 386 59 121 .313 -Jubilee;
8. FOX TROT-J. B. McCloud-Dot;
-It's a treat just to play with RUTH TOURNEY SET
West
reached New York, Fergie has
Phyllis Hathcock-Luke; Jimmy Hour.
Toyer,
Min
103
429
65
133
.310
TRENTON, NJ.(UPI)-A 17'
a guy like that. He has great
land-Duffy; Tom Bell-Joker; Betty
W. L. Pct. GB out-pitched them, too.
99 363 48 112 .309 Powers--Bird.
stuff and great control. But member team from Italy will Rojas, KC
S. warriouv RACE-John Canoe68 39 .636
He
has
won
10
Dakland
more
games
Rchdt,
Chi
92
340
39
105
.309
was the Yankees' biggest
Dusty; Earl Neel-.Triity; Larry Cane
By JOE CARNICELI1
/
2 than Marichal over the last best of all, he's a competitor. arrive at John F. Kennedy ihmnd, Bit 90 297 54 90 .303 -Gypsy; William Rldwell-.11m; Sa52 52 .500 141
City
Kansas
offensive burst in almost two
UPI Sports Writer
brina Riley-Beauty,
-He pitches from behind as Airport in New York today to
four years, five more than
53 58 .477 17
California
10. EGG AND SPOON-Cheryl DickHwrd, Wsh 104 386 43 116 .301 erson-Mr.
Suddenly, Vida Blue's magic years.
well
as
anybody
I've
ever
as
the
invitational
seen.
compete
Sammy; KILT McCuistionGibson.
1
2
50 58 .463 18/
Conimanche; Bernie Dowdy-Nuggett;
Mnchr, Wsh 92 295 34 88.298 Pates
touch seems to have•iiamialied. Taw Oliva's two-out double Chicago
He
never
gives
up."
annual
in
the
Internationteam
Palsner-Kaitia, Gary WickerSeaver, the golden boy, has
/
2
57
.462
181
49
Minnesota
Blue, the talented young left- In the 10th inning scored Rod
al Babe Ruth Baseball Tour- Crdns, Min 105 379 42 112 .296 Pawnee.
11. POLE BENDING. JUNIOR46 61 .430 22
Home Runs
hander who blew the American Carew from first to boost the Milwaukee
Patsy Palmer-Keats; Keith Wickernament of Champions in
Black Jack; Kelvin Schroeder-Pretty
League apart for the first four Twins past Chicago. Oliva, who
National
League:
Stargell,
Be,.
Stamford, Conn., Aug. 12-19.
Tuesday's Results
13. POLE BENDING, OPEN-Cheryl
months of the season, seems to stroked three hits and had a
Prior to the tournament, the Pitt 38; Aaron, Atl 31; May, Dickerson-Mr. Sammy; Hilly Carroll
Oakland
7
Kan
City
5,
night
-Charlie;
Kenneth Sellars--Joe; David
hive lost his effectiveness. He two-run double in the eight to
Cm 29; Johnson, Phil 26; Hunter-Candy;
several
play
Italia
club
will
Joe Guerin-Fire.
Montanez,
Phil
and
Robertson,
alarms Rowdy.
failed in his second bid to reach tie the score, delivered his hit Minn 4 Chi 3 10 inn, night
exhibition games in the Long
13. POLE BENDING, WOMEN22.
Pitt
the 20-victory plateau Tuesday after Carew singled off Bart Washington 4 Detroit 2 night
Patsy
Palmer
-Joe;
Cheryl Dickerson
"That'll do it everytime. Is it Island, N.Y., area, according to
By MILTON RICHMAN
Sammy; Patsy Palmer--Ealtia,
New York 8 Cleve' 1 night
American League: Melton, -Mr.
night as the Kansas City Royals Johnson.
figured
you
tougher
than
Karen
Spratt--Spitfire;
Rita Carrotpresident
Baseball
Babe
Ruth
UPI
Sports
Writer
Lew Krausse and Ken San- Bost at Elan, ppd, rain
Chi 25; Smith, Boa and Cash, Charlie.
bombed him for nine hits and
14. BARREL RACE. JR.-Mark Car
NEW YORK (UPI)--They playing with these hot-shot Richard W. Case.
Milw
2
California
0,
night
Joe Metzger-Mary Hoop;
Det 23; Petroceth, Bos, Oliva, roi--Finger;
five runs in five innings. ders combined for a six-hitter
can't shoot down The Hawk pros?"
Karts Story-Buck; Patsy PalmerToday's Probable Pitchers
Murcer, NY and Howard, /Wile: Keith Wicker--Spitflre.
Dakland managed to rally with and batterymate Paul Ratliff
"It's no tougher than I
that easily.
15. BARREL RACE. OPEN-Steve
Wash 20.
three runs in the top of the hit a two-run homer to lead the
Leslie-Shilo Jack; James Poet-Little
KEEPS LEAD
Minnesota (Blyleven 8-12 and He made it. True, not by thought it would be. They've all NASTASE
Orphan Annie; David Dunning-ScarRuns
Batted
In
over. California.
ninth to win the game 7-5 and Brewers
-Die
(UPI)
been
very
nice,
wishing
me
the
YORK
NEW
let;
Joe Guerin-Firealarms Rowdy;
Corbin 7-7) at Kansas City much, but the important thing
National League: Stargell, Joelg.Geurin-Bud.
help Blue avert his fifth loss. Krausse scattered four singles
like Nastase, the Romanian court
best
of
things
luck
and
FLAG RACE, OPEN-Billy Cm
,
is
Ken
made
"Hawk"
Harrelson
(Drago 12-6 and Fitzrnorris 2-Ginger; Bruce Bell-Sue; HerElsewhere in the American in seven innings and Sanders
ace, retained his lead for the Pitt 100; Torre, St.L 87; Aaron, roil
the cut in the $20,000 Little that, you know."
man Carrol-Sonny.
1), 2, twi-night.
17. FIGURE 8 SPEED EACN-Jee
League, Dettroit beat Washing- allowed a single and a double to
week Monday AU 80: Montanez, Phil 74; Illetssisr-Mary
Hoop; Mark CarrollMilwaukee (Parsons 9-12) at American Golf Classic, a PGA "Yeah, I know. They'll keep 12th consecutive
ton 4-2, New York bombed nail down the victory for
Ginger; Steve Lealie--ShIlo Jack; Jim
satellite classic, and how many on wishing you luck so long as in the $250,000 Pepsi Grand Johnson, Phil 70.
Oakland (Dobson 10-1), night.
Schroeder-Prince; Joe Guerin--IrtreAmerican
League:
Killebrew,
Cleveland 8-1, Minnesota nipped Krausse. Ratliff's homer came
you don't take any of their Prix with 119 points.
alarms Rowdy.
Chicago (John
9-11) at guys ever do that in the very
18, PAIR RACE. OPEN-Charlie
Chicago 4-3 in 10 innings, In the fifth after Jose Cardenal
baseball at
Rounding out the top five in Minn 73; Petrocelli, Bos 70; Brown
and Ron Buchanan; it,
California (Messersmith 10-10), first professional tournament money. Do you miss
Schroeder and Key, McCulaton; Cliff
Milwaukee blanked California 2- beat out an infield hit.
Wurcer,
NY
68;
B.
Robinson,
are
Stan
all?"
standings
the
points
Cope and David taunter
they enter?
night.
0 and the Boston-Baltimore The Boston-Baltimore game,
"Not a bit. I haven't missed Smith, Pasadena, Calif., 107; Balt and Etando, Oak 67.
Washington (Bosnian 9-11) at "Not bad for a guy just a
Now You Know
game was rained out.
a crucial one in the Eastern
Pitching
baseball
one minute. It's a John Newcombe of Australia
said
month out of baseball,"
By United Press International
In National League action, Division race, will be played as Detroit (Lolich 16-8), night.
National
League:
Jenkins,
great
game
and
I'm
glad
I
was
Czechoslova.
Kodes
of
89;
Jan
New York (Bahnsen 9-8) at Harrelson after coming in with
The Mexican government in
Los Angeles ripped San Fran- part of a twi-night doubleheader
in it, biit "the only thing I'm kiii, 79 and Ken Rosewall ol Chi 17-9; Ellis, Pitt 15-5;
Cleveland (Dunning 7-8), night. a one-over-par 73 on the North
1944
officially banned the siesta
tonight.
Downing,
LA
cisco 9-1, Chicago shut out
Clanton, St.L 154;
sorry about is I didn't get out Australia, 70.
Boston (Lonborg 6-6 and Firestone Course at Akron,
-the custom
of
stopping
12-4;
Dierker,
Houston 5-0, Cincinnati beat
13-6;
Johnson,
SF
earlier.
I
mean
I
wish
I
here
Tient 0-5) at Baltimore (Pal- Ohio, Tuesday for a 36-hole
New York 5-2 before losing 9-4, ACK ACK HAS COLIC
12-6; Stoneman, Mont 12-9. business at midday for a napHou
had
gotten
into
professional
golf
mer 12-6 and Dobson 15-4), 2, aggregate of 149.
Philadelphia shaded Atlanta 3-2, DEL MAR, Calif. (UPI) LONG SWIM
American League: Blue, Oak and ordered continuous working
Not bad, and not really that before this."
twi-night.
Pittsburgh defeated Montreal Ack Adt, the nation's leading
19-4; Lolich, Del 16-8; Dobson hours.
good because 150 was the cutoff "What about all that pressure
BAD
BRAHMSTEDT,
Germa10-6 and San Diego whipped St. handicap horse with earnings of
Balt 15-4; Siebert, Bos 14-6;
about?"
they
keep
talking
point and Ken Harrelson is*
Thursday's Games
8393,000 this year, has incurred
Louis 6-1.
"It doeset get me on the ny (UPI)-Dr. Peter Doebler Cuellar and McNally, 13alt 13-4;
or
66
going
to
a
have
shoot
to
31, swam 28 miles across a bay
Rick Monday drove in four a severe attack of colic, trainer Milwaukee at Oakland night
Bos 13-8; Hunter, Oak 1367 in today's final round of the course, but it does on the
of the Baltic Sea in 24 hours in
runs, the last two with a tie- Charles Whittingham revealed Chicago at California night
tee.
Isn't
that
funny?
Practice
expenses.
54-holer
to
make
Minnesota
at
Kansas
City
night
escaping from East Germany
breaking double in the ninth Monday.
"I'm just liable to shoot a 68 I've sure hit some weird shots
Native Diver died of colic in Cleveland at Washington night
West German border police
inning, to rally the Athletics
in practice."
plumb
or
67,"
said,
The
Hawk
Bait at New York, 2, twi-night
SABRES' OPENER
reported
Tuesday.
over Kansas City. The A's September of 1967 after winning
'
"Where
are
you
going
after
full of enthusiasm.
TO
Detroit at Boston night
BUFFALO, N.Y.,(UPI)-The
Doebler
wore
a
diver's
suit
staked Blue to a 2-0 lead on the Del Mar Handicap.
this
tournament?"
"That's what you said before
Buffalo Sabres will play the
and
fins
when
a
West
German
run-scoring singles by Mike
you went out and played the "Back home to Savannah to
North Tenth & Main
yacht picked him up near the Pittsburgh Penguins, Oct. 10, in
Epstein and Gene Tenace in
second round, didn't you"' one practice," Ken Harrelson said.
their 1971-82 home season
Island
He
of
Fehmarn
July
25.
fourth but Bob Oliver wiped
"I've
gotta
work
on
my
putting
wise guy reminded him.
Immediately North
had entered the water at National Hockey League opethat out in the same inning with
"I know, I know," agreed the and short game."
Sabres
ner.
The
scored
two
Germany.
Police
and
the
Rostock,
East
a three-run homer
of Memorial Baptist
baseball
29-year-old former
EXHIBIT TRIO
said he told them he had victories over the Penguins and
Royals boosted their lead to 5-2
slugger who quit the Cleveland
ties
with
four
played
them
last
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP!)- trained for the swim for two
Church on Tenth Street
in the fifth as Amos Otis'
Sunday at .; p.m. Competition Indians in mid-June and turned The Kentucky Colonels an- years.
season.
double and Lou Pinielia's
Eleven teams from five coun- In the loser's
salary,
"I
his
back
on
a
$72,000
bracket will be
nounced Tuesday that they will
single, one of his four hits, ties will compete in the district
would've been right around play
held at Brooks Stadium.
exhibition games with
brought home two runs.
American Softball Association
The public is invited to at- there today if not for my three top National Basketball
the tend.
tournament,
to
be
hosted
lor
putter. I'm hitting the ball real
Monday hit a two-run homer
Association teams this yearfirst time by Paducah Parks,
good from tee to green, but my
In the seventh and in the ninth, Playgrounds, and Recreation on
the Baltimore Bullets, Sept, 22;
putting is awful."
RTH BEAT THOMPSON
singles by Tommy Davis, Dick Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Stuart
the Milwaukee Bucks, Oct. 8,
BENTON HARBOR, Mich. "You sound like Arnold and the New York Knicks, Oct.
Green and Bert Campaneris Nelson Park.
Palmer.
What's
the
trouble?"
Monday
and
-Andy
score
North
tied the
of the
(Murray Only)
9.
In action opening night, Pritch- (UPI)
"This putter of mine," The games will give Artis
greeted reliever Bill Butler ett takes on George Bobo at University of Houston scored a
r four on the 18th hole Harrelson said. "I'm getting rid Gilmore,
with is two-run double.
7 p.m., and Calvert City Jaycees
the Colonels' highTommy McCraw scored the tackle Cardinal Lanes at 8 p.m. Monday by tapping in a one- of it."
priced rookie center, a chance
winning run when Aurelio The final game of the, night at foot putt for a come-from"I'll tell you how bad it is-- to see action against Wes
hind, one-stroke victory over I've had 70 putts the last' two Unsold, Lew Alcindor and Willis
Rodriguez booted a grounder to 9 p.m. finds Huu the Druggist
Barney Thompson of Concord days and six threeilhat
third as Washington rallied for facing the Dexter team.
greens. Reed, three top NBA centers.
Play continues Thursday at University in the 69th Western Putting generally is the best
three runs in the ninth to beat
the Tigers. Tim Cullen singled 7 p.m. when Brown's Radiatin Amateur Golf Tournament.
part of my game but I three- YACHT WINNERS
home the tying run before meets Chandlers Plumbing.
putted from four feet on the CASCAIS, Portugal (UPI)Rodriguez kicked pinch-hitter Bynum's Construction takes on ITALIAN WINS
seventh hole today and missed Stig Wennerstrom and Sture
DUBLIN (UPI)-Capt. Rai- two putts from less than a
Jeff Burroughs' grounder.
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
foot Christensson of Sweden won
he Pritchett-George Bobo winThe rally helped Denny ner at 8 p.m., while Datsun, Inc. mondo D'Inzeo of Italy won the on the 17th for a double bogey." tuesday's second race in the
Col. Slow, Rolls
McLain gain his sixth victory tries the Calvert City-Cardinal opening event of the Dublin "Two putts from less than a 22nd European and North
International Horse Show Tues- foot?"
against 15 defeats.
Lanes winner.
African Yachting star class
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
Felipe Alou's single and
First-round play will end -Fri- day on Bellevue in a 19-horse "That's right. I tried to rake championship in competition
jumpoff.
Horace Clarke's run-scoring day night as Symsonia Merthe ball into the hole."
with 93 other yachts from 14
Ann Moore of Britain on April "Weren't you taught never to
double ignited an eight-run chants meets Huu the Druggistcountries.
Love was second and Bill do that?"
second inning that carried Mike Dexter winner.
James Schoonmaker and Tom
Phone 753-7101
Kekich and the Yankees past
The championship game will Steinkraus of the United States "Yeah, but sometimes I get Dudinsky of the U.S were
12th & Sycamore
Stuart
Nelson
Park,
at
on Fleet Apple was third.
Cleveland. The eight-run inning be played
4,
hard-headed."
second.
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August Eclipses June As "Month Of
Weddings" In The State Of Kentucky

Miss Jo Beth Benton Becomes Bride Of
Duane Adams In Lovely Ceremony At The
Immanuel Lutheran Church On July 16

means of detecting syphilis, is
also a form of marriage insurance. The law seeks to assure
that each marriage begins with
the partners in good health, for
their own protection and that of
their potential children. But
sometimes, in the excitrnent of
wedding plans, couples overlook
this most important thing of all.
Full details about the
physical
premarital
examination, the blood test and
marriage
other Kentucky
requirements for residents, nonresidents, and armed service
personnel are coverea in a
readable little pamphlet entitled
'Before the Wedding," prepared
by the State Department of
Health's
Division
of
Laboratories. The pamphlet is
available to ministers, justices
of the peace,county court clerks,
physicians and the general
public through local health
departments or directly from the
Division of Laboratories, State
Department of Health, 275 East
Main Street, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
And to August, in its ''run for
the rings", the very best of luck

Young wives work hard
keeping student-hubbies
By EDWARD NE1LAN
Copley News Service

onscaN
sn.A.Anv

husband provides some "income" also.
Husband Frank Turner, 20, is
a free-lance photographer in
addition to being a B-plus
physics student. Though he
makes few sales, the Turners
decorated their apartment by
his
of
trades
barter
photographs for paintings or
iewing work done by friends.
'Frank takes photos of their
kids or family shots," said
Veejay."and we give them the
photographs in return for
paintings or sewing on drapes
or other things."
Statistics show that — despite the protestations of
Women's Liberation advocates
stressing equality — the

WASHINGTON — Mrs.
Veejay Turner, 22, is a
Wednesday, August 4
housewife-mother of a 2-yearThe Flint Baptist Church WMS
old daughter by day and by
is scheduled to meet at the
night a practicing Ph.T.
church at seven p.m.
Ph.T. is the acronym
for "push-husband-through"
which is the self-applied job
The Cherry Corner Baptist
literally
of
description
Church WidS is scheduled to
thousands of American wives
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m
who work part or full-time to
paj. their husbands' way
Thursday, August 5
through college.
and eleven year old
ten
The
':He's getting his Ph.D. and
group at the First Baptist Church
I'm a Ph.T.," says red-haired
will have a Cartoon party at the
Veejay. "I swore I'd never
Youth Center from two to four
marry a freshman but I did
p.m. Each person is to be dressed
when I was a junior and I've
been the breadwinner ever
gap between men and in their favorite cartoon or
newspaper comic character.
since."
women is widening.
Veejay, who graduated from
But at the same time, many
Georgetown University here in employers are finding that
The Baptist Young Women of
1969 with a Bachelor of Arts lower-paid women can do many the Memorial Baptist Church will
kr
degree in English literature, jobs as well as higher-paid meet at the home of Mrs. Judy
ALTAR—BOUND IN AUGUST—Fred Miller, aseirtant director
waits on tables six nights a
men. Thus in some urban areas Koch, 1652 Ryan, at 7:30 p.m.
Laboratories,
of
Division
Health's
of
Department
of the State
week at one of Washington, women are sought for jobs
presents a marriage-minded couple with a copy of "Before the
D.C.'s, "in" restaurants, The instead of men workers as a
The Women of the Moose will
Wedding," a pamphlet on Kentucky's premarital requirements.
Warehouse..
hedge against rising costs.
their regular meeting at
hold
turning
is
weddings
summer
late
of
popularity
increasing
The
"I make $125 a week plus
Wholesale layoffs in aerohall:OfAugust into a boom month for marriages in the state.
tips," says Veejay proudly. space and other sophisticated eight p.m. at the ledge
tips that industries have left a lot of ficers need not wear formals at
for
extra
little
a
"With
Blood Test
This
FRANKFORT, KY
takes care of our family of high-priced male talent jobless. this meeting.
may be the year August eclipses Kentucky law requires a
three nicely."
But women can almost always
The meeting of the Baptist
June as the -month of weddings" premarital physics
Veejay is quick to admit that find work in restaurants or
examination, including a blood
Young Women of the Sinking
in Kentucky.
there are problems aplenty — offices.
Spring Baptist Church has been
Figures for 1965-69 from the test, at least 15 days prior to the
mainly psychological — to
Earnings of college-educated
State Department of Health's application for a marriage
contend with when a working women like Veejay are often postponed until August 17.
Office of Bio-statistics reveal an license. A three-day waiting
wife is supporting a studying depressed in comparison with
interesting trend. In 1965, June, period is required after aphusband.
Friday, August 6 j
men's earnings, because most
the top wedding month, out- plication for a license, then the Miss Judith Ann Bock of
"You get into all sorts of of them work at occupations
"Happiness Company" a
Woolley photo)
(Wilson
comthe
announces
Paducah
hangups like who's making the like teachers, librarians, musical group from Alton, Ill.,
distanced August by 627 wed- wedding must be performed
final decisions on. the budget nurses, secretaries and ev4i will present a religious musical
dings. But since then August has within the following 30 days, in pletion of plans for her wedding
Adams
and
Mr.
Duane
Mrs
and that kind of thing. But," waitresses. Men doing some of at Jonathan Creek Baptist
been coming up fast on the out- the town or county where the to Daniel D. Terhune of Murray.
side. By 1969 (the latest year for license is issued. If the wedding is The ceremony will be solem- Miss Jo Beth Benton, daughter asked the guests to sign the says Veejay, "you would be the same work in those fields Assembly at 7:30 p.m. The public
surprised how many women consistently demanded and
which statewide totals are postponed longer than 30 days nized on Saturday, August 7, at of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benton of register at the church.
is invited.
Reception
work these days."
available), the late summer after issuance of the license, a five-thirty o'clock in the evening Gatesborough Estates, Murray,
received higher pay and more
2900
Church,
the
ceremony,
Baptist
own
her
among
that
said
First
She
the
the
Following
Duane
at
to
Adams,
married
was
and
prestigious titles.
month was only 10 weddings new blood test must be taken
The Murray-Calloway County
Georgetown
of
Broadway, Paducah. Rev. John son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams, bride's parents were hosts for the circle
Back in 1920, only about 20 Senior Citizens Club will hay& its
behind June—and may well move a new license applied for.
many
are
there
the
at
acquaintances
officiate
will
Murray
Wood
the
A.
at
Imthe
at
16,
on
July
Friday,
-eception
red
senseless
like
seems
this
If
of
cent
labor
per
U.S.
the
force
if
year,
this
hasn't
lead
it
into the
wives who support out-of-work was comprised of women. By regular meeting and potluck
manuel Lutheran Church.
Woman's Club House.
tape to the couple about to marry, double ring ceremony.
already.
still-in- 1968 this proportion had risen to luncheon in the social hall of the
chosen
has
bride-elect
The
perRev. Robert Brockhoff
Mrs. Buddy Sykes and Mrs. A. husbands as well as
While it's impossible to pin- it's probably because they
husbands.
school
Leitof
more than 37 per cent. A key First United Methodist Church at
formed the impressive double R. Hatcher greeted the guests at
point afithe "why's" of the trend, haven't thought much about it. Miss Wanda Majors
Labor trend was the jump in 1969 to 29 noon.
of
Department
honor.
of
the
maid
her
to
them
as
chfield
invited
at
and
ceremony
seven-thirty
ring
door
simple
are
be
why"
"reasons
The
some educated guesses can be
statistics bear out Veejay's per cent of women with
Bridesmaids will be Miss Becky o'clock in the evening. Mrs. weiving line.
and specific.
made.
An ice cream party for the Net
hunch that working wives are children under age 6 who were
Penny
covered
Miss
Larrie Clark,organist, presented The bride's table was
The tradition-breaking Much has been written about Terhune and
Providence Community and
working.
groomgarlands
the
of
sisters
with
an
Terhune,
in
increasing
phenomenon
nuptial
cloth
a
of
white
music
program
inand
as
a
with
counselling
for
need
the
the
of
philosophies and life styles
Most women work because members of the New Providesice
young set the pace. These days, surance for a healthy, happy elect, both of Murray, and Miss played the traditional wedding if daisies and smilax with vellow the United States.
A recent survey showed that they or their families need the Riding Club will be held at 713C
oows around the edge of the
couples may write their own marriage. The blood test, as a Nancy Bock, sister of the bride- marches.
elect of Paducah.
The altar was decorated with Able. Centering the table was the over 35 per cent of married money, but relegation to lower- p.m. at the riding club. Persons
wedding services, compose the
his
chosen
has
groom-elect
The
of yellow and white three tiered all white wedding urban women between the ages paid, dead-end jobs — a having freezers are asked tc
bouquets
nuptial music and outshine the
of
Terhune
Nicholas
J.
brother,
daisies,
and baby's breath hike topped with white satin of 25 and 35 worked at full or favorite theme of .protast„,by bring a freezer of ice cream and
ivy,
peacock in colorful costuming
Nashville, Term., to be his best flanked by the nine branched wedding bells with the silver pprt-time jobs outside the Women's Litl activists — kfltps ,others to bring cookies and cakes
in
Ceremonies take place
the "iiiittian-liay nf"
man. Groomsmen and umbers will spiral candelabra holding pond) bowl at one end flanked by lame.
meadows, on mountaintops and
There are no precise women workers at 58 per cent
Saturday, August 7
Dennis
and
Dillon
candelabra.
Gregory
be
silver
in
tapers
of
the
same
the
arrangements
and
attaches, atop horses
statistics on the number of of the median pay of men.
cleaning of the Ed Downs
The
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
enhanced
of
Dillon
further
grapes
flowers and the white tapers. Frosted
Illesiercycles. Small wonder then
"It's not a matter of Cemetery near Rushing Creek
wives working to pay their
Otat the "traditional "wedding Miss Linda Lou Brownfield, Bryan Terhune of Murray, Larry Benton and David Benton, the bridal table. Crystal and husbands' way through college. statistics," says Veejay, who campground in the Land Between
month is the least of many a laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray George Bock, Jr., and Donald F. brothers of the bride, served as silver appointments were used. Nor are there any detailed claims she likes her work in the
acolytes and lighted the candles Mrs. Bennie Purcell presided figures on how many of these restaurant despite educational the Lakes will be held on
couple's concerns.
Brownfield of Murray Route Bock, both of Paducah.
Saturday.
Late summer ceremonies have ;even, has completed plans for The nuptial music will be preceding the ceremony. Candles at the punch bowl. Also serving at unique marital arrangements credentials that qualify her for
a practical side too. For many ier wedding to William Hogan provided by Miss Nancy Luther, and greenery marked the aisles the table were Miss Donna go on the rocks due to fiscal or higher things. -It's a matter of
RA401410141
Mayfield, organist.
the family getting launched.
sister of the groom, and psychological strains.
William R. McMillen of Murray
"Indents, August caps a summer Bryan of Louisville, son of Mrs. All friends and relatives of the with the white floor aisle runner. &Warns,
supMemphis,
Frank
be
it'll
of
Someday
Gibbs
Miss Debbie
Bride's Dress
One has been dismissed
of &igen earning and saving to Felix Bryan of Fort Lauderdale, couple are invited to the wedding
"The word gets around," porting me in a style to which I Route
The bride, given in marriage Tenn., cousin of the bride.
the Western Baptist
from
pay the wedding tab and set up Fla.
story
stock
"The
would like to become acand reception.
by her father, was lovely in her Arrangements of cut flowers says Veejay.
Paducah.
Hospital,
housekeeping. For recent The wedding will take place on
his
gets
customed.''
floor length wedding gown of silk were used on the mantel and the is that after hubby
graduates, the sununer months Saturday, August 7, at four
and
around
looks
and
Ph.D.
Farrell
organza over white satin. The piano. Mrs. Richard
beef, cooked pork or hatn,
provide the chance to nail down a o'clock in the afternoon in the
Ph.T. wife has Meat and Mac Salad
bodice was of lace with inserts of presented background music on finds that his
Macaroni pairs well with cut in pieces. Bits of bacon
airthese
iob and get organized financially sanctuary of the First Baptist
through
older
grown
yellow velvet ribbon. The long the piano throughout the
or cubes of luncheon meat
Church, Murray, with Rev.
before the " I do's."
years of slinging hash or leftover meats to provide a
sleeves with the tight fitted reception.
also can be used. Add celery
salad
entree
Carroll Owen of Paris, Tenn.,
especially
indeparta
in
selling stockings
in
buttoned cuffs of lace featured After the reception the couple
Couples planning a formal performing the ceremony.
store to pay his tuition, viting in the summertime. and green onions, cut
ment
the ribbon inserts. Her long left for a wedding trip to Cocoa he dumps that old wife and gets Simply cook and drain maca- pieces, and pickle relish or
ceremony may find a non-June A program of nuptial music
flowing train of illusion was at- Beach; Fla., with the bride a new one."
roni /Ind combine with an chopped olives. Moisten with
wedding can ease some planning will be provided by Mrs. G. M.
blue outfit with a
navy
a
a
to
tached
headpiece
of
equal
wearing
amount of leftover mayonnaise, chill and serve
tiny
seed
Ind.,
Riley,
Ann
bride
Ruth
Miss
Hammond,
of
Knight
headaches. With June still a
Veejay admits, "Sure, it
corsage.
lace
over
pearls
in
orchid
a
cloche
white
has
style.
Majors,
of
elect
Lynn
Jerry
bride-elect,
the
of
aunt
organist,
leading
marriage
month,
She carried a bouquet of yellow The new Mrs. Adams will be a happens but I think its more
Pb... 713-1111 w 733-4941 i
churches and reception facilities Miss Mary Elizabeth Knight of completed plans for her wedding
B. Burkina .
Mrs. JJ. B
School. myth than reality. I don't think
are harder to reserve at the time Hammond, Ind., violinist, cousin The wedding will be Friday daisies and German Stock cen- senior at Murray High
at there are any more divorces in
they are needed, honeymoon of the bride-elect, and Gus evening, August 6, at sever tered with a white orchid and Mr. Adams is a sophomore
this kind of relationship than in
They
University.
State
of
featuring
strands
pearls.
Murray
Christ
in
evening
Murray,
o• ade
i
the
in
of
o'clock
Jr.,
mraor
hotels are booked up, printers' Robertson,
any other."
at
parents
her
with
Gail
Jo
residing
Miss
Smith
of
Mem- are
United Methodist Church
schedules often make long waits vocalist.
wives
Unlike many cases of
Miss Mary Lee Brownfield will Mayfield with Rev. John Boyd phis, Tenn., was the maid of the present time.
necessary and invitations have a
who push their husbands
Dinner
Rehearsal
The
honor.
bridesmaids
were
the
performing
her
for
honor
pastor,
liurch
of
maid
the
be
way of colliding with someone
school, . Veejay's
Miss Susan Emerson, Miss Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams through
sister. The bridesmaids will be neresnony.
else's.
entertained
groom,
Barbie
the
Van
Meter, and Miss parents of
Whatever the reasons, August Mrs. Ed West and Mrs. Jim Miss Riley has chosen het
rehearsal dinner on
Downtown Murray
is a good choice on many counts. Drexler, both of Memphis,Tenn., sister, Miss Mary Susan Riley, at Debbie Johnson, all of Murray. with a
July 15, at the
Late summer weather is usually and Miss Judy Davidson of maid of honor. Larry Taylor wil They wore floor length dresses Thursday,
of pale yellow crepe fashioned Southside Restaurant.
dependable, many resorts Clinton. Miss Pam Brownfield of serve as best man.
with high empire waistlines and The tables were decorated with
musk
nuptial
of
bridethe
program
of
A
cousin
Louisville,
feature reduced rates, and, in
puffed sleeves. Avocado velpet arrangements of cut flowers
presented
Cynthia
be
by
will
girl.
flower
the
be
will
elect,
larger towns, apartments are
Bryan
preceeding the ceremony ribbon inserts were used on the flanked by burning tapers
Mr.
for
man
best
The
plentiful.
sleeves and at the empire Places were marked for twentyBut whether the wedding takes will be his brother,Felix Bryan of Mark Majors and Phil Mc waistlines. The
back interest for five persons.
- Callon will serve as ushers.
Groom
Fla.
Lauderdale,
Fort
place in late summer sun or a
Funk of Miss Christie Ray will keep the the dresses was an avocado bow The bridal couple presented
mid-winter blizzard, one wedding asses will be Owen
with streamers to the floor. gifts to their attendants.
Louisville, Robert Lee of guest register.
"tradition" remains intact.
Houston, Texas, and Les Fowler Immediately following the Avocado ribbon bows were used
ceremony the reception will be in their hair.
of Beaufort, S.C.
They carried dried straw Broil Frozen Beef
Following the ceremony a held in Fellowship Hall of the
Spice 'Bea Up
Frozen beef Porterhouse,
flowers of daisies and baby's
What do red pepper, cele- reception will be held at the church.
T-bone or sirloin steaks can
ry salt, chili and curry pow- Murray Wanan's Club House. All friends and relatives of the breath with avocado ribbon.
Michael Ernstberger served as he broiled without defrostcouple are invited to atterid the
der, marjoram, sage, musbest man for Mr. Adams. The ing. Set regulator for broiltard, thyme and rosemary
wediling and reception.
groomsmen were Alan Adams, ing- Place steaks, cut 11,‘
have in common? Yes, they're
brother of the groom, Artie Inches thick on rack in
all spices, however, to go
Hearty Hot Dog Salad
2 to 5 inches
/
broiler pan 41
lianeline, and Allen Grogan.
one step further, they're all
Since hot dogs are fully
For her daughter's wedding, from the heat. Broil steaks
spices that are mighty good
cooked when purchased, it's
until browned on first side,
with meat. So the next time
easy to prepare a hearty hot Mrs. Benton chose to wear a light about'. 22 minutes; season,
you're preparing beef, pork Miss Lawanda Jones, bridecrepe
green
dress
trimmed
in
salad. Arrange on a bed
turn and finish broiling Ma
or lamb, add a touch of one elect of John Lee Harmon, was dog
lettuce, strips of hot dogs lace with champagne accessories the second side. Allow 40 to
or more to create a tasty honored with a personal shower of
green
orchid. Mrs. Adams,
and Swiss cheese, tomato and a
meat entree!
beld in the home of Mrs. Kathleen wedges, sweet onions sepa- mother of the groom, wore a pink 45 minutes total time for
1%-inch steaks to
Boggess with Miss Vicky Boggess rated into rings and sliced crepe dress with bone ac- broiling
rare; 45 to 55 minutes to
cessories
a
and
hostess
pink
the
as
orchid
Picnics Provide More
cucumbers. For the dressing,
medium.
The color scheme of green and blend equal parts of Russian
Grandparents present for the
Time was when picnics yellow was used throughout in the dressing and sour cream. ceremony were the bride's No Vacation for Meat
Straight "A" hits tole you to the top
of the clan Scads of knit dresses
meant sandwiches. Today's decorations for the house and in Serve with French bread and maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Meat on the menu is imin little girl snes I Arm 3, 3
Eva McCauley of Memphis, portant to the family's good
portable grills have made the refreshments served.
butter.
•
•
•
it,, 6., 7 thru 14
Comfy
Term., and her paternal grand- nutrition all seasons, sumpicnics better providers. In The bride-elect chose to wear a
cotton ileac & tops
Sizes 7
More than 2,500 gallons of mother, Mrs. Allie King of Little
addition to the ever popular brown pantsuit and was
the, 14 Rough 'n rugged (eons
mer included. The body's nu& shirts for a boy's busiest
burgers and hot dogs, beef presented a corsage of yellow vhitiv may eveporate from an Rock, Ark., and the groom's trition needs must be met
acre of forest inione day.
school day . . . Sires 3 tiny
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Whether the weather is cold
steaks, pork chops, spareribs daisies.
7, 5 thru 14
• in•
meat
Miss
and
by
won
were
plays
an
prizes
hot,
Game
Adams
Robert
.of
or
slices
Farmington
ham
and
ribs
back
and
Stockholm
in
built
is
a
role
on
meeting
Jeanette
important
Miss
Debbie
Chapman,
and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Perry
while
favorites,
Harrison
are grill-top
thtm. All meats supply genof Murray Route Two.
both beef and pork roasts Burkeen, Miss Theresa Parrish, group of islands.
JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"
•••
Miss Donna Adams, sister of erous Amounts of high qualturn on outdoor rotisseries and Mrs. C. W. Nance.
AT
CATO'S
OF COURSE'
Approximately twenty guests
It takes 40,000 silkworm the groom, and Miss Pam ity protein and important
to provide really hearty picminerals.
and
vitamins
were
or
present
gifts.
sent
ip
fl
to
cousin
of
miner
Johnson,
weigh
an
the
groom,
nic fare.

(3MOWN
!MM.%
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Bock And Terhune
Vows To Be Read
On August 7

Linda Brownfield
Completes Plans.
For Her Weeding

Plans Completed
By Ruth Riley For
Her Friday Wedding

Cafe's

11
414
00.41=

WE

WE
49i

4V‘
11
gof

WE
41.9/
WE
14
461

r-

Bridal Shower Is
Given In Honor
Of Lawanda Jones

Classroom hits
for your.
Back-to-Schoplers

a

ie3

10°7o OFF

r•

—14

TIOXFS
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ird
)ies

w;allit
mWiadc

GIVE
We Reserve The Right To Limit

WE
GIVE

y, August 4
:1st Church WMS
) meet at the
p.m.

Corner Baptist
s scheduled to
rch at 7:30 p.m

IMIE

oung Women of
ptist Church will
le of Mrs. Judy
, at 7:30 p.m.

the Moose will
iar meeting at
ledge hall./iDfveer formals at

FRyERs

b. bag
Kelly's with BEANS
15-oz. can
King Size Liquid Detergent Inc
32-oz. bot. U/

avors
Asso T
zts-oz. bots.

Shasta

DRINKS
TUNA Del Monte

4/391

MISS LIBERTY
White Round Top
16-oz. Loaf

PEACHES

Texsun

alien of Murray
xen dismissed
tern Baptist

PORK ROAST
FRReeAlfooNtKSksinless

2/89c

B ALLARD
and
PILLSBURY

ME

SOUTHERN BELLE
Tender Smoked 63c
Butt Portion

16-oz. bot.

Savory Strawberry

PRESERVES

39

18-oz. jar

HENS

TURNER'S 1/2 gal.

GODCHAUX

SUGAR

10-lb. bag

5-1b. bag
YOUR CHOICE
with this coupon and '5.00 add. pur.,
excluding tob. & dairy products.
LIMIT: 1 PER FAMILY
Void After Aug. 10, 1971

GIVE

lb.$119
lb $209

HAM Center Sliced
STEAK Swiss
Shoulder

12-oz. can

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED RINDLESS

lb 89C GIVE
lb.

79

59
59!

GIVE
!
I E

Chuck

43c STEAK

WE

'MORTON
FROZE
CREAM PIES

5ci.104:2 29c

;

TV DINNERS
c in

sEHhxact.illu,diiiejeg
Beef,

WE
GIVE

GOLDEN RIPE1

HELLS

39C

50 SIAN STAMPS 50
with this coupon and '3.00 or more
purchase from

DRUG RACK

PEPPERS Bell
CUCUMBERS
FRESH

*11BERTY COUPO

89c
39C

in
GIVE

43 BANA AS

Pet Ritz

OT PI

E TY COUPON *

WE
GIVE
GOWEN
WAMPO

TA

lb.

TENDERLOIN
STEAK Rib Eye

69c

ORANGEJUICE

Jumbo $
Rolls

CHEER GIANT
CO

59,

lb.

SE AFLRDS
OzlEl

tRA KERS

OPOON
OPAAAMO

55c

Bar-B-Qued

CANTALOUPES Home Grown
TOMATOES Home Grown
nnr

First Cut

29! en

lb

SMOKED JOWLS

Bar-B-Qued

KLEENEX
PAPER

Pepperidge Farm

Sliced

WE

Shank
Portion

LARA LYNN
lb. box

GluE

lb 25C

Country Style

lb.

3.29;BACON
39

REALEMON

ICE MILK

Bythe-Piece

HAMS49c STEAK
ROUND99i,t

3P1 CHICKEN
31$1 PORK

ac SANDWICH LOAF

MED,

JOWLS

HAMBURGER49!

49c LUNCHEON MEAT

GRADE "A"

lb.

WE
GIVE

EGGS TOWELS
3
3-Do1

WE
GIVE

45

Smoked

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE
CHUCK

12-oz. pkg.

NORTHERN

59c
59c

REELFOOT SMOKED
6 to 8 lb. avg.

lb

Boston Butt

'119

1
49c SIRLOIN TIP

lb.

ROAST

PRIDE OF ILL
Cream Style Golden
Whole Ker. Golden

BisculTs

CHIP-A-ROOS
Chee Way
WE
ENE OIL

PORK CUTLETS

qt. jar

Biltmore

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
ORANGE JUICE

MAK

291 EN

Boneless
lb.

lb. 59c
79c

P0Fig
Fresh

CORN
5 30n! 99c

,COCKTAIL
in FRUIT 3 303 89c
TISSUE

BUTTER
- 61
/
4-oz. can

TUNA

9/$1
35c

No. 2/
1
4
CANS$

PT
l ecild6
i
Star-Kist Chunk

Sweep
eStillisEL 16-oz. can 4/$1
MACK

BACON
STEAK U.S. Choice Round

uG.SR.A
DD
.AE."A
IN"vtf
loEHCO
TELD
E

19 PICNICS

SACRAMENTO
HALVES

TOMSATEngAllacans 8/$1

Sliced

/
2-oz. can
61

Crest Ton

August 7
' the Ed Downs
Rushing Creek
e Land Between
be held on

?ork or halm,
Bits of bacon
incheon meat
Add celery
lions, cut in
*le relish or
Moisten with
ill and serve.

suGARC:iVtopUn

ow Miss Liberty Hamburger & Hot Dog
pKg 31c PORK & BEANS No. 300 can
BUNS
Sacramento
SIVE Miss Liberty Brown 'N Serve
26C
pkg.
TOMATO JUICE 46-oz. can
ROLLS

Augusta
Company", a
'rom Alton, Ill.,
eligious musical
Creek Baptist
'p.m. The public

iarty for the Nei
mmunity and
iew Provideace
be held at AY
g club. Persons
are asked te
' ice cream am
)lcies and c_ikes

9X

sla BREAD

of the Baptist
of the Sinking
:hurch has been
August 17.

alloway County
lub will ha vE its
g and potluck
locial hall of the
bodist Church at

U.S. Food Stamps
Gladly Redeemed

CHILI
joy

, August 5

eleven year old
t Baptist Church
ion party at the
om two to four
is to be dressed
te cartoon or
character.

Open 7 Days a
Week from 8 am
till 12 pm

Home Grown

P RPLE HULL PEAS
* LIBERTY COUPON
GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR
WITH THIS COUPON
Limit: 1 Per Customer
Void After Aug. 10, 1971

Each
Fresh Each

Ears1

Santa Rosa

LUMS

949c

* LIBERTY COUPON
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

5C

lb. bag

6

WE
GIVE
ORWEN

COUPON WORTH 16'
WITH THIS COUPON
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
Void After Aug. 11, 1971

WE
GIVE

GI
k
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Bicentennial celebration
beginning to take shape
to urge support of the cause of 1 burning of Hannastown, last
freedom, and could conclude
action of the
military
July 13, 1982, by marking the
Revolution.

By ROBERT srrrs
Copley News Service
. Plans for pageants, parades,
tathibitions and various forms
Of celebration are taking shape
itcross the nation as it approaches its 200th birthday.
In addition to official functions being arranged by the
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, state
Bicentermial Commissions and
civic authorities, several
national organizations and
local groups are devising their'
own programs.
Representatives of the 13
original states have met to
discuss joint action on projects
involving them all.
if North Carolina, a pivotal
istate during the Colonial
period, already has begun
publishing a "Bicentennial
Gazette." In addition to news
about national and statewide
programs, it carries articles
about the Revolutionary
period, with biographical
sketches, reproduction of
and
documents
period
references to historic sites.
The state boasts a long list of
events vital to the course of
independence, which it has
marked down for cornknemoration.
7 "North Carolina's Bicen)
ial commemoration will be
lny statewide, down to the
level," said Hector
county
,
111ac.Lean, chairman of the
wrt/i Carolina Bicentennial
Fommission.
1 The Virginia Independence

In Pennsylvania, which
played a dominant role in the
Revolution — furnishing most
of its leaders as well as being
the birthplace of American
freedom -- planning has been
under way since 1968, when the
Bicentennial Commission of
Pennsylvania was established.
It has been recommended
that
Pennsylvania's observance could begin May 9,
1974, with commemoration of
Paul Reveres arrival in
Philadelphia 200 years earlier,

411(;11Jit.111J1J.
• ••

per-.m •-t.inding
`.1'.1
b.

JIIII

le% el

...111

qiurter

trct
.1111out

free Delivery

Open Thursday & Friday Until 9:00 pin.
•HENREDON
•[AZ-BOY
• KROMER

•THOMASVILLE
• FAIRFIELD

•JAMISON
•DREXEL
•SEALY

SOFA—SLEEPERS

DINING ROOM
SUITE

Asmisee gad, preen ear brews 'inked
Karel trodltionel
Kamehles fujI, Aeneeice• meg back
weed tries 100% mine Wire great
Seek lady Americas aro style,
etteisbed pillow bock, site poem

Table

• 1 Ann Choir

Y2 PRICE
SOFAS

Narked traditional stoked bed
carved tune& god croolood weird
Feidield lame pilloww. book Magerine anistred
velvet leer enellies with ono pillows
harked treiktioaal lane NMI olive Nerd
velvet asstroot welt
Sherrill lame sudden tons&
coiner sad .it. floral drips
Loose sonike Mae, geld end
brews flood, maim qui.

wilt sits

499"
399"
499"
399"
399"
299"
379"
249"
349"
349"
429"

Jamison Indy Anserica• Quite:o2par wing bock.
red, block, and whita plaid V
Jamison Leveseet (twits size) roaddleoted
desige, irtell et god

Sole
UNDO Piano beck «wigs, burrs sod beige fiesel.
quilt with ermpiSuws
Attirehed bed with seed=
dud,. be. tweed
Attested buires-heek geld
dossed tredltioniel
Gem Levees Wyk Amos. SIN god
grate boreal fiord
Atteeisod pilksw book gem
beige groom'
feirflefid sioditional idled kook
red wiled mooliked tamed'
Attested dare beck Lamm side kohisi
with #.s1 t, brews velvet weld

329
"

Kreekier ettachissi pilaw link geld
sad gases Herat Ryles ora
Alebill111•1 Immo pillow back brow* •eil
geld Maid Vechra with arm pillows
Jeanine gold end maw floral
Veiny' tradonal
Jennison lady Ansencisa with wood
trio, geld se berm nylon

•5 Side Choirs

Reg. Price
569.85, For

HENREDON DINING

369" % Price
399" /
1
2 Price
349" /
1
2 Price
349" /
1
2 Price
329" /
1
2 Price
399" /
1
2 Price
329" /
1
2 Prke
/
1
2 Price
s9r /
1
2 Price
349" /
1
2 Price
599" /
1
2 Price
349" % Price

Kreehler Early Asneric.a• wino book
100% style& elite green
Early Americas Wag Beck Mardi wino ea
win, with neople knuckle gram tweed
Loose Cushion White Modem
Hercule. Textured fabric

Gold Frames Mirrors
995
Reg. 19.95

REG. SIZE

Orme gores
velvet isedlilsosell
Spada dosion mosso Wino dile
gold tweed sorer
Wisp beak trodiekisol Longo
erns orange "wood

279"
243°°
243°°
255"
201"
199"

Rog. 200.00

NOW

..

Queen Size
Reg. 260.00

5 Pc Samsonite

BRIDGE SET
Teble with 4 choirs
customer)
(one to

leg.
1 Fairfield button hack Soisterne
relief leurig• chair
2 Early American Grassy*, groom, sod geld
floral linen wing bock maple him
1 Fairfield attached bertha boa elite metes teed
gold floral linen wing back maple hies
1 Sherrill salmon pink crushed
reline tub choir
1 Steteerille Italian high bock pull-up,
red and slate grey stripe
1 Sherrill attached pillow back
told, Lawson stria
2 Attached pillow beck renew, rad
green floral nylon tuxedo idyls
1 Drown genuine leather nean's
chair by Leathercraft
2 Seely attached pillow bock groom red, sod
gold floral en beige ground
1 lath Amriticen Multi-floral en light
ground wing !bock with weed trim .
1 Fairfield attacked pillow back Aqua Oil..
end gold bouquet Newel haat
1 Bleck ond white Newel
cootereporory tub choir

1299
'

Now

179"

BEDROOM
3 pc min cherry toodistiond Side
dresser, chest en doed. Osmid bed

599"
4 pc. dark, solid moan treditional by Sommer.
699"
Wok. dresser chew ire chest, bed end night stand
4 pc. Spanish pecan triple dresser with mirror, taros
599"
chest en chant rep. s, "seen liosillicard. site weer
3 pc. reran ample .1.,or dresser with
319"
wirier, chat and headboard
Stanley Teen N
Spanish paces 3-pc. suits, deer
729"
dresser with bona& asirsair, (armoire ekes'. Panel it,
-d
4 pc. Drexel dal
{ tubialsad pecan triple dresser Wth
imerry hammed weirvor, Wiest end reg. or queer.
1111500
hardboard, deer eight

299"
499"
399"
199"
499"

Tho.nostilk ',Clow bamboo dresiner with 111114•11W, chest,
eight table, 30" chest with yew titeves
"
e "
b

1699" 1199"
96000
599"

LARGE SELECTION

Lamps 1/2 Price
• Rembrandt
•Stiffle

Solid Maple Dining By BAUMRITTER
Rog.
Sole
Conies Hutch,
gloss doors
31995 /
1
2
41I" Rouod Plostic top teblo with two
loaves, six comb beck Mate/ choirs
38" /wife? with Hutch TM,
glen dens
42" Rowed Tibia,
Top,
with toes arrow boa desks

rustic

42" Buffet,
silver drewer
54" Buffet with Hunch Tee,
Glen deers

139" /
1
2 Price
149" % Price
149" /
1
2 Price
2999
'/
1
2 Price
129" /
1
2 Price
199" /
1
2 Price
159
"
,
ih Prica
199" /
1
2 Price
129" /
1
2 Price
149" /
1
2 Price
129" /
1
2 Price
169" /
1 2 Price

Fl
0

All sizes in Early Annerkon, French,
Spanish, Italics

1/2 Price

799"

579" 399"
699" 499"

Sole

115 PICTURES

Sete

..weed.. .
dr_eitese
doer
imptics
wifis twin

19995
169"
159"
lir 179"
253' 199" •Phil Mar
279" 199" • Westwood
243°° 1699
'

* Many Otiose Styles and Fabrics *
All Ralucod

"

13 tete to salli

199" .
1...
Th
z
dt
renL
aisr
,
179"

16995

CHAIRS

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS

4 pc. Caldwell hating,/ Fieildi large hit& drawer
will,
e
drewer
ike"
m kt
nig
.irmr
4.1 cheit.
bock bed'
Stanley 3 oc Spaitish recess large door dresser with
mirror chest ea chest, seas ireeilbeerd

US.

Reg. 1660.00 Now 1/2

EXTRA FIRM

stood

LA—Z—BOYS

229"
349"
299"
349"
329"
299"
199"
291"
199"
249"
$249
$299

JAMISON

Reg.

Weed Moe Speak* design red
mod elite error
Loden Seek kaditienal
geld tweed
Made Mao dog
hack rust tweed
llama bock troditisotel Ladles'
chair Celery grew ostione mokos
Lugs elks preen
wield! omen's Asks
Contemporary brews dad
weds weed him
fere, American weed alas Moog
back, room rest mod gad dist

COSTA BRAVA GROUP
Oval Table 43" x 62" ext. to 102" Cone back
chairs 1 arm, 5 sides. Large China, Glass doors
w/glass

Rog.

SPANISH PECAN
•CoreI

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
MANY OTHER ITEMS NOT ADVERTISED

•OTHERS

STANLEY

1995

1- Iii. priewip,i1

County in the 1969 Miss Kentucky
Pageant and has appeared in
"The Stephen Foster Story" for
three seasons. Horton is an
assistant professor of voice at the
University of Louisville and
musical director for the Foster
musical.
The show will be under the
Kelley,
direction of Horace

PAGE Si

AUGUST FURNITURE SALE

projects:

r_ 1. A joint effort with the
District of Columbia and
Maryland to promote a special
observance in the greater
Washington area in 1976-81;
2. Cooperation with the
ational Park Service and
ork County, Va., to develop a
special program at Yorktown
to commemorate George
Washington's victory there
ever Cornwall in 1781;
3. A statewide effort to encourage counties, cities and
other organizations to develop
appropriate programs emphasizing Virginia's contribution to the Revolution and
the development of nationhood.
Highlights from Virginia's
history have been selected for
observance ceremonies and a
list of Bicentennial booklets has
been prepared.
The Colonial Williamsburg
Foindation is awarding grants
this year for research in
Virginia history during the
Revolution.
Massachusetts, where the
Revolution first took seed in the
streets of Boston, is among the
first states which have chosen
official seals symbolizing their
particular role in the fight for
freedom. The Massachusetts
Commission chose the Liberty
Tree for its seal, commemorating the majestic elm
which stood in Boston and
'which was a rallying point for
patriots.
The
Massachusetts
, Legislature has appropriated
890010 toward the celebration,
includes
comwhich
memoration of such preRevolution episodes as the
Stamp Act crisis, the Boston
Massacre and the Boston Tea
Party.
The March, 1970, commemoration of the Boston
Massacre
brought
the
publication of "Blood in the
Streets," a 30-page booklet
produced by the commission in
collaboration with Boston
Public Library. The commission also is publishing a
monthly newsletter, "Committee of Correspondence," as
part of its program to provide
historic source material as well
as news items in connection
with Bicentennial celebration
plans to schools of the state.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The cast
of "The Stephen Foster Story"
will present performances of
Rodgers and Hammerstein's
"South Pacific" on two suc-

cessive Monday evening, Aug. 9
and 16 m My Old Kentucky Home
State Park amphitheatre in
Bardstown. The "Foster Story"
is dark on Mondays.
Leads will be played by
Brenda Parrish, Bloomfield, and
Gary Horton, Louisville.
Miss Parrish, a petite, blonde
soprano, represented Nelson

Easy Terms

flicentennial Commission 17
working on three major

.

Foster Story Cast
To Do South Pacific

WEDNESDAY—AUGUST 4, 1971
assistant professor of drama at residents may dial toll free 282Eastern Kentucky University. 7315.
Kelley is director of "The
More than 100 Indian triben.
Stephen Foster Story."
Tickets for "South Pacific" are once lived in California.
*4*
$3, with no seats reserved, and
may be ordered by writing South
Trees can be measured on
Pacific, P.O. Drawer D, Bard- large-scale aerial photographs
stown, Ky., 40004 or by dialing to within 3 feet of actual
area code 502-348-5971. Louisville height.

C

MISCELLANEOUS
Reg.
Drexel pointed cr▪ eamed, Antlqual whit*
striped with red end pale geld
Two Drexel mid tables
Spaniels Perna
Boat
3 pc site lisersiden tales,. 2 sod
tellies, 1 cocktail
Drexel Fees Deer Pecan credenza, rapper hams
behind weed loftiest deers. Socank Wald
lerlry Ansetican Amigos erase roll
Pap desk, white porcelain pulls
.........
Samford antique whim hoed &corded
11695
maidens, with matchisig Rohrer
Contemporary black painted mind
with geld Pie. mirror •nol mirk ..
Antique psi/ leaf metal hem*
bench, red relief buttoned sod
2 pc. set Hilitredon tablas, MID drawee
end told*, one round commode
Heckman antique white striped
with peprika credenza
Stooks, cositempasory desk with meitebilig
l'carte beck chair, black rieyt mot

Price
459" 2999
'
3199
' 199"
211995 199"
21995 I/2 Price
479" 32995

Selo

240" /
1
2 Price
139" /
1
2 Price
435" /
1
2 Price
475" /
1
2 Price
159" /
1
2 Price
/
1
2 Price
139" /
1
2 Price
130" /
1
2 Price
35000 /
1
2 Price
199" /
1
2 Price
250" /
1
2 Price

Remember
. Shop Thursday
and Friday Until 9:00 P.M.

a

Murray, Kentucky

JGUST 4, 1971
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toll free 282-
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Field's

Prices Good Thru Tues.

Pure

Government inspected

WIENERS

lb.

r7.)

E
S IED

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

RO en

SAUSAG
BOLOGNA
59
49
4;

lb.

lb.

* FROZEN FOODS *
Sole

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
lrica
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

FRIED CHICKENORANGE JUICE
LEMONADEDINNERS

$1.69
4/79C
3/39,

6-oz.

ACRES

FROSTY
FROSTY ACRES

6-oz.
15-oz.

PATIO MEXICAN

45

Atit' JELL-O TUNA ICE
39t 10' 3/9. 1MILK
2'gal 39'
PICKLES
TISSUE
CORN
t
39 79'
2/39c
=

14-oz.

TRAIL BLAZER

Pride of Illinois

WHITE & YELLOW CREAM STYLE

10 Rolls

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

Del Monte

Flavor-Kist
Coconut Chocolate Chip

t

16-oz.

No. 303 can

Eill. $3.69

No. 303 can

No. 4 can

1 6-0Z.

59,
' lb.
t
-19
Doz. 39t
Large Head 25
,

PEAS
COOKIES
49
2/39'
DOG PRUNE JUICE
FOOD

3-oz.

DOLLY MADISON

25 lbs.

Lady Betty

119

Alcoa Heavy Duty

Papermaid

ALUMINUM
FO I.s
L49

No. 303 can

Red &

". Shortening

2-lbs.
10-oz.

69t

Qt.

- JOHNSON'S COUPON —

/' says 30'

Ltd M

_ ....

JHBTuHAIUforj‘741
YOU
OF
' INSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE

li*IT4-

-

at JOHNSON'S without coupon 1.15 tile
.-.
WITN
COUPON
\
s. b-OZ. JAR ONLY
7-__ _ ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES 9_11 —71_ _

90,

TEA
BAGS
100 CT

Red & White

89t

FORMICA
FLOOR SHINE

49t

32-oz.
JOHNSON'S

sAvE 25'WHEN YOU BUY
2 lb. cm of
FOLGER'S COFFEE

c„of te

FrilOr'5

A

PINCE
WITH TNtS COUPON

-..-,--11.65

_...,....... ,..

SUGAR

$119

47t

(Limit 1)
5 lbs.

Gerber Strained

„C.,
9.40

Expires 8-10-71
•

18 x25'

White '

SA I D,
DRESSING

SNOWDRIFT

39

t

Qt.

COOKING OIL GREEN BEANS PAPER P 'TES
59t
2/49
moct. 49t
24-oz.

*
. 10 lbs.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
JUNE

FI G
"
flE

Red & White

lb.

4;

RED POTATOES HOME GROWN
TOMATOES
LEMONS
LETTUCE
PEACHES
SEALTEST AUTOCRAT

VAN CAMP
GRATED

ALL FLAVORS

Nabisco

A S
79;

* PRODUCE

2 lbs.

BANQUET

Red & White Sweet

Sok

Field's Fast Cut
Boneless

Craddock's

All-Meat

i...
EIFJ

bock
doors

RY RS
29;

BEEF
It
ib. 49it
59

lb.

fly

10th

Aug •

BABY
FOOD

JOHNSON'S

_

vALuant

.
..

Giant Size

111
111 "CEO

ONLY

Att
=

4340/

9t

69t.2

E COUPON

0000
ONLY

Johnson's

*ma urines :
8 10-71.

MD

=
=
WIM THIS COUPON =

"IgVol: 89e

WAIT, COUPON PER PURCHASE
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Cloverport To Relive Exciting
Past In Sacajawea Festival

settenwismassiaeisiimisassalimailinewa:\stasanssniv-aw.n, rr:tisinfs..rs
appeared in the
Editor's Nei*: The accompanying article was written by Viral4.11taidield and
sent to John Richard
was
arliele
Ur
Issue.
071
11,
July
Sunday,
the
Maasfkld,Obis News Journal in
Mansfield. Mrs. Snider
Pocock al lir West Main Street by his grandmother, Mn. Grace eiddler of
June 4, 1914, to get
ieelnded a note to her grandson which said that she worked at Tappes and quit
week.
wawa
married
let
wouldn't
they
Snider,
Mrs.
married. Atthat time,related

or docked at Cloverport's
wharves daily. Deckharxis could
be heard shouting from the
wharves as they loaded and
unloaded cattle and hogs. Kentucky tobacco decorated the pier,
waiting to be loaded onto flatboats for sale in New Orleans.
Fourteen mall deliveries were
iftit firm acquired O'Keefe Shopping Center. It serves
each day to communities in
sent
headquarters
national
as
Angeles,
Los
of
and Merritt
the surrounding area. Threelargest range manufacturer for a network of similar restory mercantile businesses—
By VIRGIL A. STANFIELD
modeling centers throughin the West.
Vest and Sons, Sulzer's J. C.
out the nation.
and Bros.., highlighted the
Nolte
Four sears later Tappan
town.
The prototype, besides
electronic
the
Introduced
Such famous showboats as the
serving as a retail outlet
range. a Tappan "tirst." In for Tappan remodelirig
Water Queen, Cotton Blossom
1956 Tappan bezan market- products and services, will
and Majestic frequently docked
ing refrigerators and in be used as a training cenat Cloverport's wharves. And as
1958 the firm started pro- ter and product showcase
boating on the Ohio River
under the Tappan Home
ducing dishwashers.
reached its peak, 1908-1910,
Center program.
Cloverport was decorated with
During the 1960s the firm
pleasure craft.
Last fall the company
acquired four more compaTraveling men,bringing trunks
nies which made products opened a 200.000- square
of goods for shop merchants,
Deeded in a complete kitch- foot distribution center in
were regular visitors to the town.
en. These firms included Ontario which can serve as
Cloverport's two hotels and
Crystal Manufacturing of a warehouse for 100,000 apboarding houses boasted comLos Ange:es. maker:of dis- pliances and cabinets. The
posers: Nautilus Industries center is the first phase of
plete occupancy as the town
in Pennsylvania which a big expansion program
played host to conventions of
1970s.
the
for
planned
makes ‘entilating hoods:
Louisville businessmen and such
Kemper Bros. Cabinet Co.,
national groups as the Clay
maker of wood kitchen cabMembers of the Tappan
of America.
Workers
and Quakermaid family have held at least
inet
Cloverport also offered an
Kitchens. which also makes one executive post with the
opera house and movie theater.
wood kitchen cabinets.
firm since it was founded.
And its railroad station, serving
W. J. Tappan. the founder,
died in 1936 in Cincinnati
eight trainlines, teemed with
townspeople meeting incoming
The 90- year - old Mans- while en route to Florida.
field firm has a long list of His sons. Paul R. and Alan
visitors.
"firsts" to its credit. Back P . later headed the firm.
Now, only in the minds of
retired.
now
are
Both
in 1925 it introduced the inCloverport's elderly citizens and
This was a pretty fancy kitchen range 60 years ago. It sulated oven. Then in 1928
those participating in the August
Present head of the Tapcost anyehere from $42 to $57 depending on the type of came ranges with all
Sacajawea Festival, does
equipment it had. At the right is the reservoir which heat- rounded corners. In 1936 pan Co parent firm of the
Cloverport retain her exciting
ed water for dishes and the Saturday night bath. (Photo the first Visulite door us en 'Tappan interests, is W. R..
river-era atmosphere.
was used.
courtesy the Tappan Co.)
son of Paul R. Tappan and
July 31, 1971
It no longer has busy wharves,
grandson of the company
ADULTS 96
bustling shops or crowded
The lift - off oven door founder. W. C. Gummere is
grew both companies were War came along Tappan
NURSERY 13
vice president,
railroad station. Its hotels have
bidding for business in the manufactured 45 different was first used in 1951 and executive
treasurer, and secretary.
inwas
electronic
the
range
been reduced to one boarding
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
products to aid the war ef- troduced to the industry in
midwest.
Baby Girl Workman (Mrs. house; its spacious general
fort, receiving four Army - 1954. The "Fabulous 400"
Truman B. Clark is presiNorma J. Workman), 415 South stores, destroyed by fire, have
There was considerable Navy "E" awards for the range came along in 1957 dent of the Tappan Division
of
excellence
its
products.
11th, Murray, Baby Girl Ward been replaced by anall dry goods
and the gallery range with which includes the Mansconfusion so in 1920 both
(Mrs. Loretta Faye Ward),Route stores; and its population, like
watming shelf was first field plant and the one at
firms agreed to drop the
When the firm returned useti in 1967.
1, Hazel, Twin Girls Johnson that of most small towns, has
Murray, Ky. The Tappan
name "Eclipse" and .use
to the production of con180
at
are
Park
offices
Co.
Lynette Louise Johnson), dwjndled from 3600 to 1400.
(Mrs.
family names of the found- sumer goods after the war
Through its annual Sacajawea
Murray.
Tappan has expanded its Ifvenue West.
Sycamore,
1309
ers. It was then that the a new era of progress be- line of produCts to include
Festival, however, present-day
Tappan Stove Co. came gan for the Mansfield-based m 0 s t of the appliances
Cloverport citizens hope to retain
In observance of the TapDISMISSALS
into existence
company.
needed in the modern kitch- pan 90th anniversary, The
Beale, Almo, Howard and spread the news of the town's
Rob
Joe
now
en. Besides ranges, it
Tappan Times, company
Jason McFerron, 1608 William, unique heritage.
In 1946 a plant was built either produces or distrib- magazine, a few days ago
The Tappan firm has
festival,
four-day
Girardeau, Mo., Rural The
Cape
made valuable contribu- in Murray, Ky. Two years utes dishwashers, refrigera- appeared in a special 34 offers
12-15,
Aug.
for
scheduled
9th,
South
312
Jones,
Route
tions to the national wel- later Tappan began making tors, disposers, cabinets, page edition on high quality
Murray, Thomas Younger an Indian princess and little
fare in two world wars. In electric ranges. It had pre- and ventilating hoods.
paper that will last for
World War I it turned out viously turned out gas
Stracier, 1301 Louisiana, N. W., Indian princess contest,a parade
years. The attractive magthe famous mobile field ranges exclusively.
azine
traces
the
of
history
Little Rock, Ark., Tommy Dan with an Indian-frontier theme,
company
the
Last year
kitchen.
Workman, 603 Ellis, Murray, tours of historic Cloverport,
opened the Tappan Nation- the firm in photos and stoWilliam Walker Mohundra, antiques, a horse show and an
Seeking to expand its al Herne Center Prototype ries from the founding of
When tie stand _Voa market In the west coast, in the Johnny Appleseed the firm to thi presql
Route 6, Murray, Miss Carla Sue arts and crafts exhibit.
7
Carroll, Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., Attended each year by several
Mrs. Sara Marlon Waldrop, thousand visitors from Kentucky
Route 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Elizabeth and approximately 30 states,
Todd, Route 1, Almo, Mrs. "the festival offers friendship, a
Evelyn Edwards, Route 1, renewal of acquaintances, and a
Hardin, Mrs. Oinie Edna Jones, return to old-fashioned school
1625 W. Olive, Murray, Fred and riverboat days," said Mrs.
Smith, 796 Nash, Murray, Her- Margaret A. Smith, historian for
man Connell Liter, Route 4, the town and its festival.
"By reliving its past and
metropolitan areas Murray.
in
evident
KEMPSTER
By NOR MAN
honoring famous past pertoday."
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Past
sonalities like the Indian maid,
Public housing projects, the
policies—or perhaps absence of report said, often degrade both
Cloverport lives again is it once
periods to determine the
policy—by the federal govern- the physical and social environdid," she said.
larger than Mercury, the time
dynamic process involved."
ment have damaged the ment.
Many Cloverport citizens revel
smallest planet.
A dozen scientific exnation's environment and con"The peculiar combination
in the widespread interest
Saturn, 85 per cent of periments
weighing about 200 tributed to problems of racial of these policies," the report
generated in their town during
Jupiter's size, has a hydrogen- pounds
could be packed into a
isolation, the Nixon adminis- said of public housing, "too
filled atmosphere and cloud
the Sacajawea Festival.
orbiter, Long says, for
tration's annual housing report frequently resulted in drab,
cover similar to that of Jupiter. Jupiter
"The town has everything it
a mission to follow the earlier says.
monolithic housing projects,
Each has alternating light and
needs for the renewal of the same
spacecraft fly-bys.
says
Congress
to
report
still
which
The
segregated,
largely
dark bands, but Saturn's
commercial development and
JPL and its space scientists
many of the earlier shortcom- stand in our major cities as The state Council on Public interest that once prevailed
distinctive feature, its brilliant
more Than a casual inhave
but
corrected
been
ings have
prisons oT the poor—enduring Higher Education has approved a here," said Ed Bowne, president
encircling rings, will have a top
in still undefined
"we need to acknowledge that symbols of good intentions run
study priority on Grand Tour terest
between Northern of the Breckinridge Bank of
blueprints for unmanned space
housing policy has not yet aground on poorly conceived merger
missions, according to Rea.
College (NKSC) Cloverport.
journeys to far-out planets.
been adequately meshed with policy, or sometimes imply a Kentucky State
Cincinnati's "Its located on the banks of the
and
"The rings probably are dust
Covington
In
It is developing Grand Tour
environment policy."
lack of policy."
of Law, Ohio, has access to railroad lines
College
covered with water ice, at least spacecraft, sustained by selfChase
P.
Salmon
undoubtedly
VA
and
"FHA
It said the high-rise project
one kilometer to one mile repairing computers and
helped to fuel the powerful I now a thing of the past. And giving Kentucky its third 1119/ and has the energy needed for
thick," he theorizes.
designed for 10-year scientific
industrial development," he
market forces which brought it mid the administration's new school.
Rea believes Saturn's 10 missions to the outer planets, about the suburban housing
Under contract terms already explained.
site selection procedure is inworth
are
also
satellites
under contract to the federal
boom after world war II," said tended to restrict further con- signed by Chase regents and "Cloverport citizens are
studying up close, especially space agency.
the report prepared by the struction of projects in areas df NKSC trustees„ the merger will anxiousfor the town to boom once
Iapetus, which has one
JPL engineers emphasize
Department of Housing and minority racial concentration. occur on or before July 1, 1972. again, but we don't want to lose
hemisphere six times brighter multi-year missions and
Urban Development.
The report said the govern'i The law school will retain its the flavor of our past."
than the other, and Titan, on transmission distances up to
"Although a great deal of mein Came late to recognition name but will transfer its assets
which methane gas has been more than 3 billion miles in the
sound and attractive housing of environmental and racial to the state college.
detected.
case of 14tune and Pluto will
was built, them were also many problems because federal parThe council gave its approve'
The little-known Pluto is require a new breed of space
dreary and poorly planned ticipation in housing is gen- by a vote of 6-0 in the face of an
similar to Mars in size and to computers.'
developments
crackerbox
erally limited to helping proby Atty. Gen. John
earth in density. If it has
Richard A Easton, a JPI. which wasted valuable land and vide the money for private or opinion
Breckinridge contesting the
satellites, none has been engineer working on a dual
produced homogenized living local government projects.
merger on the grounds that
discovered from earth, ac- computer system for Grand
"The complex interaction MSC has no statutory authority
environments.
cording to Rea. There is a Tour spacecraft. says one will
"Much attention was paid of local decisions and attitudes to offer legal training.
theory that Pluto once may be the electronic brain and the
to assure that these develop- with federal finance-oriented
NKSC President Frank Steeley
have been a satellite of Nep- other the nervous system
ments met all the traditional housing policy has sometimes said his school's attorneys have
tune and then broke away.
The computerized brain will
environunfortunate
market
wrought
and
financial
of
tests
filed a legal memorandum with
James E. Long of JPL's continually test arid repair
feasthility. "But no require- mental consequences," it said: the attorney general
rebutting
advanced planning staff en- itself and in effect operate the
ment existed to assure that the
his opinion.
visions a three,year Jupiter spacecraft, while the electronic
production process
housing
nervous system
The memorandum states that
colitrol also took environmental conorbiting mission in the early
the college is authorized to offer
1980s. He says a 2,500-pound telemetry — the transmission siderations into account.
baccalaureate program of inspacecraft could be flown to of information back to earth
"This lack of consideration
Jupiter and spun into orbit
Agriculture Research Serv- struction, and that since Chase
'Potentially ha7ardous for the environment can no
after a two-year flight from
ice scientists are experiment- confers a bachelor of laws degree
environments, such as the longer be accepted."
earth.
with a chemical called on its graduates, there is
ing
belt
asteroid
between Mars and
Racist factor
He suggests the man-made
cyclophosphamide (CPA) that legislative authority for the
Jupiter, or radiation from
The administration also said lets workers fleece sheep merger.
Jovian satellite could orbit the
Jupiter itself. require that
government was guilty in merely by rolling their wrists
huge planet once every 15 days
The 78-year-old Chase school
Grand Tour spacecraft' sub- the
past of fostering racial along the skin.
and transmit a steady stream
hakatime 400 students, and 10 fullsystems be self-adaptive to the
GAP" is
4egregation through its housing
of 'scientific data, including
CPA works by constricting time and about 25 part-time THE "HONESTY
either temporary or permanent
not confined to the news
But it said these pol- the wool formation below the
policies.
pictures of Jupiter and its four
faculty
members. It has a 40,000- media, but reaches everyfailures," Easton explains
been corrected.
Major natural satellites.
"Another consideration is the icies have 1949, FHA officially skin, where it first is formed. volume law library.
where, Georgia's Lt. Gov.
"Until
conthe
grows,
As the wool
eight-hour round trip comIts present tuition rate is $1000
"It's clear that ;not all
Lester Maddox tells the
wnetioned and perpetuated striction Mlles to the skin surmunications
delay
from
annually,
is
but
set
to
increase to National Press Club in
questions about Jupiter can be
community patterns of resi- face and the fibers can be reNeptune or Pluto."
$1100 beginning in September,
answered by the planned t late
Washington. "I'm not going
dential. separation based on moved.
and
Easton
his
colleagues,
The University of Kentucky to be like Mr. Agnew. I'm
1970) first missions," Long
refusing to insure mortby
race
Carl Wertz and Paul Chelson,
One of every five persons in Law School charges $330 a year not going to blame it all on
concedes. "If we are to unin neighborhoods not
emphasize that a whole range gages
derstand why Jupiter is so
homogeneous," the the world today is of Chinese to Kentucky residents and 11030 the newspaper." Maddox
racially
ation al Geo- for ,L out-of-staters.
origin, says
different from earth and Mars, of testing in the first half of this report said.
The said there is an honesty
decade is essential if Grand
direct
get
must
we
effects of this policy graphic.
corresponding figures for the gap in education, the
"The
to
are
be
spacecraft
ready
Tour
measurements well into the
liner. persisted tor many years
Nearly 600 bridges cross the University of Louisville are $1050 church, in industry and in
to fly in the late 1970s
planet's atmosphere over long
after its reversal and are Mill rivers and canals of Leningrad. and $1950.
government.

Tappan Co. Observes 90th
American expedition to Siberia to photograph a total
eclipse of the sun. Here in
Mansfield it was decided to
use the word "Eclipse" as
the name of the new stove
company.

The modern kitchen
doesn't look much like the
one housewives used to prepare meals 90 years ago.
At that time women
stuffed a range with wood
all day long and they still
didn't get the desired results. It was something like
trying to to keep the steam
up in a locomotive before
the diesels took over.

The new firm once again
was turning out kitchen
ranges and heating stoves.
Heating stoves usually
meant those pot. bellied,affairs that decorated living
rooms until well along in
the 20th century.

A Mansfield firm has had
a major role in the transformation of the kitchen.
And it is the same firm
that used to make those
ranges that ate an amazing
amount of wood in a day.

Some of the stoves and
ranges were works of art.
They had a variety of decorations on them and the
nickel - plated trim could
be polished to a high gloss.

The Tappan Co., observing its 90th anniversary this
year. began as a tiny
foundry in Bellaire, O.,
over on the Ohio River
near Wheeling.

The heating stoves were
adequate enough in a small
room on a moderately cold
day, but in zero weather
they had to be almost red
hot all day to keep a large
room comfortable.

One of the three founders
of that firm was W. J. Tappan whose family name
was to become one of the
best known in the kitchen
appliance industry.

The Eclipse company
slowly got away from the
manufacture of heating
staves and upped its production of coal and wood burning kitchen ranges.
The ranges came in various
sizes and were almost as
ornamental as the living
room heaters if the purchaser wanted to pay a little more.

Mr. Tappan. who had
come to Ohio from Covington, Ky., teamed up with
J. M. blaring and W. A.
Gorby in organizing the
Ohio Valley Foundry Co.
They manufactured small
wood and coal- burning
ranges during a part of the
week and then Mr. Tappan
would take to the road in a
wagon loaded with stoves.
His job was to sell them to
the housewives in the hill
country around Bellaire.

Eclipse and Its successor,
the Tappan Stove Co., had
ample proof that the ranges
turned out by the firm
were good ones. One range
sold in 1892 was in us'e until
1945, or 53 years.

Eight years after the little company was founded a
fire hit the foundry and it
was decided to move to
Mansfield and start over
rather than try to rebuild
the Bellaire plant.
At about that time Mr.
Tappan's father joined the

While the Eclipse Stove
Co. here was turning out
ranges, another firm with
the same name in Rockford, Ill., was making similar products. That company
served the states to the
north and west, but after a
while as distribution areas

REGAL ECLIPSE.

Mysteries of Jupiter
face probe in late '70s
If you don't know much about
:the planet Jupiter, you needn't
embarraased. The largest
',planet, it also is the greatest
-*angina and challenge to space
scientists.
AaleriCanS will begin to read
;and hear more about this
,•-•snysterious globe, with its three
ctrotational speeds, as the
:11edera1 space agency begins to
:press for White House and
congressional action on its
plans for so-called Grand Tour
"missions.
The idea is to use Jupiter's
tremendous gravity to send
unmanned spacecraft on extended scientific journeys to
the outer planets in the late
1970s and early 1980s.
Theoretically the spacecraft
would be attracted by Jupiter's
gravity,then "bounce" off with
a carom or slingshot effect to
speed on toward other more
distant planets. Some space
• scientists call this the "pool
table" pattern.
• Two missions to Jupiter,
iturn arid Pluto have been
'proposed, with launches in 1976
and 1977. By 1979, the space
agency hopes to send two craft
on a triangular Jupiter-UranusNeptune mission. Each of the
!journeys would last eight to 10
t years.
,

!

Dr. Donald G. Rea, assistant
:laboratory
director
of
tCalTech's Jet Propulsion
...Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,
tJong a student of Jupiter lore,
.ixincedes most scientists don't
,know much about the planet.
; "Jupiter emits about three
times as much energy as it
receives from the sun," he
says •'It has a magnetic field
20 times that of earth, intense
radiance belts and apparently
rotates at three different
speeds."
Much of what science knows
of Jupiter and Saturn is
"ambiguous. Rea admits

"And the farther out we go,
the less we understand the
natural environment,
planetary structure and
composition. About Pluto, we
really know next to nothing."
However, he adds, ignorance
about Pluto is "excusable,"
since it is the most far-out of
the planets, some 3.6 billion
miles from the sun and possibly
only about half the size of our
earth.
Jupiter, on the other hand, is
more than 10 times the size of
earth and about 485 million
miles from the sun. A
spacecraft would require two
years to arrive there, for
Jupiter is about three times
more distant than Mars, target
of the present U.S. Mariner 9
mission.
Earth-based astronomers
even with the strongest
radio
and
telescopes
techniques have been unable to
establish whether Jupiter and
Saturn have solid, earth-like
surfaces. Each has thick cloud
cover, but holes in the Jupiter
cloud bank indicate possible
"hot spot" regions, according
to Rea.
The "Great Red Spot" of
Jupiter, which has puzzled
astronomers for centuries, is
an oval-shaped area three
times earth's diameter. It
appears in the planet's atmosphere but also has its own
irregular rotational cycle, Rea
says.
He believes the planet's 12
moons, especially the four
largest, would provide valuable
radiation and reflectivity
studies. The high reflectivity —
or shine — of some Jovian
satellites suggests they might
be frost-covered, according to
the JPI, science chief.
The quartet — lo, Europa,
Ganyrnede and Canister — are
called the Galilean satellites
because the astronomer
Galileo discovered them in
1610 le and Europa are about
the size of our moon. while
Ganymede and ('allisto are

Anniversary

The Mansfield That Was

SPACE AGE REPORT

By FRANK blACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service

CLOVERPORT, Ky.—Situated
on the banks of the Ohio on U.S.60
in the northwest corner of
Breckinridge County is the small
of
community
riverfront
Cloverport.
At first glance. Cloverport
looks like the typical peaceful
rural town. Elderly gentlemen sit
along Math Street passing the
time of day; housewives chat
leisurely while shopping at
Grocers;
Higginhotham's
barefoot children linger in the
drugstore licking ice cream
cones.
Cloverport didn't always pose
as the picture of a dormant, rural
community. Actually it harbors
quite a different past as one of the
most exciting riverfront towns in
Kentucky. The past comes alive
with the town once a year as
its
Cloverport celebrates
Sacajawea Festival.
The festival honors the
Shoshoni Indian maid who guided
Lewis and Clark on their Pacific
Northwest expedition. The
party
exploring
historic
assembled in and departed from
Cloverport.
The festival also recreates the
and
atmosphere
exciting
prominent historic feats that
once marked Cloverport as a
boomtown—the railroad center
and trading and shipping hub of
Breckinridge County.
In the 1680's, two to four
riverboat packets steamed past
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Trudeau
'isolation'
criticized

We dareYou

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service
OTTAWA — The government
A Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau is under attack for retreating into "isolationism"
and thereby bringing discredit
on Canada and unease in the international community.
This criticism has come from
the official Conservation opposition party in Parliament but
these misgivings have also
been echoed by the Commons
external affairs committee
which is dominated by government Liberal members of Parliament.
The concern that Trudeau is
becoming an isolationist has
ironic overtones because before becoming the head of the
government he was thought to
be a keen internationalist.
The charge of isolationism
against a Canadian government is also an unusual development in that Canada has
always feared this kind of
movement in the United States.
The external affairs committee has denounced Trudeau's
overemphasis on national interests and subordination of
foreign policy to serve the
domestic well-being of the nalion.
The Trudeau regime has
taken the position that Canada
is relatively only a small power
despite the huge size of the
country and its 22 million population. The prime minister has
srejected roles fondly cherished
,by 'earlier governments that
Canada had a role as a "helpful
fixer" in international affairs.
This had seen Canadians believing at one time they could
be a bridge between Britain
'and the United States, and latj:Ierly that some similar role
night be played between the
United States and the Soviet
Union or even Peking.
• This desire for an international role in past years had also seen Canada involved in
peace-keeping duties in the
Middle East, Africa and to this
day, in Cyprus. But Canadians
were soured on. peace-keeping
after being ordered out of the
Middle East by the late Egyptian President Gamal Abdel
Nasser.
,. Now, the Conservative Party
declares Trudeau has placed a
serious strain an Canada's
relations with many countries
through its "short-sighted, narrow self-interest" in domestic
priorities.
And the influential Commons
external affairs committee
bluntly told Trudeau that his
determination to give Canada's
top priority to economic growth
was wrong and that he should
give first consideration to promotion of international peace
and security.
The committee believes Canada could exert a significant
impact in international terms,
perhaps in peace-keeping or
development assistance. But
the prime minister has shown
no intent of wanting to plunge
Canada into the international
scene.
His two main moves thus far
have been to establish diplomatic relations with Communist China and to reduce by
50 per cent Canada's 10,000man force with the Atlantic Alliance in Europe.
The latter action was in
keeping with a diminished involvement internationally. The
new ties with Peking, while described as helping to bring
China into the world community, undoubtedly have a
very basic motivation of developing immensely important
trade with the _Chine.
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FLAVORITE BRAND

SLICED BACON
Fresh Lean Ground

Sliced, Smoked

HAMBURGER
lbs.
for
Craddock Pure Pork

JOWL
3-1b. pkg.

9

Loan, Tender

SAUSAGE PORK STEAK
2 lbs. $ 1 1 7

Sun-caused cancer
medically unfounded
The widespread fear that an
eAcess of sun could produce
cancer of the skin seems to be
unfounded, according to a professor at Cologne University's
Dermatological Hospital.
Strong solar radiation, he
says, does not produce skin
cancer until 15 or 30 years of
continual exposure have
pissed

MPARE
PRICES ON
QUAUTY FOODS!

KELLOGG'S

Singapore visioned
as top oil center
Singapore will process a million barrels of erude oil daily in
five years' time and will rank
among the top three world centers, according to an American
expert in the field.
The republic now processes
some 400,000 barrels of crude
oil daily, at refineries run by
Esso, Shell, Mobil, and British
Petroleum
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Shopping Center
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Britain faces fateful
Common Market decision
among the Common Market
members has come from the
monetary crisis of this past
spring.
The
—
BRUSSELS
West Germany's unilateral
negotiations on terms for
action to stem a massive inflow
British membership in the
of dollars by floating the
European Economic Comdeutsche mark — a step which
munity (EEC) have ended.
it took against the wishes of the
Sometime this fall, probably in
other EEC countries — dealt a
British
the
October,
serious blow to the Common
Parliament will vote on
Market's carefully laid plans
whether to approve the
a monetary union based on
for
out
membership deal worked
the eventual merger of all
recently at Luxembourg.
Market currencies.
The decision will be a fateful
The monetary crisis showed
we,not only for Britain, but for
more clearly than any event in
all of Western Europe.
recent history that the Six have
lost their ability to subordinate
During its nearly 14-year
national interests to a common
history, the EEC has been a
purpose. The ideal of the
remarkable success for all of
Common Market has lost its
Its six members (France, West
Germany, Italy, Holland, momentum.
During the last two years,
j3elgium and Luxembourg).
The elimination of customs since Gen. Charles de Gaulle's
departure from the European
barriers and formation of a
common agricultural program, political scene, the one thing
amo ig other achievements, that has really kept the EEC
have helped create a vast going has been the prospect of
market through which the Britain's imminent admission
economies of the member to the Common Market after
countries could grow and two previous attempts had
been blocked by De Gaulle.
prosper.
Now,as the moment of truth
But as this success has come
to be taken for granted in the approaches on British memhas bership, the thinking here is
nationalism
EEC,
reemerged to stifle hopes for that the present EEC members
further integration of the Six's will drift further apart, with
political little incentive to make further
and
economic
commitments to a united
systems.
Plans to reform and Europe, unless and until
Common Common Market expansion
modernize the
Market's farm structure have takes place.
The first effect of expansion
been severely restricted by
squabbling among the member would be to create a much
countries over how much larger consumer and industrial
money one should pay to help market for all countries confarmers in another. A program cerned. Three additional
to create more multinational countries, Ireland; Denmark
industries in the EEC is being and Norway, will come into the
held up by each member's EEC if Britain enters. But
reluctance to adopt its own because of their close economic
laws to a communitywide ties with Britain, they must
system of corporate legislation. stay out if she does not join.
The latest and sine of the most The loss of this prospective
dramatic examples of division larger market would be one of

the major disappointments to
supporters of EEC expansion.
Beyond this, a British
decision to stay out would be a
serious blow to hopes for further political integration in the
EEC, and development of a
united Western Europe.
Only if the Common Market
comprises at least ten nations
will there be a broad enough
foundation for a Western
Europe that is strong and independent of either the United
States or the Soviet Union.
The formation of this kind of
"European Europe" is now a
basic aim particularly of
French policy. The hope of
achieving it is the main reason
France's President Georges
Pompidou lifted De Gaulle's
veto of British membership.
Pompidou saw that even the
limited degree of political
integration to which France
aspires in Europe could not be
achieved without Britain. And
the aftermath of the monetary
crisis served as a reminder
that, from the French point of
view, Britain
was now
necessary as a partner to offset
the power of Germany.
Inside Britain the debate
over the Common Market
question now centers on such
issues as the rise in food prices
which would be expected to
result from membership. But
what the British are really
deciding is whether to end their
centuries-old and cherished
tradition of splendid isolation
from the continent.
On this side of the English
Channel there is a great deal of
sympathy for the hard choice
now facing the British
Parliament and public. But
there is also great apprehension over what the
future may hold for the continent if Britain's choice is to
stay out of Europe.

Shanghai is crowded
but spotless and staid
shabby beside the Shanghaiproduced ones with their huge
heads of sulfur. Shanghai is unSHANGHAI, People's Re- doubtedly the New York of
public Of China — Once a city Coma.
The people are more friendly
of a million pleasures, Shangthan in Canton, and it is easy to
hai is staid and virtuous.
"This consumer city of 10 gather a crowd. Definitely they
million people has been con- are not camera-shy, unlike
verted into a productive city," their comrades to the south.
There is a "monument" to
our interpreter told us as we
toured the Bund toward the Ho the shambles of Sino-Soviet
Ping Hotel, formerly the Sas- relations in the middle of
Shanghai: the Shanghai
soon House .
•'There used to be all sorts of Products Exhibition Hall, formisguided elements here but merly the Sino-Soviet Friendthey have been reeducated and ship Building.
The Russian architecture
now work side by side with the
rest of the workers and the cannot be erased but the name
can be changed, as it was after
peasants," he said.
The time arid gay and white- the Russians decided to "try to
clad men, women and children carve up part of China along
along Nanking Road, the main the Usuri River."
It is in the Exhibition Hall
shopping street of Shanghai
gave evidence of the transfor- that one gets the full impact of
the change in Shanghai.
mation.
There are machine tools, exThe motor vehicles, the presence of hundreds of thousands quisite textiles, motor vehicles
of bicycles, the veil of smog of all types, precision instruover the western section of the ments, cameras, toys, X-ray
city, the serious mien of the machines, electronic equipShanghai Chinese — all showed ment,medical equipment and a
that indeed this city has been ton of Ade beautifully carved
converted into a producer to depict the victory of Chinese
mountain climbers over Mount
metropolis.
Shanghai is different from Everest. All of it was made in
Canton and Peking in that its Shanghai.
A pretty 24-year-old Chinese
relatively
are
buildings
modern and European in style. girl explained the operation of
It is different in that there are several machine tools. She is a
window displays similar to high school graduate and hopes
those of Hong Kong, instead of to go to a university after the
Mao-Thought displays all over mandatory three-year period of
work.
the place.
We were shown models of
But the public esteem in
which Chairman Mao Tse-tung ships made in the shipyards of
is held is no less in Shanghai the city.including a dredge and
than anywhere else. Along the a cargo liner.
In the evening, along the
Bund there were huge portraits
of Mao with his Popular say- park beside the Whampoa
River, we saw couples sitting
ings.
The radio sets quote him and quietly on the park benches.
the wall newspapers praise him There was no kissing, although
and condesnn the renegade, the couples did stay very close
hidden traitor and scab. Liu together beneath the trees, the
dun lamp posts and a well-lit
Shao-chi."
Along with disgraced President Liu Sbao-chi are lumped 30-foot portrait of Chairman
•'American imperialism," Mao.
Ships moved slowly along the
"Japanese militarism" and
river past the floating restau"Soviet revisionism "
The city is packed with rant a couple of blocks from the
Ho Ping Hotel. Everything is
people, but is spotless.
Smoking is popular and is not peaceful in Shanghai. There
hazardous to are no bars, no cocktail
considered
lounges, no jukeboxes, no
health.
nightclubs.. .
-That smoking produces
Francisco Lopez, a Filipino
cancer has not been proved
businessman who had visited
et.- said our guide. The ciga- Shanghai several times before
rettes are similar to American
•'liberation in 1949,' waxed
cigarettes in taste, but the
nostalgic.
packaging is more like Japa-This is not the Shailhai I
•
nese Ci pared's.
knew." he said.
We were taken to the top of
Our Canton matches looked
By BENEDICT°S. DAVID
Copley News Service
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WITH RAO.
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first L..(e, he said, it outlines a
The Philippines has 1,500
368-page plan moves five-year plan in detail.
barrio (village) high schools
*
.
beyond previous efforts by
with total enrollment of 160.
Coffee is the major crop in 000 students.
stressing long-range actions,
For the
aiti.
1971
Com- Governor Nunn noted.
Kentucky's
prehensive Justice Plan has been
approved by the federal government,giving the state $5.3 million
in federal funds, Governor Nunn
announced recently.
Kentucky received $2.9 million
under the program last year.
The governor noted that the
approved plan "gives local
citizens the means to act" since
federal law requires that 75 per
cent of the funds be used by local
units of government.
The plan, prepared by the state
Crime Commission, details action in these areas:
+ Improving training and
education of law enforcement
personnel.
+ Strengthening police actions, with projects ranging from
consolidation of services to a
statewide, computerized
criminal justice information
system.
+ Sponsoring drug and narand
education
cotics
rehabilitation.
+ Expanding adult corrections
"IINNOCIPIT BYSTANDER" OF RAIL STRIKE—Back under the ground goes millions
activities, including community
of dollars worth of lettuce in this and other acreage in the Salinas, Calif., area betreatment.
cause of the rail strike. Truck transport can take care of only about 30 per cent of
+ Aiding efficiency of the
the crop. Lettuce costs growers about 4460 an acre. Here, Harry Davis, D'Arrigo
courts and the legal process.
Bros. assistant manager, bids the crop goodbye.
+ Preventing civil disorders

the Shanghai Mansions, another hotel and formerly
Broadway Mansions, to get a
bird's-eye view of the city.
Along the busy Soochow
Creek where trains of barges
moved the goods from the factories to the ships we were
shown the park where "during
the concession era, the period
of the colonialists," there used
to be a sign."No Dogs and Chinese Allowed."
No one in Shanghai can forget, or is allowed to forget that
unforgivable sign. Today, Chinese families stop there for a
cool few minutes. But there are
no dogs, for such pets are not
available.
Indeed, during our tour of
three cities and 1,500 miles of
countryside, we did not see a
single dog. Dogs eat meat and
meat is precious.
Consumer goods are relatively more expensive in
Shanghai.
At the Friendship Store on
the Eiund, canned fried chicken
cost about 80 cents and a bottle
of catsup about 48 cents.
Rentals in Shanghai only cost
each family about 5 per cent of
their total income.
The many communes on,The
outskirts of the city supply
everyone with all the vegetables needed, as do the communes that surround every industrial city in China.
Shanghai is no longer the
jewel of the Orient It can be
compared to a Trappist mona'on of
stery — with the ex
the presence of Chirw&-Isines
and liquor.

and
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The

if you're lowing a foreign

Nt

you'll run smack into drug laws
dial are a whole lot tougher
than ours.
You may have heard differently.
You may have heard possession and
sale ordrup averse:L. or south of our

year plus Tine. Trafficking, 3 to 10
years plus tine. Illegal import or
export of drugs.6 to 15 years plus
fine Persons arrested on drug
charges can espeu a minimum of
it, 12 months pre-tnal confinement.

S

inslanee. pomrswon gelwou

LW:min% 01

,
scars in a mental hos)) in

5'S
hais the

Law. And there...no way around
their law.
Drug arrests of Americans os er.

government
Thal.t.*MN there are over 700
American covens doing tittle 41 drug
charges in foreign jails
those are the facts And s, are
these: the drug la•s and pen.ilts.
,

15 foreign countries
Which ,nc .111 ‘ou

\,1,11,q

Tel. 276-3400

I

Embassy:

Tel. 140-800

Possession iit

odeine or

US Embassy:

Tel 499-9000

1969 VOLKSWAGEN, local car,
good condition, good motor and
A6P
tires. Phone 7534984.
1964 BUICK Special, motor in
good condition, $200.00. Phone
A6C
753-2646.

announced that foreigners would be
eipeika or depormil WM the
country 'Ili:Kind on possession of O'er,
small amounts of hashish.
U.S. Embassy:
Dag Hammarskjolds Alle 24
Tel. TRTA 4504

Turke•isaiecoon. 3

J

amaica.Possession,
•
mmimum of 18 months.
P U.S. Embassy:.
43 Duke Street
Kingston. Jamaica

24/31 Grosvenor Square
WI. London. England

15 years
life

to

Trafficking. 10 years to

U.S. Embassy:
110 maims Blvd.
Ankara. Turkey
Tel. 125-050

Tel. 26341

France.Possession. varies,
but less than for trafficking.
Minimum o(3 to 4 months pre-trial
confinement. Trafficking. 1 to 5 years.
U.S. Embassy:
19. Rue de Frissiumane
Pans-France
Tel Anjou 64411

TRIED IN AFRICA — The
Very Rev. Gonville A.
Ffrench-Beytagh, 59, spiritual leader of South Africa's Anglican religious
community, is being tried
in Pretoria on charges of
"participation ' in .terrorist
activities" in Britain and
South Africa.

IF ALLOWED TO SURVIVE
TINS6RASS#111 PRODUCE
EON OXYGEN FOR TVIO
SAINTS TO BREATHE
FOR ONE gEMESTER

America's forest lands receive, store, and make available about 60 per cent of our
country's total water supply,
according to the Southern
Forest Institute.
It is estimated the woodlands
owned by the nation's forest industries generate six times
more water than those same
industries use in all of their
operations combined.
*
Jumpers remain a classic in
hark -to-school wardrobes.
Trim them with ruffles for
pinafore look. M watch for
classroom -conscious appliques
on solid fabrics like the big
yellow apple on the front of a
burgundy jumper.

DRUG ABUSE EMERGENCY INF fiustATION

CAMPAIGN—NEWSPAPER

SAINT
registered
4786, Pad

Copenhagen. lEenmark

•

Cannabis 5 years imprisonment.

FREEZE
chest,
upright
Montgom
1966.

imprisonment or both, up to 2 years
tat the discretion oldie coon.
The Ministry itJustice has

use. I to 3 years in a mental
hospital. Trafficking. 3 to 15 years.

of heroin or LS1).7 years
in prison or Is fine or.S DM or kith

PossesSion

TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
den, living room, bath. Range
and refrigerator included. All
"'Slew carpet. Large lot with outside storage. Call Gene Landolt
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
TFC
p.m.

of the Liu uI LUplliWij. line.

Comiche at Rut Aiv
Mrerwch. Beirut. Lebanon

perm.inent

OtpUlse0f1 from the countrs
U S Emhassy

Tenn.

Tel. 236-2341

L

119 Rome. Italy

Call 753-6532
For Additional
Information

103 Willington Street

Tel. 583-7141

Pl

Tel. 63/05/20

the wuntry.

ebanon.Possession and

not eligible for hail.
Li S Embassy:
Via V. Veneto

PRICE REDUCED

Ottawa.Canada

U S. Emisowy:
10-5 Akasaka I-Chrome
Minato-Ku. Tokyo

or attempted

taly.

sale 3 sears TraRitiang. hi,' 8 scar,
Persons .1111,4ed on drug charges afc

in Lovely
Gatesborough Estates
Owner leaving town,
must sell at once!

U.S. Embassy:

I hronation folkiws.

Sweden.

Strandcatcn ioi
Stockholm . Sweden

Up to life imprisonment. hut not
less than 7 years for importation of
nansiticsi(including marijuana)into

involved 600 grams of hashish.
Subleo was sentenced to 2 years.
•

EXTRA LARGE
LOT

of the judge.

J

Tel.4674

sale, up to 19 months and

nanaitics(including manjuana) up
to 7 years in prawn at the discretion

apan.Sentences based on
amount of drugs. Recent case

U S Embassy

Or family. or the 'manes) lawser in
town. Not the United Slaio.

Canada.Possmion of

Bonn. Germiuly
Tel 02229-1955

Serrano 75
Madrid. Spain

LOCATED HIGH on Lake View
Drive in Keniana Subdivision,
beautiful lake view. This lot can
be yours for as little as $18.00
down and $18.00 per month. Call
at the Keniana office or phone
AlOC
436-5320.

Tel. 21181

53 Wein-Had ioileherg

tine plus minimum

Four bedroom tri-level near
new high school. Large den with
fire place, two full baths, fully
equipped kitchen, separate
dining
room,
carpeted
throughout. Central heat and
air, spacious closets and
garage. Price reduced.

Adderly Building
Nassau, Bahamas

penalty
I. S Lmbasvs
Nehlener Avenue

Less than 501)grams tine and
release OA hail until [nal_ More than

Was have jumped 70. since last sear
And nobody can help. Not Irn:mis

U.S. Embassy:

War, La* Ma% he changed this
summer demanding increased
'

pain.Penalty depends on
drugs 1111%,,Ivcd

500 grams, hemy
in jail.

ahamas.Possession.)

Germany.Possession.3

Menlo,('In.
Tel 511-7991

truth.
Only one thitig is different The
penalties are wilier In Lebanon. rm

months to I year.

fel 712951

Pascodelarcliirna
-wok temorf
(
305 Coionia

The same as here :And that's the

B

mum 2 years in jail. Trafficking. 5 to
20 years plus fine.
U.S. Embassy:
91 Basiliwas Sophia's Blvd.
Athens G reeve

S Embassy:
(or 13anubio and

own border is Oka\ Or at kaw tolerated. Thais a be ihugs are illegal

GireSte

•PossesUon. mini-

eXkle• Possession. 2 to 9

CounU'y this summer,get set for
some hard news.
No matter which *ay you go,

OWNER IS SELLING custom
built brick home, leaving town.
Three large bedrooms, two full
baths, abundant wardrobe and
storage space, convenient kitchen arrangement including
many kitchen cabinets, large
living room with direct access to
comfortable patio and attractive
private lawn. Located in fine
area near university, grade and
new high school. Located 104 N.
A4C
18th St. Call 753-6527.

AD MAT NO

DA 121 71-600 LINES—(4

Columns s 10% inches)

"PLEASE KEEP off the
grass is.iewritten at Kent
State University, K e n t.
Ohio. in these ecology day -

UPHOIS
MENT;
machine;
machine
20 lbs.thr
One platfo
table with
9670 after 5
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Dnvenient kit:nt including
ibinets, large
irect access to
and attractive
cated in fine
ty, grade and
acated 104 N.
7.
A4C

Going Out of Business
* BARGAINS

m Lake View
Subdivision,
. This lot can
tle as 818.00
r month. Call
rice or phone
AlOC

1RGE

ly

Estates
g town,
t once!

:DUCED

-6532
itional
ition

use; kitchen,
bath. Range
ncluded. AU
lot with outlene Landon
'07 after 5:00
TFC

ft SALE

4, local car,
d motor and
A6O

al, motor fn
00.00. Phont
A6C

A - The
siville A.
59, spirSouth Alreligious
wing tried
charges of
.terrorist
ritain and

SURVIVE

PRODUCE
FOR iiVO
REATH E
ESTER

off the
en at Kent
y, Kent.
xilogy day-

* BARGAINS

* BARGAINS

Starts Thursday Morning - 8:00 A.M.
EVERYTHING MUST GO.
WE ARE SELLING OUT TO THE BARE WALLS!!
Store Hours: 8 to 5, Open All Day Saturday

tri-level near
arge den with
U baths, fully
in, separate
carpeted
ml heat and
closets and
uced.

fr ALL SALES FINAL

ALL SALES CASH & CARRY

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

AVAILABLE NOW: one bedroom
furnished garage apartment.
Married couples preferred.
A5C
Phone 753-6781.

KEN-TEN BLDG. SUPPLY

Paper Boys

NATIONAL HOTEL; large office
space on Main Street. Inquire at
A9C
Hotel desk.

Immediately

TWO BEDROOM house, would
prefer elderly couple. On mail
and school route. Phone 753A5C
4596.

PAPER
ROUTE

TRAILER SPACE: Select trailer
space available, Water, Sewer
and Garbage pickup furnished.
PAPEC SILAGE chopper, 2 EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, 750 HONDA,1,400 miles, $1200.00. Mobile Home Village. For inadage wagons. All new, I/4 less economical, Blue Lustre carpet 1969 Corvette, 24,000 miles, new formation phone 753-3895 or 753cost. Dr. J. C. Melvin, Route 1, cleaner. Rent electric shampooer tires, stereo tape. $3500.00. 3482.
A5C
A7C Leaving country and must sell.
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328-8362. $1.00, Big K.
Phone 753-1687 after 9:00
Between Tri-City &Sedalia. A7P
AlOC TRAILER; to couple only. See
PONY, CART, saddle, and p.m.
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
BRACE yourself for a thrill the briddle. All for $75.00. Call 435first time you use Blue Lustre to 4782.
A4C MOVING!! TENT, camping Court after 4 p.m. No phone calls
A4C
/
2 years, dog please.
equipment. Setter, 11
clean rugs. Rent New electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto, WOMEN AND girls summer and box, house, toys. Carport and
Home of "The Wishing
winter clothes. Size 7 thru 10, Storage sale. 1715 Keenland TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
A6C apartment, stove and air con
Well".
A4C Dresses,coats,skirt and sweater Drive.
ditioned. Large fenced back
bets,formaLs. Phone 753-2606. A5C
yard. Available now ! Call 753Store
will
TfiE
Shoe
UNNVILLE
ARC TOY 0-oodles and Irlab
7457.
TFC
beginning
Sundays
closed
on
be
hair
long
fall.
BLONDE HUMAN
Setter Puppies. Phone 75311162.
A14C Practically new. Also used girl's August 15,1971. New store hours,
bike 36". Phone 753-2606.
A5C Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00, FURNISHED HOUSE with two
TRUCK DRIVERS
Saturday 8:30-5:00.
(Straight or Semi)
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
bedrooms, large kitchen, fully
The latest fall shoes are carpeted, rec-room, air con- Experience helpful but not
kit Kentucky. No increase in A PONY tor $20.00. Phone 489arriving
daily,
also
Fall
Crinkle
A5C
Feces. Country Boy Stores, the 2324.
ditioned. Located at Panorama necessary. Can earn extremely
patent Boots. Now receiving Shores. Available Aug. 30-May high pay after short training, for
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
Men's shoes, all famous name 13, couples only. ;140.00 per local and over-the-road hauling.
atom HopkinsAlle, Junction Ky. ELECTRIC GUITAR and ambrands at Discount Prices.
*month. Phone 753-8846.
ASP Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 plifier. Both in perfect condition;
All Ladies Summer Shows
asking
sell;
Must
new.
look
like
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
Aug30C
$200.00. Can be seen at 100 South Reduced. All Famous Name TWO BEDROOM duplex with N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
TFNC Brand Shoes at Discount
41-ABS & SAWDUST. W. M. 131n street, Apt. No. 2.
A4C
or call 606-2994912.
Prices.
A17C central heat and air, fully car*very Lumber Co., Puryear.
.peted. Available Sept. 1. $125.00
TFC APPROXIMATELY 13' Chest
Tenn.
per month.Phone 753-9741. &SC CAN'T TAKE A 9 to 5 job? Be
Freezer. 20' G.E. Freezer. G.E.
independent. Be an Avon
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. It. 14,000 BTU air conditioner.
Representative and earn money
ONE
BEDROOM
furnished
cu.
ft.
delivered,
21
chest, $224.40
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main, phone
during
the hours that suit you.
apartment,
air
conditioned,
upright $244.66 delivered, 753-5617.
A5C
people.
Win prizes. Have
Meet
water
and
sewerage
furnish
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 756Phone 753-9741.
TFC. 30" GAS RANGE, new condition,
A5C fun. It's easy to get started. Just
1966.
call collect after 6 p.m. 365-9424
priced to sell. Also Embassy
SAINT BERNARD pups, ARC Stereo console,including AM-FM
or write Mrs. Janet Kunich,
NICE TWO bedroom apartment,
Can Arrange Moving
registered. Easy terms. Call 554- stereo and phonograph, for
Manager, Route 2 Box 136 A,
all carpeted, near University. princeton,
Ky.
A4C
TFC $100.00.Phone 753-4897.
Call
.
.
.
4786, Paducah,Ky.
A5C
Call 753-7550.
A4C

APPLY AT

THE LEDGER & TIMES

FOUR
3300 BUSHEL
i GRAINING BINS
i

I

I EWS POPCORN I
7534451--

NOTICE

T

NOTICE

WE ARE having a sidewalk sale BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
at Five-Points. 4 Big Days, for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
August 4, 5, 6, and 7th. Gulf or purchase. Lonardo
Armstrong tires, sizes 600x12 to Company, across from Post
A6C
700x15. All special prices. Good Office, Paris,Tenn.
used tires priced to sell. 55 Gal.
trash barrels. 3 Extra good used I WILL not be responsible for
camping trailers, worth the any debts other than my own
money. All sizes car runs. Best from this day forward. Charles
service in Murray. Clifford's Eddie Reeder, Route 2, Murray,
A6P
Gulf, Five-Points.
AK Ky.

* 5-DAY SPECIAL *
- AUGUST 5-9 • Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

for

1968 MODEL TRAILER, 2
bedrooms, air conditioned,
10'x42', very nice, near
University. Phone 753-3895 or 753A5C
3482.

Phone 753-6583

601 S. 4th Street

HELP WANTED

* WANTED *

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment, air-conditioned,
married couples preferred.
A5C
Phone 753-6781.

SALE

y OWNER

-6690

FOR SALE

FOR SA I.E

AUCTION SALE
MARSHALL COUNTY Realty
and Auction invites you and your
friends to another public sale of
real estate, house and lot, nice
furniture, applicances, and 1967
automobile. Selling on the
premises at the home place of
Early and Lucy Hamilton,
deceased. Located on black top
1
2 mile south of
road app. /
Eiriensburg, Ky. Grocery,School,
Church of your choice. Ten
minute drive to Kentucky Lake a
fisherman's paradise or to
Benton, Ky., County seat of
Marshall County.
Saturday, August 7, 1871. Sale
time, 10:00 a.m. Lunch available.
Reason for selling, Estate settlement.

• Red Snapper Fish
• Boneless Filet
• Ky. Country Ham
• Real Pit Bar-B-0 Pori
YOUR CHOICE OF THE ABOVE
ALL YOU CAN EAT
1/2 ORDER

'1.39

KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT
Hwy. 68

Aurora, Kentucky

I will not be responsible for any ELECTROLUX SALES & Serdebts but my own after this date, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
August 3, 1971.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarLeslie B. Houston
A5P mington,Kentucky.
AK

If You Miss
Your Paper...
If you have not received
your Ledger & Times by

6 P.M.
we urge you to contact the
cy circulation manager,
T4d Delaney, at 753-9269

Between 6 & 6:30 p.m.
for delivery. Please place
your call before 6:30 p.m.
SERVICES OFFERED

I WILL not be responsible for any
debts other than my own from
this day forward.
Jeff Raker
A6P
NOTICE!!!!HAVE to trade or
sell king size bed this week. Will
trade for new or good used
washer. Contact Dennis Travis,
120 Shady Oaks,or call 7535829.
A6P
DOES YOUR figure need improving? Call Shapemakers of
Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
guaranteed.
A25C
SERVICES OFFERED

ItinTATMN FOR BIDS
Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County will accept bids on the item mentioned below until 9:00 a.m., Thursday, August 12,1971,
in the County Court Clerk's office, Courthouse,
Murray, Kentucky. Each bid must conform to the
specifications set forth or be its equivalent.
Approximately 133 square yards of commercial
grade carpet to be furnished and laid in the Circuit
Courtroom,Courthouse. Please bid a glue down rubber
lock back carpet and any alternate'desired.
For specific details, see "Wimpy" Jones, Jailer.
County reserves the right to accept or reject any andor all bids.

THREE
BEDROOM, air- BAI3YSTITER wanted in my
5 room house, living room, 2
conditioned brick house, con- home. Call 753-9974 after 5:00
bedrooms and kitchen. Lots of
ASC
veniently
located
at
301
South
041.01.4411.0.041111111.04111111.01
cabinets, large bath and utility
15th Street within walking
1971 WINNER boat. 80 h.p. distance of University or MAN OR WOMAN to sell room, hotwater heater, well
Mercury motor. Call 753-4647.A6C Elementary school. Large shady Rawleigh Household Products to pump and tank. This is a good,
solid modern, convenient house.
private back yard. Drive by or families. Can make $3 and up an
ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa call Town & Country Real Estate, hour-part or full time. Write Heated by an almost new Siegler
gas stove. Other out buildings on
mare, also one Appaloosa horse. 753-99000r 753-3616.
A6C giving phone no.: Ray Harris,
Two saddles and bridles. Phone
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, ill. or the lot, with plenty of good shade.
436-2258.
AlOP TWO SLEEPING rooms, one cell815-232-4161 from 8to
1967 Dodge Coronet, 440, 4 door
A5C
furnished and one unfurnished. 4:30.
sedan, V-8, automatic, radio, WILL DO sewing in my home.
1966 HONDA 305, excellent Phone
WILL BUSHIlOG vacant lots
A6C
753-5611.
heater, purchased new in Ben- Phone 436-5424.
running condition, $225.00. Phone
TFC inside city, limits. Reasonable
LAUNDRY PERSONNEL
miles,
thousand
nine
ton,thirty
753-6936.
A6P COMPLETELY
AlOC
rates. Phone 753-3798.
FURNISHED needed! Experience preferred customer warranty in glove
FURNITURE REFINISHING
cottage on Kentucky Lake. but not necessary. Apply at Big B compartment.
All work guaranteed. Free pick. WILL KEEP elderly women in
Notice to Creditors:
grill, air- Cleaners or call 753-9084. A6NC
Outdoor barbecue
up and delivery. Free estimate my home. Will also do ironing.
furnished.
Television,
air
conditioner, Antique or natural finish. Jerry
conditioned, linen
Phone 753-7718.
M.51)
Located on the main lake: WANTED: GOOD Carpenter to couch and chair, end tables McCoy,753-3045.
J. B. Oakley, Dec'd
Aug24C
436-5679
bend
14's
29'
addition.
Phone
492coffee
table,
Spectacular
Phone
cherry
view.
bedroom
Eura Oakley, Route 8, Box 112,
ASP suite, harcirock maple bed and .CUSTOM HAY BALING and put REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
from 7:30-9:30 a.m. or from 5:00- 6644.
Benton, Ky., Executrix
MC
pineapple bed, captains chair in barn. Phone 753-8090.
9:00 p.m.
A4C SMALL FARM; good location;
MOW:WORKERS WANTED odd chairs,
wardrobe, vacuum
Grover C. Sigmon, Dec'd
business or future investment.
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3773
part-time,full-time work at home cleaner, dining table and
chairs
Esther Sigrnon, Route 5, Box 320, FURNISHED
APARTMENTS railing our circulars. For details frostproof refrigerator,
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back One mile East Murray, apelectric
Murray, Ky., Administratrix
.w
4iinStore Hours: 9:00-4:30
mow
one and two bedrooms. Washers rush self-addressed, stamped range,
Camp, 753- proximately 10 acres pasture.
electric portable heaters hoe work. Phone Rex
and dryers available Zim- envelope and 35c to US EnSept.2C Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
5933.
metal cabinet, old trunk, small
John C. Merritt, Dec'd
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
merman Apartments, South 16th terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, cedar
chest, electric iron, old
Dorothy L. Merritt,613 South 3rd, Street. Phone 753-6609.
WILL REMOVE damaged T.V. For appointment call 436A6C Mayfield,Kentucky 42066: - TFC kitchen cabinet, pots,
pans and
TFC
GRAND PIANO, 8200.00. Phone USED SPINET piano, perfect Murray, Ky., Administratrix
from houses. Phone 753- 2173.
dishes, hand tools, lawn chairs antennas
AUCTION SALE
753-7905.
ASP
TWO ROOM apartment,one mile
5:00p.m.
A9C condition, mohogany. Call 753after
8578
pulleys,
step
ladder,
lawn
6527.
A4C Eula 0. Clark, Dec'd
from the University on Murray
FOR SALE
Emma R Ewin and Joseph W. and Mayfield Road. Married AUCTION SALE-v. Saturday, mower.
TURKEYS, DUCKS, Guineas,
a.m. Complete
7,
10:00
August
EX•
PROFESSIONAL,
UPRIGHT
Clark,
Route
1
West Pachicah, couple or two boys. Phone 753FOUR BEDROOM Brick
Whiterodt, Wyandott hens and
PIANO'Call 753-3440
liquidation sale of grotatTatock . Any announcement made at PERIENCED painter, will work
ASP Ky., Co-Adm.
home on 144 acre shaded
4552.
pullets. Hubert Alexander, 3
A6P and fixtures of Pugh Grocery and auction will take prOcedence over
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
lot. Located 1 mile west of
miles South Sedalia. Phone 328Antique Shop on 641 in Almo printed Matter. Inspection of real has own equipment. Call 489Asp GOOD USED sewing machine, Hiram R. Towery, Sr., Dec'd
Hazel on paved road. 2
8563.
BODY SHOP or clean up shop. Heights. There is a large stock of estate, Friday August 6, from 9
Sept.7C
2287.
with cabinet. Call 753-3672. A5C Frank Towery, Route 1 Murray, Large, convenient. Air combaths, garage, carpeted
a.m. to 5 p.m. or anytime by
goods,
dry
canned
grocery,
Ky., Administrator
throughout. Price reduced
pressor. Phone 435-5975.
A1OP goods,cosmetics, drugs, tobacco, appointment.
your
Make
FIVE FANCY antique iron beds, ONE ROW Ford mounted corn
LAWN MOWING for regular
for quick sale. Owner
and everything that you would financial arrangements before route. Call 753-4530.
reasonable. Some with Brass. picker. Rabbits, doe and two All persons having claims
AK
being transferred.
bid
and
AUTOS
prepared
to
FOR SALE
sale day-be
find in any sotre.
Phone 753-4399.
ASP checker pups, cages, feeders. against said estates are notified
on
down
cent
per
Terms-25
buy.
One hog feeder with ten holes. to present them to the Ad- 1970 PLYMOUTH Road Runner, Store fixtures sell at 12:00
Phone 498-8303
estate, balance WOULD LIKE to stay with
UPHOLSTERING EQUIP- One creep pig feeder, one calf ministrator or Executors verified two door hard top, autorruitie noon. 8' McCray hold-flo meat day of sale on real
possession elderly lady at night. Phone 753deed,
of
delivery
on
fresh
5'
box,
box,
5'
Dairy
MENT; one Singer Sewing feeder. Call 247-3936.
1417 between 8:00 a.m. and 3:00
A5C according to law, same to be transmission, 14,000 actual miles,
with deed, day of sale, or by 10
machine; one button covering
presented to said Administrator phone 753-44711 after 5 p.m. A4P vegetable box, assorted small
p.m
ASP 190 ACRES, completely fenced,
out
property-cash
Personal
days.
large
scales,
racks, computer
good pastures, 185' deep well with
machine with dies and buttons; MAYTAG GAS stove, good or Executors in due course of
meat slicer, adding machine- of county checks accepted only
pump, water trough for cattle
20 lbs.thread, assorted colors. condition, $30.00. Highchair, law.
or
credit
letter
of
with bank
WANT TO BUY
now connected to well, running
One platform rocker, one dining $5.00. Also walker, $3.00. Baby This 2nd day of August, 1971 1968 GTO. Been wrecked, has a cash register combination.
400 motor and automatic tran- There will be lots of antiques to reference on sale day.
creek.Shop building, electric, old
table with 4 chairs. Phone 753- bed and mattress, $15.00, also
Marvin Harris, Clerk
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1919 or 1970
smission. Both are in good shape. sell at end of grocery sale, time
9670after 5:30 p.m.
ASP baby clothes from birth to size 8.
futher information or in- pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In house. Near New Concord on
By:Judith Ainley, D.C.
Phone 436-2104.
ASNC permitting. For information call For
good road. Only two miles from
Phone 753-2646.
A6C
1TP
spection call Marshall County
Otto Chester's Auction Service, Realty & Auction at 527-9397 or good condition. Phone 7534030 lake. Priced under 1125.00-acre.
4IN10.0.IMD.0.1=10.04=0.0c FIBERGLas currom
TFNC Claude L. Miller Real Estate, 7534354042 or 753-7462, Almo. ASP Pal. G. Howard, Adm. 527-3641. after 5:00p.m.
mode
FOR RENT OR LEASE - 1969 OPEL KADEIT wagon,
5064, 418 Main Street. John
good condition, low mileage.
curtains; 3 pairs, blue, like new.
We extend to you a most cordial
A9C
0 One pair 84"x90", one pair RENT OR LEASE, 1200 sq. ft. Local car. Phone 753-1841.
invitation to attend this sale, and WANT TO BUY; 50 acres of land Newbauer Associate Broker, 753AK
45"x50", one pair 57"x50". $10.00 office or business space, will
invest in this good merchandise within 5 miles of Murray. Also 7531.
LOST & FOUND
want to buy used air conditioners,
for the lot. Phone 753-T713. ITP divide and decorate to suit
tenant, ample parking,located in
1
2
Pal G. Howard: Attorney & large fans and one large bed THREE BEDROOM house, 2/
BELTONE FACTORY fresh Marshall County Branch Bank LOST GLASSESAdack-green a
Sale by Marshall complete with mattress. See miles from Murray on Green
Administrator.
hearing aid batteries for all make Building at Ken-Bar Resort, brown color, lost around Farmer
County Realty & Auction. Auc- Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer Plain's Road. Electric heat, good
1
NC Ave., and West Main. If' found
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC Gilbertsville. 362-8321
AK well. Lot BUM ft. 11,500. Phone
tioneers
& Real Estate Brokers. Court.
A4C
rill 753-1916.
753-4359.
A4P
Joel Sullivan-Auctioneer. Phone
CREOSOTED POLES for
le
FOR SALE OR TRADE ILOST WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold
527-9397. Home phone 527-7068. FANT TO BUY; lots and U)VELV FIVE bedroom home,
barn construction, utility poles PARTIALLY WOOLYEU lot, near West Main Street. ImLovett Building, Benton, Ken- standing'timber. Also have for full basement, large corrrr lot,
and boat docks. Mtwy Lumber 101rx160' in Sherwood Forest. portant papers inside. If found
tucky. Auctions are our business sale lumber and sawdust. 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Co., Maple Street!' Affray, Phone 753-7358,after 4:00
please call Pat at 753-9427.
ITC 'Murray haw Mill and Lurnher I Miller. Askina 117,500.110
Not a sideline.
Phon
4=0.04010.4E0,mila.0
• Kentucky.
ITC p.m.
TFC Reward offered.
TFNC
Co_ Phone 753-4147.
TFC I 753-4178.
TFC

STORE FIXTURES

Racks - Tables - Chairs - Counters 1 Mirrors - Sign Holders
JUST EVERYTHING
at SACRIFICED PRICES
Ideal for
Home, Office - School Lake Cottages

Belk's Dept. Store

-Nom•A

I

I

ALL
BOYS & GIRLS
I
SHORTS
KNIT SHIRTS I
BATHING SUIT& i
/2 °ff /

LAD IL LASSIE°

Wad Atte
Ring&
BP11!
•
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Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Futrell

Thunderstorms
Drench South',
funeral services for Mrs.
Myrtle Futrell are being held And East Today
today at two p.m. at the chapel of

Thunderstorms drenched por- By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
this year and are draft eligible
the Max Churchill Funeral Home
1972 deserve as much
in
with Rev Lloyd Mayers of- tions of the East and South
WASHINGTON
(UPI) —In a
early today while a stubborn
ficiating.
locked and guarded room a advance notice as possible
Serving as pallbearers are the cold front kept temperatures in block from the White House about their status. That is what
following grandsons: Euel, the upper Midwest unseasona- there are two bulky objects will be determined by the
bly cool.
Sonny, Bobby, and Darrell
wrapped in brown paper. The drawing in the Department of
Charles
Lockhart,
Futrell, and Early morning readings contents of those two packages Commerce auditorium Thursdipped to the low and middle
Jerry Smith. Burial will be in the
could change the lives of about day.
Using a scientifically certified
Bethel Cemetery with the 40s in the upper Mississippi 2 million young American men
system of scrambling the
arrangements by the Max Valley and Great Lakes born in 1952.
regions.
capsules thi se ways, draft
Churchill Funeral Home.
The wrapped objects are officials spent Tuesday preparMrs. Futrell, age 84, died The heaviest rainfalls oc- clear
plastic drums, each with ing the lottery. They selected
at
Monday at two p.m. at her home curred along a front stretching 366
capsules inside. In the random two of 50 lists of dates
eastern
from
New
York
across
at 601 Pine Street. Her husband
yellow capsules are numbers and numbers prepared
by U.S.
Frank Futrell, died in 1930. Ste Tennessee to North Central from
1 to 366. In the brown Bureau of Standards computers
Texas.
daughter
the
of the lets
was
capsules
are dates from Jan. 1 to determine the order
Bergstrom Air Force Base
of
Vernon Hodges and Vennit
near Austin, Texas received to Dec. 31. They are the stuffing the capsules and then
McDaniel Hodges.
makings
for
the
third
annual
chose two more lists of
Survivors are one daughter more than two inches of rain in
Selective Service System draft scrambled
numbers to deterMrs. Lera Nell Lockhart, 601 a six hour period. An inch and lottery
to be held Thursday at mine
the order of loading the
Pine Street, Murray; eleven a half poured over the nation's
10 am. EDT.
drums. Finally, they gave the
grandchildren, Euel Lockhart, capital and nearby Baltimore,
Md.,
received
another
1.34
Even though the law that has drums a couple of whirls,
Sonny Lockhart, Mrs. Gene
authorized the government to wrapped them in brown paper,
Bomar, Mrs. Jane McCuiston, inches of rain.
Mrs. Debbie Woods, and Mrs. Searchers in Baltimore Coun- conscript young men into the sealed them with gold stickers,
Melvona Dowdy, all of Murray, ty still were seeking two armed forces expired June 30, locked therm up and posted a
Bobby Lockhart and Darrell persons missing and presumed the Selective Service is going guard.
Lockhart of Chicago, Ills Mrs. dead from devastating thunder- ahead with the draft lottery for On lottery day, the drums
Shirley Morris of Benton, Mrs. storms and flooding which 1972 induction priorities on the will be rotated for 30 minutes.
Diane Sanders of Paducah, and occurred Sunday night. The assumption that Congress even- Six young members of the
Charles Futrell of Fort Knox; death count rose to 13 after tually will extend the law. Both Selective Service Youth Advisotwenty-seven great grand- rescue workers recovered the the Senate and House have ry Committee will extrart
children; three great great body of Baltimore police Lt. voted to do so, but are at capsules in pairs—first a date
Martin Webb from a rain- loggerheads over a Vietnam and then a number.
grandchildren.
The
swollen creek Tuesday night.
withdrawal rider added by the number chosen will det
LONDON (UP1)—iwo men
Tucson, Ariz., received al- Senate. Until that matter is the draft status of all y
and a girl climbed over a wall 'most half of its rain quota for worked out, the government men born on the matching date.
onto the grounds of Bucking the month—an inch of precipi- can't draft another person in That process will continue until
ham Palace today but police tation—while scattered thunder- 1971, let alone 1972.
all 366 days of 1952, a leap
apprehended them almost im- storms also popped up in the
But Selective Service officials years, have been matched with
mediately.
Southeast and over the Rockies. believe youths who turned 19 numbers.

BACK FROM THE BEGINNING OF TIME—Di Nassau
Bay. Tex., the wives of Apollo 15 Moon walkers Dave
Scott and Jim Irwin watch, on TV, their husbands
leave the Moon (left) in their Lunar Module and return (right) to the Command Service Module orbiting
the Moon. The wives are Mrs. Mary Ellen Irwin (left)

and Mrs. Lurton Scott. Among the lunar dust and
stones brought back by the astronauts was a sample of
rocks that may date back to the time when the Moon
was created, at about the same time the Sun and its
planetary family was created-4.6 billion years ago.
Views at right are from the Command Service Module.

Spacemen . ..

I Continued from Page 1)
By Vatted Press International
since -mind-boggling" was the
SANTA
MONICA, Calif. term Scott used to describe his
NIXON CR1TIC1ZES BUSING OF STUDENTS
WASHINGTON—President Nixon reiterated his distaste (UPI)—Actress Natalie Wood, impression of the moon on
Tuesday for busing as a means to promote racial school in- 33, filed for divorce Tuesday Apollo 15's arrival there last
from her second husband, Thursday
tegration. In a sharply worded statement, the President said he
movie producer Richard J. Dr
had instructed administration officials to "hold butting to the
Ikon T. Silver, a
Gregson, 41.
minimum required by law.''
geologist from California InstiThe couple was married May tute of Technology, took the
HOUSE VOTES FOREIGN AID CUTS
30, 1969. They have a 10-month microphone at mission control
WASHINGTON—In a tradition-shattering move, the House old
daughter. Miss
Wood and told
Scott and his
Tuesday voted cuts in aid to the military-controlled regimes of
formerly was married to actor colleagues they had done "a
Greece and Pakistan. The measure, which passed, 200-192, was Robert Wagner.
lovely job."
sent to the Senate.
"You just don't know how
we're jumping up and down
GUNSHIPS KILL 13 COMMUNISTS
here," Silver said.
SAIGON—American helicopter gunships, in action in far
"I hope some day we can get
Continued from Page I
northern South Vietnam, killed 13 Communist soldiers in a
sou all up here too," Scott
strafing run, the U. S. command reported today. In Cambodia, a
percent disapproved. The July 20- replied. "I think we really need
Cambodian Navy unit was ambushed by Communist troops 42 21 survey showed that 57 percent to have some good professional
miles northwest of Phnom Penh. The attack came as Cambodian
approved and 33 per cent geologists up here.
government troops pressed their operation aimed at cutting
"You all would Just really
disapproved.
Communist supply routes near the capital city.
have a field day. There's just
so much to be gained here."
On the question "Do you per- Before the lunar
SLSCO REPORTEDLY GOING TO CAIRO
breakaway
JERUSALEM—An Israeli newspaper reported today that U. S. sonally believe that it is a good for splashdown late Saturday
thing
President
that
Nixon
has
Assistant Secretary of State Joseph Sisco will go to Cairo this
328 miles north of Hawaii, the
decided to visit the People's astronauts
weekend to convey Israel's terms for reopening the Suez Canal.
conducted as much
But other papers, including one considered a reflector of ruling Republic of China, or isn't it?", it scientific investigation as they
Labor party thinking, said under no circumstance's would Israel came this way. Of the 18-20 year could cram into their final
permit Egyptian troops to cross the canal—a key demand of group 67 percent saki yes and 20 orbits.
percent said no. The 30-49 year
Egyptian. President Anwar Sadat.
Mission controllers, planning
group said 66 percent yes and M
for the deep space Extra
SENATE MAY REPEAL 'EQUAL TIME' LAW
percent no. The 50 years and
Vehicular Activity (EVA),
WASHINGTON—The Senate could complete action today on older was 64 percent yes and 19 urged
all three pilots to
what could become the first campaign spending reform act in 46 percent no.
continue to eat and drink well
years. The bill would repeal the "equal time provisions" for
to maintain their strength for
broadcasting and set strict limits on campaign spending. But Here's
another survey taken by the walk.
even if the Senate approves the measure, House passage is un- Management
Safeguards, Inc
certain

Extension Agents Need Your Help
With Important Horse Count Here
Calloway County Extension
agents have been asked by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
to make a count of all horses in
this county.
If you own a horse, pony or
mule, please call or write the
Calloway county Extension office
and report it 90 your animal will
be counted in this important
national survey.
A national horse count is being
made in connection with the
recent outbreak in Texas of VEE
(Venezuelan
_equine
encephalomyelitis, a "sleeping
sickness" of horses), according
to Dr. Gary Potter, horse
specialist with the University of
College
of
Kentucky
Agriculture's Cooperative Extension Service. The survey is
part ot USDA s effort to protec
horses throughout the country.
"VEE doesn't appear to be a
threat in Kentucky at this time,
and we want to keep it that way,"
Potter says."The quarantine and
vaccination of horses in Texas
'and surrounding states seem to
have stopped the spread of this
horse diesase
.How ever. USDA wants to

know bow many horses wouici
have to be vaccinated If VEE
should later spread to other
states. For this reason, the
Cooperative Extension Service—
represented in each county by
county Extension agents—has
been commissioned to make this
count of horses in all counties of
the United States.
"An exact count is important—
and the county totals are needed
as soon as possible," Potter
emphasizes."So we're asking the
cooperation of anyone who has
Information about the horses in
his county."
If you own a horse—or any
animal of the other equine
species, please let your county
Extension agent know about it as
soon as possible. And if you are
connected with the horse industry
or have any information a
the horses in your county, ple
give your Extension agent all
help you can in making th
important horse county, Potte
suggests.

1. The survey developed the fact
that one customer steals an
average of $5.26 each time fifteen
customers enter a store.(Of 1647
customers followed, 109 were
shoplifters.
2. Shoplifting frequency among
females averaged 7.4 percent
while males average 5.0 per cent.
3. A total of 7.3 per cent of nonwhites shoplifted, while 6.3
percent of whites shoplifted.
•
4. The disposition of stolen goods
by the shoplifters was: 46 used
shopping bags, 22 pocket books,
37 concealed in clothes or wore
the stolen goods.
S. All age groups seem to steal
with almost equal frequency.

Dr. Emmert ...
(Continued from Page 1)

surgical nursing in the Indiana
University School of Nursing
where she was also studying
toward her Masters Degree in
Nursing Education.
This fall she will be employee
by Murray State University as
an instructor in the School ol
Nursing.
Dr. and Mrs. Emmert will be
residing at 1517"2 Henry Street ir
Murray.
On August 29, Dr. and Mrs
Emmert will host an open house
at Dr. Emmert's office,
903
Sycamore, Murray.

Federal State
Market Report

Federal State Market News
S. Oily one of the 109 thieves was Service August 4, 1971
apprehended by the store Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
detective although all tested Market Report Includes 1
Mores have large staffs of store 'Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1043 Est
detectives.
Barrows and Gilts no steady
7.
Items stolen with some Sows steady to strong
frequency
were: scarves, US 1-3 200-231) lbs. 119.25-1975
sweaters, shirts, hosiery, gloves US 2-4 19240 lbs. 11.00-I925
ties, sun glasses, blouses, US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 818.50-19.25,
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $18.00-18 50.
cosmetics, handbags, belts.
Sows
Calloway County's Extension
office is located at 209 Maple General concensus was that US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 115 00-15 75,
Street. The phone number.is 753- shoplifting is tar greater than at US 1-3 300450 lbs. 114 00-15 Os,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $13.00-1400
first believed.
1452
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SUNFLOWER
HOPKINSVILLE
SELF-RISING

2

FAMILY PRIDE
SELF-RISING

FLOUR
MEAL
49' 59t
FAIRY 1 UEEN
5/1 ,anc)m,
PORK and 3/69*
CORN
Piz., BEANS
'
1" Pork Loin 65*
S
..,0

.
'11 th

Natalie Wood Files
For Divorce Tuesday

Ke

28-0z. Bottles

*I

WIZ

25 lbs.
-Flour self-Rising

5 lbs.

10 lbs.$1.39

DEERWOOD

No. 303 can

STEAK

SLICED

lb.

1/4

lb.

$129

T-BONE

lb.

CENTER

Ham

CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS
Woodbury
Lemon

NI,
(I

79t

lb

Woodbury
Lanolin Rich

Creme Rinse
ONLY
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lb. U9
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12oz. pkg.
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*- --
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NOW
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49t ._
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—
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.‘
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Preserves

k
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No.

494:SAVE
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'
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7
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Kentucky Bend Plantation
-In a day and age which
sees the average city-based or
suburban landowner measure
his holdings in feet instead of
acres, a Western Kentucky
farmer still manages, farms and
lives on a tract of land which
would have placed him in good
standing with the biggest Old
South plantation owner.
And the land, some 4000
acres of it, is so Isolated from
the rest of the commonwealth
that a 15-mile trip into
northwestern Tennessee is
necessary just to drive into the
farm.
Alfred Stepp has been living
In Kentucky Bend, or what is
sometimes called Bessie Bend or
New Madrid Bend, tined 1937,
and has fanned the territory
since 1927. He now owns the
choicest part of the 16,000
MIL

"I made up my mind that 1
was going to make it (the land)
pay," Stepp said. Trading all of
his stock in a cotton ginning
business across the river in New
Madrid, Mo., he started what
was to become one of the
largest farming operations in
Kentucky.

"I built everything here," he
aid. "There were no roads and
a lot of trees here when I
came." The Bend is now crisscrossed with farm roads and a
massive farm operation is
conducted year-round.
Content with his farm as It
presently stands, Stepp, now in
bia.70's and still very active, has
cleared his last tract of land. "I

Hospital Report
July 30, 11171
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Ricketts, (Mrs.
Sarah Davis Ricketts), A-13 Fox
Meadows, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Edward Owen Chadwick, 106
South 12th, Murray, Mrs. Ora
Elm,
Flossie Harder, 503
Murray, Mrs. Evon Burt, Route
,7, Murray, Mrs. Nettie Marie
-Clark, Box 27, Hardin, Mrs.
Linda Kay Nanney and Baby
Girl, Almo, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Warren, Route 4, Murray, John
Roger Morrison, 234 Magog Rd.,
Macedon, New York, David
Hopkins, General
Wilson
Delivery, Hardin, Mrs. Alnora
Aggie Guthrie, Box 216, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Robbie Venable,
Route 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Effie
Grace Kingins, Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, Mrs.
Flora Edna Harris, Route 6,
Murray, Jessie Wells Lassiter,
506 Vine, Murray.

July n, 1971
ADULTS
101
NURSERY 9
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school burned and Whitson's is
now used only for a voting
place.
The 10 or 12 school-age
children in Use Bend travel to
Tiptonyille schools, and most of
the shopping done by the
people in the Bend is done in
Tennessee.
Even with the complete
separation from Kentucky the

Commissioner
Miller
PLANTATION OWNERS — Alfred Stepp, who started work in
Kentucky Bend In 1927, talks about his 40-plus years of farming
on the near-island far western part of Kentucky. Stepp and his
wife Adrienne conduct a massive farming operation on 4000 acres,
a full fourth of the land in the Bend.
have enough to do just watching
what I have cleared already," he
mused.
Even though Stepp's farm is
15 miles from the nearest town
(Tiptonville, Tenn.), he and his
wife are never lonesome.
"We keep busy," said Mrs.
Stepp. "When it rains we have
to go out and see what part of
the land got rain and what part
still needs it. Seldom an
afternoon goes by that we don't
go for a ride over the farm."
The Bend is part of Kentucky
but is completely separated
from the rest of the state by the
Mississippi River. The river
forms a U-turn between western
Fulton County and Kentucky
Bend, and continues to circle
the Bend except for a small line
to Tennessee where the only
road into the near-island is
located.
The Bend was formed by
accumulation. During its
formation, it is estimated the
river was dumping around an
inch of soil a year.
The land in the Bend is
extremely rich. A leading seed
company Is growing
experimental corn crops there
and the yields are around 200
bushels per acre. Stepp and the
other farmers double crop their

land each season and usually
have good yields. Major crops
include corn, soy beans and
barley.
Stepp has one son, Farrest, a
doctor in Missouri. "I told him
that he could have a partnership
in the farm," he said, "but the
boy wanted to go on to school
and get an education. He comes
often to hunt and fish, but I
don't think he'll ever want to
farm here or anywhere else."
FopWation is on the decline
in Kentucky Bend. Only a few
years ago Bend residents had
their own school and there was
a single store - Whitson's. The
MODERN-DAY SAMSON
WATERVLIET, N.Y. (UPI)
—Samson has nothing on a city
Albany
policeman in this
County community who was
sent to investigate the report of
a water leak in a building
Sunday.
Patrolman Ned McLaughlin
leaned against the front window
of the T and C Sales Co. to look
inside and the whole building
collapsed.
Authorities said the weight of
rain water on the roof caused
the building to buckle.
McLaughlin suffered minor
'aria) es

on
Kentucky
Agriculture
by J. Robert (Bob) Miller

Although there has not been a
confirmed case of Venezuelan
Equine Encephalomyelitis
"VEE", the outbreak of this
virus in Texas is of concern to all
Kentuckians.
Kentucky has placed an embargo on the states that have
been placed under federal
quarantine because of the VEE
outbreak. This includes Texas
and adjoining states where a
buffer zone against the &MIS
has been established.
There is a vaccine which can be
used to prevent VEE,but it is still
in the experimental stage. In
other words, the vaccine has not
been licensed by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture for
general use. It is only being used
on an emergency basis and would
of course be available for use in
Kentucky should a case be
confirmed in Kentucky.
The important thing for hew
owners, race track managers,
and show committee personnel to
do now is to step up the control et
mosquitos. VEE is spread
primarily by mosquitos.
The most effective mosquito

OIL RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT 011ANTITIES

G.E. Spray, Steam & Dry

3 Irons In One
15 steam vents, fabric
settings for various ironing
jobs including Perma-Press
fabrics. No. F72

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Croley (Mrs. Janet
Pay Croley ), Rt. 7, Benton, Baby
Girl Dovrst (Mrs. Brenda Joyce
Dovrst), 605 Broad St., Murray,
Baby Girl Cherry (Mrs. Patricia
Cherry), Rt. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS

by lergens
Richly Scented
Compressed for feather-like
application. 4-oz.
Reg. 98'

MY OWN.

POWDER
NEW SPRAY

control is by means of a dry fog
insecticide applicator. Thermal
loggers are available in hand
sizes up to those mounted on
trucks. Fogging services are also
available from commercial
)(aerators.
Malathion and Pyrethrin are
two of the suggested insecticides
for use against mosquitos. It is
important that all commercial
insecticides be used according to
the instructions provided by the
manufacturers.
Inquiries regarding mosquito
control should be directed to the
Division of Pest & Noxious Weed
Control,Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, Frankfort.
Although extensive efforts are
widerway to halt the spread of
this virus, it naturally poses a
threat to Kentucky's vase horse
industry. Because of this, we feel
it urgent that horse owners and
race track managers step up
mosquito control efforts and good
sanitary practices in general.

POSTAGE PERSONAUTES
Beams
By Ralik &

Birdubry of
ELIZABETH
1900 •
English Queen
Mother of Elizabeth II

‘TOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

SALE

CEPACOL

MOUTHWASH
and
GARGLE
14-oz Bottle

DIAL
AntiPerspirant
DEODORANT
14-oz.
More active
protection.
SALE

TOOTHPASTE
Regular & New Spearmint
63/4-0Z
FAMILY SIZE
MYLANTA LIQUID

kodak
color

ANTACID

FILM

12-oz. Bottle
Reg. '1.98
SALE

HEAD and
SHOULDERS

$ 1'39

OIL of OLAY

SHAMPOO

LIQUID

Family Size Tube
4.3-oz.

4-Oz. Bottle
Reg. '3.50

Reg. 4.4.5

49
NEW!

Reg
and
Spray
Powder

DISPOSABLE

SCHICK
SUPER CHROMIUM DOUBLE EDGED

by Evenflo

Insect
Repellent
SPRAY

Reg. '1.19

n, Perorde
10*,

SALE49

Pack of 50
Disposable Diapers

Fits All Brands
• Playtex
• Evenflo
• Curity
• Sears

ARRID
EXTRA DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAY

BLADES

DIAPERS
Keeps bugs from biting!
81
/
2-oz. Spray

?OM

LRJ AT LIBRARY
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI)—Former President Lyndon B.
Johnson, dressed in an all-white
suit and accompanied by his
wife, Lady
Bird, greeted
thousands of visitors at the
Johnson Library Sunday, signing autographs and shaking
hands.
A
record
persons
8,772
streamed into the library
76TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY—William and Hattie
containing millions of doAndrews mark their 76th wedding anniversary quietly
cuments and pictures from
in their shingled log home on their 67-acre farm near
Johnson's life. The Johnsons sat
Darlington, Wis. They raised seven children there. He is
in the marble-walled reception
99 years u)d and she is 94
.•
room on the second floor,
smiling and chatting with the MINISTER RILLS THUG
Restaurant on Beacon Hill:
visitors.
MANILA (UPI)—A Prote- "WW the two big sports who
They signed books, pictures, stant minister shot and killed a dined here Monday two hours
library pamphlets and other knife-wielding man who tried
to —including extra beverage etc.,
articles for three hours and 15 seize his gold watch, police etc., etc., and then left the
minutes, taking only two short reported today.
waiter that extravagant =breaks to rest their hands.
patronize
please
Ismael Felipe, 40, minister of cent tip
the Alpha Omega Church in McDonalds in the future."
Pasay City, told police he
CORN BLIGHT
MUSICAL CLOSES
opened fire Thursday night
The Department of Agricul- when three men approached
ture and National Aeronautics him and pulled knives. The The Broadway musical "Man
and Space Administration are other two assailants escaped. of La Mancha" dosed June 26
testing the remote sensing of
after 2,328 performances. The
corn blight in 210 test areas in OUTRAGED WAITER
show made just over 66 million
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, MisBOSTON (UPI) —The follow- profit on the original investsouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Michi- ing handwritten note was on the ment of $2.50,000.
gan and Nebraska.
bulletin
Dante's
board at

ALLERGY TABLETS
For relief of hay fever
and other upper
respiratory allergies
Box of 24 Tablets
$988
Reg. '1.49

,SALE

roC.F14
prO.FPwC DEOOOPP41 FOP

it every way I could. We are
Kentuckians."
To remedy the obvious police
shortage in the Bend, a Fulton
County sheriff, who has the
responsibility for the isolated
area, once approached Stepp
with the idea of deputizing him.
"But I couldn't do it," he
said. "It's one thing to police
strangers and another thing to
police your friends, and in the
Bend we're all friends."
The future of Kentucky Bend
is questionable. "I don't know
how it could be anything but a
farming community,"
commented Stepp. "We don't
nave high enough river banks
for industrial boats to get in
and out."
But change for the Bend, if
there is any, will probably be
dow in coming. And in all
likelihood, that will suit Alfred
Stepp and the red of his
neighbors just fine.

Bendians are proud of their
Official link with the
commonwealth
We wouldn't have it any
other way," said Stepp.
"Several years back some
residents of Lake County,
Tennessee, came to me and
wanted me to sign a petition
calling for the annexation of the
Bend. I told them I would fight

ALLER EST

COUNTESS ROCHEAU CAKE

DUSTING
POWDER

Miss Lynne Marie Terrell, 179(
E. Stop 11, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mrs. Verna Elizabeth Enoch, Rt
7, Murray, Mrs. Pauline Andrews, 249 Riveria Court,
Murray, Mrs. Larue Mae
hlavfield. Rt. 1, Murray
Mrs. Debts Jean Hollis and
Baby Girl, 15 Orchard Heights,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia Irvin
Dixon, Rt. 1, ICirksey, Bluford
Harvey Dixon, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Ella Murray Kee, 810
Poplar, Murray, Rimon Dixon,
Rt. 5, Murray, Robert Owen
Carlile, 8245 Brace, Detroit,
Mich., 011ie Miller, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Jesse Tate Willis, 500 S. 8th
Murray, Mrs. Pearl Izora
Johnson, 509 Elm, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie Adkins, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Gina Pearl Darnell, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Ray
Parker
Munday (expired). 300 N. 8th,
Murray.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES —MURRAY, KENTUCKY
BEATS CASE
BAITRICIC
obsolete but could be readily
didn't just sit there. He rolled
HILVERSUM, Holland (UPI)
crawled
and
replaced with new natural
window
down a
—Gerald Battrick of Britain
siiiie systems as a safet!, measout.
beat Australia's Ross Case 6-3,
ure for tenants.
SEARCH
NISSEN HUT
6-3, 9-7 to win the omen's
SHORTHAND IN St B.C.
The U.S. Air Force is seeking singles final of the Dutch Open
A Wisconsin salesman had
The first known system of
his car washed after a snow- a nissen hut which bears "writ- Tennis Championships. Evonne
shorthand was developed by
strom. When he got home in the ings on the wall" by American Goolagong, the Wimbledon titMarcus MMus Tiro in Rome in
clean, shiny vehicle, he discov- airmen stationed in East An- list
beat
Australia,
from
NEW YORK (UPI) - Doc- 63 B.C. It was used for record- ered every door was frozen glia during the war for the Air
Sandberg 8Force Museum in Dayton, Sweden's Christina
}our apartment house pass it- ing the senate speeches of shut.
6, 6-3 to take women's honors.
Cicero, Seneca and others.
voice test?
He was frozen in. No, he Ohio.
It has employed the same domestic opposition to the
Editor's Note: This is the
intercom
Not if its lobby
immoral tools in an unrelenting Communist regime; the Sovietsecond in a series of four arcampaign of slander against Chinese split is going to lead to system croaks like a bullfrog
F104) ABOUT THIS KIP CHICK?
1,44ERE'5 9UOPY MOO,11405 A
ulE 60T LONE& 50 la 5CAMPERED
Soviet
analyzing
the
ticles
with a sore throat, says a door
war;
such
IJA5 6014NA FIX
U.S.
government
I
..
THIN6
HE A FRIEND OF '60125 ?
FINE
OuR
LITTLE
POW
'NE
AROUND
Union's campaign to discredit
answering products expert.
2. The KGB is dull, plodding
INTRODUCE US, HUN, C4UC4( ?
Wm UP Wm*? DOW'? LITTLE
as the Central
organizations
HERE
AND
LE65,
KF-ELER
RON
the West and sow confusion
"Knowing who's at the
FRIEND HERE,P*0 NOW it5 RuN OFF..
Intelligence Agency, Federal and ineffective, and;
LJE ARE! I'LL l3ET YOU'RE GLAD
with deception, fraud and
3. The United States treats its front door is the first step fit
To 5EE ME, HUN, CHuCK ?
Bureau of Investigation and
forgeries.
effective household security for
allies with arrogance and
Peace Corps.
residents of multi-family buiklcontempt.
But
the
although
United
By L.EDGAR PRINA
In the last four or five years, ings, and clear transmission 01
is "Enemy No. 1" to the
States
Military Affairs Editor
the
Kremlin, the KGB has other particularly since the Arab- a voice from the lobby is
Copley News Service
best way you can be sure wh0
targets and objectives, too. It Israeli war of June, 1967, the
Robert
in," says
wants
aims to lull the West and divide Soviet disinformation effort
WASHINGTON — A prime
Carringer, of Scovilfs NuTom
has focused heavy attention on
it.
job of the Soviet secret police
Nancy
division.
How do you drive a wedge be- the Middle East.
(KGB), assigned it by the
If one were to pick a prime
Carringer pointed out that
the United States and its
tween
I'LL BET
powerful Central Committee of
A
I'M ALL
I CAN'T
house intercomapartment
allies? Well, if the USSR is target in the Middle East for
the Communist Party, is to
E
L
T
OF
OT
DRANK
OUT
RUN
STAND
YOU
THIS
viewed as stable, strong and the Department of Disin- have been improved greatly in
I HAVEN'T
individuals,
discredit
formation ( or Department D, recent years and now compare
OF
TO
IT ALL
VINEGAR
aggressive
its
in
of
pursuit
GROUCHY
VINEGAR
ANY
organizations and governments
THE
P/9
foreign policies, the West is as it is also known), the name favorably with AM radio for
• VINEGAR
FOR OUR
GROCER
regarded as inimical to the
STORE
of Lt. Gen. Moshe Dayan would
natural voice fidelity, whereas
encouraged
remain
to
united.
SALAD
interests of the USSR.
On the other hand, if the West likely head the list. The popular older installations have leasActing through its Departthan-telephone quality.
can be made to believe the Israeli defense minister, a
ment of "Dezinformatsiya"
"New buildings usually have
tough-talking hawk, military
is
superpower
Communist
f (disinformation), the KGB has
hero and possible future prime excellent two-way voice comproblems,
domestic
with
riven
i used the fraudulent story,
munications between lublaN
is chastened by the "threat" of minister, is the kind of leader
forgery, deception, false
a who could rally a nation in time and apartments," he
China
seeking
is
Red
and
rumors and black propaganda
"Talk4isten pushbuttons insure
genuine detente, then the allies of war.
in efforts to damage the
It is not surprising, therefore, privacy, and there even are cutto lower their
inclined
are
reputations and effectiveness
that the general recently was out circuits for two-entran(e
guard.
of Richard M. Nixon, Henry A.
among the the intended victim of a typical apartment houses that autoAccordingly,
Kissinger, Sargent Shriver,
standard Soviet disinformation Soviet-type fraudulent matically connect the apartNelson A. Rockefeller, J.
document libel.
ment speaker only to the enthemes are these:
Edgar Hoover, John Foster
Known to U.S. officials as the trance from which the call
1. The USSR has severe inYEAH. IF YOU'VE SEEN ONE , YOU'VE
I. STILL CANT
' SEE
and
Rogers
P.
Dulles, William
ternal troubles; there is, "Denholrn Forgeries, Part II," originates."
SEEN 'EAA
RJ-S 6,0 Poiz THOSE
many other American leaders.
with
armed
was
systrnis
document
voice
the
He said the
potentially, at least, a viable
4Ce
REDCOATS?
a multiple warhead. It sought in many older buildings ire
to discredit Dayan and British
and American intelligence
as an ant.
Ow•
agencies and show Western recruit Dayan
was to
collusion with Israel. The Another purpose
was
case
the
of
aspect
unusual
6.
diminish the prestige and- inthat the forgery first surfaced
cut
fluence of Dayan, a hardliner
14.411.
nTñV
against the Soviet Union's
in Israel.
intrigue in the Middle East and
The document was a photoits Arab clients, and perhaps
ei -41
static copy of an alleged secret
him out of his defense
force
dispatch to the U.S. Army
•1971 bp WM117904..9 NINOtes. lob
s-4
minister's post.
attache in Tel Aviv from Col.
A slightly off-focus photostat
Charles J. Denholm, chief of
of the phony document was
1.11 Abnor
the collection division, office of
published by the left-wing, sexthe assistant chief of staff for
and-scandal weekly, Haolam
GENTLEMEN—I NOW PRONOUNCE
Army
in
Intelligence
NiOU GRADUATES!! NADt.) MAY
Nov.
1970,
Hazeh,
10,
Tel
in
Washington.
REJOIN •KDOR WIVES,FIANCEES
Uri
Aviv.
Avneri,
its
a
is
editor,
Denholm, who looks like he
AND--00E.r
member
of
the
Knesset
might be a schoolteacher, is
.r
(parliament)
and
bitter
a
presently a major general
political opponent of Dayan.
serving
the
as
of
commander
By Abigail Van Buren
According to Avneri, he
Army Security Agency in
received the photostat in the
Washington.
DEAR ABBY: We have a 17-year-old daughter who
mail a year earlier — from an
Dated May 25, 1959, the
prefers to date older men. Last year it was a 21-year-old,
anonymous sender in Paris.
in
forged
said,
paper
part:
and when we found out how old he was we put a stop to it
He said the envelope post"In connection with your
immediately
mark indicated it came from a
inquiries
concerning Maj. Gen.
Last month we learned that she was seeing a 24-year-old
section of the French capital in
Moshe Dayan, we have conman behind our backs. When we confronted her with it she
which a number of foreign
sulted
CIA
authorities.
They
crsaidIf we tried iiill-stop her from dating him she wont(' rnii
'
informed us that Dayan was ernbassiys are ISoated.
away.
In an article accompanying
well known to their British
Abby, she tells us now that if we don't allow her to
colleagues since he was in- the published document, Avneri conceded that "I assumed,
openly date whomever she wants, and if we don't make him
volved in some delicate
a priori, that there was a •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
welcome in our home, she will leave. She is our only
operations they conducted in
reasonable possibility of its
daughter and we don't want her hurt, but I guess we just
the Middle East. SIS (British
don't know how to handle her. Can you give us an outside
Intelligence I Service) ap- being a forgery by a foreign
proached Dayan in 1941 while espionage service, such as
opinion? Please hurry your answer.
Soviet intelligence."
he
was in a British prison and
PARENTS
CONCERNED
However, he said he decided
obtained his release before his
to publish it after Dayan
DEAR PARENTS: Don't automatically turn thumbs
sentence expired.
down on older fellows. Some are more responsible than the
-The CIA considers that refused to discuss with him, off
younger ones. The important factor here is the degree of
acceptable provisions for joint the record, the question of war
contact with Dayan could be and peace, and after a British
maturity your daughter has achieved at 17. Threatening to
correspondent
worked out with SIS in ac- newspaper
"run away" unless she has her own way strikes me as being
cordance
with
previous learned of its existence.
immature. But Inshitirg that she be able to bring her dates
The timing of publication
practice. CIA will instruct its
home for you to meet sounds quite mature. Let her bring
officer in Tel Aviv, Mr. W. suggested another explanation.
her dates home, then meet them, and judge them on their
It came shortly before the
Lockling, on the matter and he
personalities—no( their ages.
Israeli Labor Party elections.
will get in touch with you. You
Dayan was reported to be
must maintain close liaison
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a son who writes to
locked in a bitter fight with
with him as mediator."
Deputy Prime Minister N'igal
his mother and tells her how long she can stay when she
Here, one is supposed to
Allen for the party leadership.
visits him?
conclude, is a lackey of the old
In the four years my son has been married I have visited
imperialists (British) being Each would like to succeed
him only once, and that was at Christmas two years ago. I
passed on to the new im- Golda Meir as prime minister.
The publication was not calstayed for eight days.
perialists ( Americans).
Certainly, one of the pur- culated to advance Dayan's
I plan to visit again in September, and the following is a
political aspirations.
poses of the disinformation
quote from a letter I received from my son yesterday: "We
fraud was to involve the U.S.
hope you will come to visit us, but, Mom, please don't plan
Next: Soviets attempt replay
Central Intelligence Agency
on staying any longer than fi days as that is our time limit
of Communist charge that I S.
and
the
British
Intelligence
for guests."
Service in alleged attempts to carries on germ warfare
Abby, since when is a mot'her a guest? I never get in
a
have
They
fine.
along
Answer to Yesterdays PuzzT
got
we
thought
their way and I
CICIV
spare bedroom and I never made any extra work for
ACROSS
5 Prepares for
OMB VIC101313 1130W
anybody.
print
130131:30
r1cr1
1 Figure of
6 Symbol for
I felt so badly when I got this letter I considered not
VEMOU
speech
tellurium
going at all, but I get so lonesome for my son as he is my
1000 IMMO
MUM
6 Masonic
7 Preposition
doorkeeper
only child and I am a widow.
003 DOUOIMUOMR
8 Once around
DM OOM OMM OP
track
11 Felt one's way
It's not an easy trip as I have a lame back and it's 10
12 Glossy paint
MOUUM00011 MOM
9 Send forth
hours on a bus. Please tell me what to do. HURT IN OHIO
14 Symbol for
10 Mend
=MD COB 001014
ruthenium
11 12 dozen
VOU OMEIMU
DEAR HURT: If you were to deny yourself the trip you
15 Caudal
13 &KOMI
MEMO 000000
appendage
would punkah yourself more than your son. Make the trip.
SWIM of
03000 MOM
000
17 Metal tube
16 Scandinavian
Mother, and stay five days.
000 01900M 00U
18 Grain
lakes
Mountain
19
20 Heavenly
21 Unit of lrantan
bodies
currency
37 A nine days'
49 Peruse
DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to "Can't Forget in
devotion
23 Chinese pagoda 22 Surgical thread
54 Knock
52
Minnesota." He married an unwed mother who told him who
24 Break suddenly 25 Buckets
38 irefand
Greek letter
27 Backless seat 40 All
the baby's father was and all the sordid details of her
26 Secret agents
30 Real estate
57 Earth goddess
41 Chairs
28 Prefix: not
mistake. Then he said he had wished a thousand times that
maps
58 Printer's
44 Heroic events
29 Strip of leather 32 Boredom
she had never told him. Well, I will lay you odds that she
measure
47 Organs of
34 Smooth
31 Sample
him.
told
never
had
hearing
has wished 2,000 times that she
60 Teutonic cle,ty
33 River in Africa 36 Growing out o
but
married,
The letter didn't say how long they've been
35 Marsh bird
.;
36 Make slaves of
if he still makes her pay daily for her mistake by letting her
39 Roman date
know that he "can't forget," I sincerely hope she looks her42 Negative
enough. He
self in the mirror soon and says, "I have had
43 Cubic meter
the
45 Geometric
will never change." And then leaves him. It will not be
THERE
figure
BEEN
end of the world Sign me
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SOVIET LIE TECHNIQUES

Forged letters attempt
to damage reputations

[

r9it

15'

Traveling salesman
escapes frozen car

Apartment
intercoms
for safety

r iacTHE

Daughter likes
older men

of

Murray's Giant

A

;!

will be held

Crossword Puzzle

August 6th 81 7th

Shop Downtown and. the Shopping Centers, where Bargains
will be piled high on the sidewalks. Everything will go at
Wholesale or Below!!

Dress Any Way You Please .. Stay All Day

0.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "OLD MAID IN ORLANDO": If
very
you label yourself "Old Maid" everyone else will. A
poscan
40
under
woman
"No
said.
once
wise Frenchman
sibly have acquired the experience, wisdom and emotional
maturity to be interesting to a mature man."
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
iiir chest. Write to %BRIJ. Box MOIL Los Angeles, Cal.
10069. For a personal

reply

enclose

stamped,

addressed

toy elope.
Hate to write letters Seed SI to Abby. hoz Mee. Las
Aageles. Cal. 900111. for Abby's booklet, "Hew ta Write Leiters for tit Occasions."

46 Hail!
48 Cuts
50 Negrito
51 Rip
53 Keen
55 Pronoun
56 Make mad
59 Prepares and
serves food
,61 Tremulous
-62 -Stip
'DOWN

IiIIM111111111111iiiiiiii1111111111111111111
illi11111111%ffilill1111111
111111101111111111111M1111111
13111111111§$011111116MAIII
WWI"tiii11111111111M11

glia111111111hiiiiiiiilalr
111116111111Mililiiiiiii1111111111
1111111111011111111i1A

111111

la
1 One who shirks
his duty
2 Artificial
language
MEM
::All11111111111
3 Choose
4
Diarr In United velure Syndicate. In,
4 Edible sleds

DON'T MISS IT!!

TWO FUN FILLED DAYS!!
Friday and Saturday
August 6th & 7th
A

•
•

itA•11.•4.104.-”,k

.4:2-

a4
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BANK OF MURRAY
BEGLEY'S DRUGS
BIG B CLEANERS

MIMES
19 SERVE
YOU

0

COOK'S JEWELRY
EVELYN'S BEAUTY SHOP
HIGHLANDER COIN LAUNDRY

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
-

Aug. 9-10-11

IT'S NATIONAL Aug. 9-10-11
"CLEAN YOUR CLOTHES" WEEK!

DRUG STORE

7-aster
Quantity Rights Reserved

Prices Good Thru August 9, 1971

BA5KAMOICAA0

get your clothes cleaned now...and save!
Monday•Tuesday.Wednesday SPECIALS!

While Quantities Last

Stri-Dex
Medicated
Pads

PUUN

SKIRTS
SWEATERS

75's 51.59 Value

Begley's Has Low Discount Prescription
Prices Every Day

2-Piece

SUITS
LADIES or MENS
•

39!ach 98

Each

No Limit

COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
x 7

'.-Orte*O6FIT

This Coupon entities you to
FREE 5"x 7" COLOR
ENLARGEMENT in an attractive
folder, a regular $750 value.
Present this Coupon to the
Begley's nearest along with
your favorite KODACOLOR
NEGATIVE• Offer expires
August 31, 1971 Limit of one al
' per customer. please.
"No slides, please =MI

DRY cLeaneRs
DRIVE-UP WINDOW

SHIRT
SPECIAL!

Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm

Laundered to perfection]
5 FOR

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Be sure and see our cither ad on page 6.

Johnson
Baby
Oil
10 oz.

--Chu

WEEK LONG

Rib
Bosi
-(Clor
•,
Cha
_San

Owned and Operated by Begley Drug Co.

Phone 753-9084

Folded or on Hcmgers

DIAMOND RINGS

Ay

Carve ci

Qpen 9
No 6

ik-:_tCarved
WEDDING

RINGS

UNIVERSITY
BRANCH

Just right
for that
Special
Occasion!

RE(

Member Of FDIC

QUICK & EASY TO SHOP

Excuse the ritm. Picking out
• wedding ring, or matching
bends. is • serious business.
What we're trving to say is
that were ArtCarved Jewelers, and because of that we
have the most spectacular
collection of wedding bands
you've ever seen. Did you
know that since 1860, more
brides have chosen ArtCarved
wedding rings than any
other? If you'll let us show
you our ArtCarved collection.
you'll see why.

OPEN LATE

Lowe has many niensengere,
but the diamond stands alone
as the moat beautiful and eternal symbol of devotion. In fine
diamonds,the name ArtCarved
stands alone as • symbol of
craftsmanship and value.
Backed by • heritage dating
from 1850 plus its own unique
Permanent Value Guarantee,
each ArtCarved diamond engagement ring is both • perfect symbol of by. and an
investment of assured value

FO

CENTRAL SHOPP1 N
4

—AUGUST 4. 1971
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KROGER
ROFFLERS HAIR STYLIST

f

ROSES
SALEM CINEMA
STADIUM CHILI
TV SERVICE CENTER

AURRAY, KENTUCKY

1/11111113

-10-11

n

STADIUM CHILI
BEST YOU EVER ATE

Yellow Corn
Red Potatoes
Fresh Okra
--Chuck Re_ast----- - lb. 584.
Rib Steaks Family Pac lb. Sin
I Boston Roll Roast Boneless lb. 98'
gal. 534
'Clorox Bleach
Charmin Tissue 24-roll packs 88'
"Lve8-lb., 3/$1
_Sandwich Bread

SpedalI
Thru Sat, Aug. 7, 1971

Prices Good Thru Sunday, Aug. 8th
24-INCH
FOLDING

E

Charcoal
GRILL

Wien 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat
Ato 6 p.m. Sundays

• Stainless Steel Grid
•Fingertip Grid Control
• Folds for Easy Storage
• Steel Bowl with
baked enamel finish

RANAMENICARD

QUART SIZE

Charcoal
LIGHTER

ND RINGS

Reg. $6.77

3P 1 °°

r,r Love
sr Fing

96" Home Entertainment Center
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF TVs AND STEREOS IN THIS AREA
Only

FOLDS COMPACTLY

FOR EASY STORAGE

REG.
$10.94

many MON111111,111111,
mod stands alone
wautiful and Mer1 devotion. In fine
e name Artearved
II as a symbol of
hip and value.
I heritage dating
on its own unique
Value Guarantee,
wed diamond enEli is both • perof love and an
of assured value.

Shop and Compare

Curtis-Mathes
Offers the 8-Year Pro-Rated Picture Tube Warranty.

LARGE SIZE

_Aluminum

TV TRAYS

FOLD'N'BED

T.V. Service Center

Reg. 99'

Central Shopping Center
68/

HOPPING CENTER

COURTEOUS SERVICE
•

*

GREAT SELECTION

Phone 753-5865

•

•••• •

••••

.

••••••••••••411,
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French debate
soccer betting
up over a pending bill that
would legalize betting on
soccer games.
that
charge
PARIS — After skimming the
Leftists
cream off horse bets, the wagering on races already .has
government might let France replaced religion as the "opium
gamble on human sports events of the people." Soccer betting
• too.
would be the people's heroin,
A political squall is blowing warn the Reds.
Frenchmen spend more on
the ponies than on bread or
Step into the
automobiles. Twenty per cent
Wonderful
of the adult population spends
Sunday morning figuring and
placing bets instead of arguing
politics in cafes as of yore.
The reason given for
of the
legalizing soccer betting is to
further sports. A fifth of money
wagered would be used to build
Vo4a e
swimming pools and athletic
DAYTONA BEACH
fields, and hire gym teachers —
all of which French schools are
•.•\
woefully short of.
The catch is that the
envisages raking
government
Bring your lighthearted spirit . . we off an additional 20 per cent to
supply everything else to romp of
use as it pleases. This will
rest by the sparkling sea!
amount to a painless tax, since
•All rooms & suites are
avid gamblers overlook the
oceanfront and have private
balconies
rake-off.
Left-wing politicians protest
• 2 Olympic pools,
that most of this new tax
1100 ft. of private beach
burden will be borne by the
•Color TV, phones, room service
poor. Most of the soccer• Air conditioned & heated
suckers figure to be workers.
Workers traditionally are the
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shoe
most likely to bet grocery
• Golf & Tennis privileges
money, presumably because
•9 hole putting green
they think that a big gambling
baoy
• Game room, shuffleboard,
sitter service
win is their only hope of getting
•Planned entertainment
ahead.
French officials have long
• Across from shopping center.
bowling, theatre
considered gambling too
lucrative to leave in the hands
• Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
of private sharks. Several
Auto Racing
Italian con men, including the
• Great deep sea fishing
boudoir braggart Casanova,
Wilts ter ate limbers, rafts. first set up a lottery for the
government in 1758.
Credit carts hessont.
It was hoped the lottery
Americas barns, Olsen
• Asericant klastsr Darts would end tax riots, but it failed
to prevent the French
revolution.
The revolutionists condemned the lottery as a scheme
to exploit the poor, but it was
not outlawed until 1836 (by
King Louis Philippe).
The gambling ban merely
BIEACH MOTR
forced Frenchmen to lose their
r MMMMM
money in neighboring Monte
Voyager Beech Motel Ocestdrant Reser,
So France authorized
Carlo.
Deet
Am.
2424 N. Atlainic
gambling casinos in 1907.
Daytona Beach. Florida
More than 150 casinos sprang
Naffs!
up, and the government takes
Add rats
half their proceeds with taxes.
But roulette only pays off 36 to
State.
C,ty
•
1 one. That is not enough to lure

•

a eepot-••

By THOMAS NUZU114
Copley News Service

FLORIDA
WORLD

modern Frenchmen, so the
casinos today barely break
even.
Therefore, a lottery was set
up in 1933. The government
rakes off 40 per cent. Its take
kept rising to a peak of about
$40 million in 1962.
But the government's share
declined to half that sum last
year, possibly because the
lottery only pays off a
maximum of 30,000 to one.
The government did better
after taking over the bookies'
business in 1931. Pari-mutuel
wagering was set up in cafes so
that people could plunk down
bets legally without bothering
to go to the track.
But pony plungers grew
jaded. So to tantalize them, a
new bet called "le tierce"
(triple) was concocted in 1954.
To win, you have to pick the
first three horses in a race with
a big field.
The odds are as high as
150,000 to one. The government
rakes off 26 per cent ($350
million a year — 17 times more
than on the lottery).
Since horse bettors cannot be
milked any harder, the
government is now turning to
soccer fans, charge opponents
of wagering.
Backers of the soccer bill
contend that France should
take care of its yotth as well as
its colts. ( The tracks get 6 per
cent of pari-mutuel bets, and
use it to offer fat purses. So
French racing stables are
Europe's most prosperous,
unlike French schools.)
The triple has been called the
most democratic facet of
French life. It is the only thing
that brings together rich and
poor. They rub shoulders
waiting in line half an hour
every Sunday morning to place
bets in cafes.
Some politicians complain
that the triple hinders
representative democracy.
Bettors do not know the records
of their representatives in
parliament because they spend
most of their time studying
records of Thoroughbreds.
The French and Albanian
governments are about the only
ones on the continent that have
not yet cashed in on soccer —
Europe's top spectator wad
Half the British and Swedish
people wager on soccer.

European sports car
has Ford running gear
when he discovers that the replacement items cost three or
maybe even four times as
much as they would for a
domestically bred vehicle.
Some buyers with a few
bucks in hand to spend on a lowproduction luxury sports car
have turned to manufacturers
who produce highly stylized
models using readily available
running gear.

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
With some imports, particularly those which are not
sold here in huge volume, owners often find themselves at the
mercy of a dealer who must
wait a month or more for the
factory to ship over needed replacement items.
Anxiety can soon Urn to frustration for the proud owner of a
new $8,000 luxury speedster
who is forced to leave the car in
some dusty corner of a service
garage while a universal joint,
water pump or rocker arm
shaft makes its slow way to
America.
And then there is the shock

Such a car is the Squire SS
100, one of several "replicars"
now available on this side of the
Atlantic.
-The beauty of the Squire,"
according to Auto Sport Importers President Edward Fel-

DISTURBING THE PEACE—A policeman in New York
rubs shoulders with actress Claudia Cardinale after telling her to "move along" from in front of Grand Central
Station, where she was plugging a movie and causing a
traffic jam. You can see. fright) what caused traffic jam.

bin, "is that servicing is as
close as your nearest Ford
Motor Co. garage. In fact, the
whole drive train is warranted
for 12 months or 12,000 miles."
The Squire — which lists for
$6,495 — is not a duplicate of
some famous vehicle out of the
past as are many of the personalized sports models now on
the market. It is instead designed as an American concept
of what a "classic" sports
model should look like.
Designed in the studios of
Italy's Carrozzeria Ramponi,
the Squire offers creature comforts that American drivers
have grown used to.
The Squire is a sort of composite: part Mercedes, part
MG,part Jaguar, part Morgan.
In short, it is a low-slung, longhooded, flare-tendered, openbodied roadster. And the
styling is pre-World War II, not
1971.
But mechanically, the car is
thoroughly up-to-date. The
frame is a boxed ladder configuration coupled with a
torsion bar suspension for a
firm but smooth ride. The engine is Ford's 250-cubic-inch
straight six banger,rated at 170
horsepower in the Squire. It is
coupled to a standard fourspeed transmission. An automatic unit is available at extra
cost.
Wheelbase is a respectable
104.5 inches and the Squire
stands a mere 44 inches high.
The Squire tips the scales at
2,200 pounds.
The beauty of the Squire SS is
its carefully prepared body.
Constructed of six layers of
hand-laid up fiber glass, there
are no seams, mold marks,
waves or ripples. A steel superstructure is molded into the
fiber glass panels for added
torsional rigidity.
In the driving compartment,
thick carpeting and formfitting bucket seats greet the
passengers. A full complement
of gauges lets the driver know
what is going on under the
hood. And a snug-fitting cotton
top and matching side curtains
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If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News Service, P.O. Box 190, San Diego,
Calif. 92112.
PAT TO CHINA?
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pat
Nixon says she would like to
accompany the President on his
upcoming trip to China but She
hasn't been invited yet.
"I'm putting my name on the
signup list," she told reporters
Monday, adding "there are a
lot of other names on the list

CLOWN WEEK
WASHINGTON (UPI) —President Nixon has proclaimed the
current week "National Clown
Week."
"Today, as always," Nixon
said, "clowns and the spirit
they represent are as vital to
the maintenance of our humanity as the builders and the
brand can cause a chemical growers and the goverruneat,"
change in the engine deposits.
This could conceivably lead to
oil burning. And lastly, keep
M
your foot light on the throttle,
particularly on the freeway.
Treat the car right and it will
treat you accordingly. Just in
case, you might pick up a rabbit's foot for luck.
Q. I recently moved here to
the West Coast and have been
entranced with drag boat
racing. Minnesota, where I
come from, is a great place for
'voting, but we don't have anything like that. I'd like to get
into the sport if I could by
building my own setup. Does
this sound like a feasible idea?
—0.L Washington.

URRAY
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SERVICE
Now Offen
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"
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SERVICE

Phone 753-8119

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
1-6 p.m. Sunday
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A. Drag racing is said to have
had its beginnings on the West
Coast. The same is being said
of drag boat racing.
It is largely an outgrowth of
the high-powered ski boats that
first appeared several years
ago. Building a drag boat is a
difficult task because of the
speeds which the hull must
withstand. Most who enter this
sport rely on ready-built fiber
glass or fiber-glass covered
wood hulls. Engine work, of
course, is highly individualizea. But if you get into this
field, expect to cough up quite a
chunk of cash. Also expect
tough competition in this up
and coming sport.

;Iva

NWffir,.sow,

10

*

Q. I recently purchased an
old car (1956 Ford) in an estate
sale held through my local
bank. I got a real good price on
the car and it runs like a
champ; no engine noise or
vibration. There is absolutely
no oil burning and the engine
looks like it has never been
worked on, although the
odometer registers 87,000
miles. I want to keep the car
running as good as it does now
but since I have no idea what
kind of servicing it had in the
past, I don't know how to treat
it. Any tips? — J. V.,
California.
A. Sounds like you picked up
a real jewel. On a car with that
many miles, I'd treat it as
tenderly as I could. Try to find
out where the car has been
serviced in the past and stick
with the same routine. Also try
to use the same kind of oil.
Sometimes using another
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keep out the weather.
One added touch that is a departure from the norm in this
era of automotive complexity is
that the Squire is designed for
true ease of maintenance. For
example, complete clutch removal is only a two-hour job.
And the entire engine can be
removed in less than that.
"The Squire isn't built to
compete with high-powered,
high-speed machines like the
Corvette or Jaguar," says Fe!tan.
"It is designed for elegance
in classic styling and comfort
and safety in driving."
For those with $6,500 in spare
pocket change,the Squire could
be worth the gamble.
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We'd be in black if we weren't in red

THE PALACE
DRIVE-IN

1.

At 5 Points
Murray, Kentucky

WASHINGTON iLPIL The government tallied up
its fiscal 1971 spending and receipts and, with a
straight face, announced a $2.5 billion ”surplus"—
even though it actually went $30 billion in the red.
Treasury Secretary Johtt B. Connally Jr. and
Budget Manager George P. Shultz announced not
only a "full employment" surplus, which everybody
admits is a fiction, but criticized the Johnson Administration for running up three years of deficit.
The government said revenues in the 12 months
ended July 1 totalled $188.3 billion and outlays
$211.8 billion, for a deficit of $23.2 billion. Since
$7-plus-billion of the retenues were borrowed from
Social Security trust funds, and must be paid back
with interest, the real deficit is more than $30
billion.
So how did the government come up with the $2.5
billion "full employment surplus?"
Connally and -Shull/ explained that "ir every
worker were working—and "if" unemployment
wasn't running about li per cent of the work :
force—then there Mould be nrarl $U billion more^. ,
hi tax receipts, and therefore a surplus.
Nixon's real deficit of $30 billion Is the highest in
history except for a period during World War II.
yrrelllr
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COUPON

8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

7 DAYS
A WEEK

GAIN84-z

"
b

LIMIT: One Per Family
Giant Sly! 22-oz. bottle

Good Oni At Store 's

Good Only At Storey's

COUPON No. 25034
LIffllt: 1 Per Family
r
Ta
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a
t
ol
i
e
SAVE

COUPON No. 27755
Limit: One Per Family

•

COUPON

No. 27759
LIMIT One Per Family
Gold Medal

COUPON

FLOUR 1 . 99'

WHEATIES 29'

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SOUTH 12th STREET

No. 27756

LIMIT: One Per Family
12-oz. Box

Offer Expires 8-7-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

25' PUDDINGS 4/$1

Southern Star

12-oz. Pkg.

WIENERS

474

Prices Good Until 8-10-71

Y4 LOIN

9f;

Mixed
Parts

;ALE!
N!
OF

PORK LIVER

lb.

49

Chuck Roast 495
U.S.D.A. Choice

Ground Beef
PATIIES

10/$1

2-oz.

RIB EYES

lb.

694

Fryer

59' GIZZARD

lb.

lb.

49

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast 79.
.

Giant
Ivory
BRISKET

/
1
2 gal.

434

SANDWICH

lb 4/$1

22-oz
bottle

•

Qt

DILL PICKLES

39'

Sego

22-oz. jar

King Size
64-oz. $

4

B-B-Q SAUCE 18 oz bot

Country Style

Oleo
BREAD

1-lb. Solid

Sunkist

4200zst

BOLOGNA

Doz.

39'

49'

RICHTEX
3-1b. can

Libby

CABBAGE

4:

No. 303 cans

3/$1

SUGAR
5-1.b. Bag

$

3q

S

imit: 1)

Yellow

LIPTON
19' INST. TEA
2 lbs.

ONIONS

'
5
3-0z. Jar

Cokes

lb.

SHORTENING

Kraft

HYDE PARK

LEMONS

59'

1c0a-on $

Golden Ripe
DOWNY

aidioRA

100
5

Liquid

All-Meat Chunk '
1

HYDE PARK

(With Uoupon at Top of

Heifetz Hamburger Sliced

10'

99,

Lbs.

FRUIT COCKTAIL

SizeLiquid

lb

3

(Limit: 1)58

Hot, Ready-To Eat

Eke
Vanity

JOWL

5199

lb

Ctibe Steak 99.
BREAST

BANANAS

PORK CUTLETS

U.S.D.A. Choice

Fryer

ICE MILK

Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice Center Cut

27;

PamirLEGS & THIGHS

79'

lb.

STEW MEAT

,„
lb. 29w

SLICED, SMOKED

FRYERS

14119

ITER
1.-Sat.

Offer Expires 8-7-71

Good Only At Storey's

Good Only At Storey's

Swiss Steak 79 PORK CHOPS
Ham Slices 89!
FAMILY PACK

DNIN4
ICE

Betty Crocker Ready to Serve

on pur. of 4-oz. jar
Offer Expires 11-2-71

U.S.D.A. Choice

FRESH STEWING
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'ICE
fers

can $149

Offer Expires 8-7-71

Offer Expires 8-7-71
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GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
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LER,

all grinds

Frage?'

28-oz. bottle

Giant Size

IVORY LIQUID MR. CLEAN 59' COFFEEL
29' I

89c

Offer Expires 8-7-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
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Some Banks Iniest
Too Little Locally
Research Report Says
A pair of Spindletop Research
reports have indicated some of
Kentucky's small-town banks
may not be effectively meeting
their area's financial needs.
The reports suggested as a

million in aasets—a level deemed
necessary for full efficienty.
Small banks have tended to go
to extremes in putting their
money into loans or other investments, according to the
recent report.

possible remedy, a change in business loans to spur the state's
state law to allow banks to economy.
operate across county lines. The The earlier study says many of
two studies, one prepared last the small banks have aging
year and one in the current year, management, lack the push of
went to state banking officials. competition and give poorer
The more recent report says i support for the local community
that Kentucky needs some way te than do larger banks.
move bank funds around the Of the 266 state banks in
state, and cites as evidence Kentucky in 1969, the report says
regional shortages of capital for that 76 per cent had less than $10

making loans to bolster the local
economy.
An additional $250 million a
year could flow into the state's
economy if Kentucky banks were
up to the national average in their
ratio of loans to assets, the report
said.

The finest sponges come
It notes a tendency of many
conservative banks to put money from the Mediterranean and
into treasury notes instead of Red seas.

MUSIC-SHY CHICKS DIE
CRAUGLIO, Italy (UPI) —
Police said 200 chickens died of
suffocation when they crowded
into a corner of their henhouse
apparently trying to escape the
noise of a beat music festival
which
their
owner
Dario
Ftoncato had helped organize in
a nearby field.

LET OUR LOW, LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES SAVE YOU MONEY

$149 Value

$1.09 Value
and
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE—Urged on by his wife
of
years
four
attended
Rearderr
Thomas
children,
nine
night classes in Edgefield, S.C., and finally received his
high school diploma at the age of 79. He quit school
after attending through 10 grades in the early 1900s.

Coldwater
News
By Mrs. Ophelia Bar:sell
July 25, 1971

Adams, and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Adams and daughter, were
recent callers of Mrs. Harue
Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
were recent callers of Mr. and
Mrs. Truman Turner.
Mrs. Clyde Wiley and Mrs.
James Williams and daughter
are visiting Mrs. Margie Sanderson who has moved to her
new home at Coldwater. Her
sister, Miss 'Freya Peay will live
with her.

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Newsome
and son were recent callers of
Ir. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
were recent callers of Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Darnell.
Third Saturday weekend Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Barnett and
son are vacationing in Florida. Novil Pendergrass spent the
weekend with relatives in
Tommy Patterson has returned
Tennessee.
home from a visit with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Third Sunday afternoon callers
Patterson and twin brother and
of Mr.and Mrs. G. L. Bazzell and
sister of Hazel Park, Mich. His Tommy
Patterson were Mr.
mother accompanied him home and Mrs. Relda Watson, Mrs.
and is spending a few weeks with Russell Patterson, and Mrs Fred
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. L Newsome. Evening callers were
Barzell and her son and other Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bazzell
relatives.
Mrs. Brnice Bazzell and
Mr. and Mrs. William Carroll daughter and Mrs. Kelley Hernof Dayton, Ohio, are visiting his don and daughter have returned
brother, Billy Carroll and Mrs. home from a visit with relatives
Carroll and other relatives.
in Nebraska.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richie
and children of East St. Louts, Mrs. Garvie Riley of Paris,
Ill., were recent guests of Tenn., is spending a f•ne days
relatives.
with relatives in Kentucky.
Wednesday evening guests of Fourth Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bazzell Mrs. Carlene Watson were Mrs.
and son were Mr. and Mrs. Relda Laura Mayfield, Mrs. Garvie
Watson and Mrs. Russell Pat- Riley, and Mrs. Ruth Watson. An
terson. Callers were Mrs. G. L. afternoon caller was Mrs. Lottie
Bazzell and Tommy Patterson. Pendergrass.
Friday dinner guests of mine David Smith has returned
on July 24 were Mr. and Mrs. home after a few days visit
Ronnie Kniespedt, Miss Kim with his grandparents, Mr. and
Black, and Keith Black.
Mrs. Earl Lamb.
Miss Lanita Crouch of Mem- Fourth Sunday dinner guests
phis, Tenn., spent the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bazzel
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Theron Crouch and Steve.
and daughter, Mrs.
Bazzell
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell returned Russell Patterson, and Tommy
callers
home Friday from the Murray- Patterson. Afternoon
Calloway County Hospital. She were Mr.and Mrs. Etelda Watson,
will be going to Vanderbilt Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell and
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., for son,and Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
further treatment on Monday. Bazzell and son.
Mrs. Zada Stone and Mrs. Al&
Tabers spent Thursday with Mrs.
Harmon Marine and Miss Maudie Fourth Sunday afternoon
callers of Mrs.Lillie Bazzell were
Marine.
Miss Euva Gilbreth spent Mr. and Mrs. Theron Crouch and
Wednesday night with Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Bazzell. A Saturday
Mrs. Hess Darnell and Thursday afternoon caller was mrs. AIMS
Fuqua.
with Mrs. Hattie Watson.
Mrs.Ola Haneline has returned
Now You Know
home from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after spending By United Press International
The Battle of Hastings in 1066
several weeks in the hospital with
a broken hip. She is improving was actually fought six miles
and Mrs. Zada Stone is with her a northwest of Hastings, England,
on a hilltop where the small
few days.
Mrs. James Black and son, town of Battle stands today.
Kim,and Mrs. Ronnie Kniespeck
were July 25th callers of mine.
Third Sunday afternoon callers
of Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Ftichie
were Mr. and Mrs. Cody Young.
Miss Carlene Lamb has
returned home from a visit with
relatives in Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Carter
and son of Warren, Mich., are
spending their vacation with
relatives here.
Third Sunday dinner guests of
mine were Mr. and Mrs Wayland
Mitchell and granddaughter,
Little Miss Jene Stratton and
Miss Edith Duncan. Monday
evening callers were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell. Tuesday
afternoon callers were Mr. and
Mrs. Carrie Richie _end Mr. and
Mrs. Edison Hopkins...
Third Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Davis were
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bysee and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Grifith. A caller was Miss Ruth
Grace of Benton.
Mrs. Virgil Bridges spent one
day the past week with her aunt,
Pearl Adams and daughter Of
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Dade Rose and
is Bessen and two
son. Mrs.
ctilriren. Mr. and Mrs. sari H

Prell
oncentrate
Shampoo
Large Tube

Johnson
Baby
Oil

Rexall
Fluoride
Toothpaste

Rexall
Alumox
Liquid
Antacid

10 oz.

Family Size

12 oz

95C Value

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

5" x 7" COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
DRUG STORE

Central Sh•••in• Center MuiTra
Prices Good 'Thru August 9, 1971

While Quantities Last

Quantity
Rights
Reserved

This Coupon entitles you to a
FREE 5"x 7" COLOR
ENLARGEMENT in an attractive
folder, a regular $1.50 value
Present this Coupon to the
Begley's nearest along with
your favorite KODACOLOR
NEGATIVE'. Offer expires
August 31, 1971 Limit of one IV
per customer, please.
*No slides, please.
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Kleenex
Jumbo
Towels
470 Value

WEEKEND
DISCOUNTS

Electric
Ice
Crusher

FAN

On -Off Switch
Eye Level See Thru Container
All the Ice you need at the flip 1 a switch
Safety Top-loading door

$17.95 Value
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Gillette
Foamy Shave
11 oz. $1.19 Value

Patio Table
$1.98 Value

$1195 Value

Micrin
Mouthwash

them.

12 oz
$1.29 Value

Hibachi Grill
with Legs
Gem
Nail Clipper
29C Value
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Brylcreem
Hairdressing
King Size
$1.29 Value

Van Wyck Can Opener
w/Knife Sharpener
Tilt-Proof Base
Opens all size Cans
Opens Square Sardine Cans
Sharpens knives 6 scissors

Forty
of Col
C. plus
In.

Sink Plunger
79C Value

Ventilated
Car Cushion

$11.99 Value

91.89 Value

Stri-Dex
Medicated
Pads
75's $1 59 Value

Papermate
Powerpoint Pen
$1.95 Value
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Absorbine
Jr.
2 oz
$119 Value
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ACCEPTS BLAME—Keikichi
Ma,:uhara (above) resigned
as director general of Japan's self - defense forces,
.,ccepting blame for history's worst air disaster.
the collision of a militari'
Jet flown by a student pilot
with an All Nippon Airways 727 which killed 162.

Geritol
Tablets
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$4.98 Value
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